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(ROSE-HULMAM
INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
5500 Wabash Avenue, Terre Haute, Indiana 47803 • (812) 877-1511
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE JANUARY 8, 1982
SPORTS INFORMATION
TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Coming off a big College Athletic Conference victory
over Principia College Wednesday, the Rose-Hulman Fightin' Engineers basket-
ball team will return to Shook Memorial Fieldhouse to meet Southwestern
Saturday night in the Engineers' second conference match-up of the season.
Rose-Hulman played well Wednesday against a smaller Principia team,
shooting 52 percent from the field and stealing the ball 21 times from the
cold-shooting Principia offense. The Engineers were led by senior co-captain
Keith Oehlman, who chipped in 23 points, and had eight steals and three assists
in less than 20 minutes. Oehlman was followed in scoring by sophomore Jeff
Chandler with 18 points. Oehlman's backcourt running mate, Bob Ewing, con-
tributed eight points, eight assists, and eight of the Engineer team's 60
rebounds.
Sophomore Dean Stanley blocked ten shots in an excellent defensive effort
as well as collecting nine rebounds. Thirteen Engineers played in Wednesday
afternoon's contest in Elsah, Ill., with each breaking into the scoring column.
Despite the big scoring game against Principia, the Engineers must look
ahead to the Saturday night game with the hot-shooting Southwestern Lynxcats.
"I'm glad to get that game (Principia) under our belts," commented Engineer
Head Coach John Mutchner, who added, "Now we can get in a couple of good days
of practice and get ready for Southwestern. They (Southwestern) have had some
outstanding teams in the past two years, and I'm sure they will be tough this
year."
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Southwestern Head Coach Herb Hilgeman will have a tough job replacing
last year's Lynxcat team which was 23-3 last year and was beat by one point
in the NCAA Division III regional by host Savannah State.
Southwestern is not a big team as 6-5 junior Chip Parrott starts at
center for the Lynxcats. This, coupled with the fact that Southwestern
graduated four of last year's five starters, caused Hilgeman to describe
this season as "a rebuilding year."
However, before all the loyal Lynxcats fans throw away their season
tickets, it must be remembered that the one returning starter from last
year's team is 6-3 guard Tim O'Keefe. O'Keefe, an All-CAC selection from
last year is averaging 15.4 points per game and along with Parrott is a co-
captain of the Southwestern team. In addition to the veteran O'Keefe,
Southwestern has an outstanding group of freshmen talent.
From Memphis, Tenn. is 6-4 freshman Scott Patterson who was a first
team All-State selection last year in Tennessee. Patterson will start at
forward for the Lynxcats and is currently averaging 22 points per game and
hitting from the field at a 63 percent clip. Another Memphis product, 6-6
freshman Billy Ryan does not start for Southwestern, but is quickly gaining
experience coming off the bench. Ryan, as Patterson, is a hot shooter, cur-
rently connecting on 62 percent of his shots from the field.
Rounding out the lineup for Southwestern with O'Keefe, Patterson, and
Parrott is 6-0 sophomore guard Jeff Phillips along with another talented
freshman prospect, 6-4 forward Rozell Henderson.
The lineup Engineer Coach Mutchner will put on the floor is questionable
with the exception of co-captains Oehlman and Wagner and guard Bob Ewing.
However, Lynxcat Coach Hilgeman expects to face a strong, well coached team
in Saturday night's battle.
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"John Mutchner does a nice job at Rose-Hulman," noted Hilgeman, adding,
"Rose always plays a tough schedule, which really helps the team get ready
for the conference."
Rose-Hulman, who Hilgeman picks as "the team to beat" in the CAC, stands
4-4 on the season. Southwestern, who Mutchner feels has a "good shot" at
winning the CAC, is currently 3-2. The conference match-up is scheduled to
get under way at 7:30 p.m. Saturday in Shook Memorial Fieldhouse.
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ROSE-HULMAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
5500 WABASH AVENUE, TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA 47803
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Kent Harris, News Bureau, or
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January 11, 1982
TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology has received
a grant of $54,000 from Westinghouse Educational Foundation for the purpose
of mounting a significant professional development effort in the areas of
computer graphics, computer-aided design and computer-aided manufacturing.
The three major activities to be underwritten by this grant are: 1)
to provide a fundamental understanding of and a familiarity with computer
graphics techniques for all of the engineering faculty; 2) to review the
engineering curricula to determine how best to implement computer graphics;
and 3) to revise to engineering curricula and implement these changes.
Dr. James R. Eifert, vice president for academic affairs and dean of
the faculty, states that computer graphics is going to be so fundamental to
the future of engineering that every faculty member should have some level
of competence and understanding of the computer graphics area.
"Computer graphics is different from other subject matter areas in
our curricula because the content originated in the industrial sector rather
than the academic sector," explains Dean Eifert. "In distinct contrast to
the classical sequence of events, computer graphics has come from industry
to the engineering classroom and laboratory. Therefore, the first task to
be addressed must be the education of the engineering faculty on three basic
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questions: What are the current capabilities of computer graphics? What
equipment is available? What are the future prospects for computer graphics?
The Westinghouse Educational Foundation grant will allow Rose-Hulman
to send 40 engineering faculty members to short courses and workshops in
computer graphics related areas over the next two years. Some of these
courses will be of an introductory nature, while others will be more advanced,
depending upon the present background of the faculty member concerned.
Once a number of faculty members have gained insight into this emerging
field, the engineering curricula review will become the major activity of the
grant. Faculty then should be in a position to determine just where computer
graphics is necessary and where it belongs in the curricula.
A specific curricular question to be addressed is whether or not graphics
and computer programming should be combined.
All engineering curricula at Rose-Hulman currently require introductory
courses in graphics (graphical representation as an aid to analysis and design,
descriptive geometry, sketching and data presentation), and computer programming
(flow charts and programming in FORTRAN and BASIC languages).
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ROSE-HULMAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
5500 WABASH AVENUE, TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA 47803
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CONTACT: FOR RELEASE:
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January 11, 1982
DISCUSS EMERGING FIELD--Sam J. Savorelli (left), team leader for the
Westinghouse Electric Corporation group which visited the Rose-Hulman
campus recently to recruit 1982 graduates for employment with Westing-
house, talks with Dr. Donald G. Morin, associate profesor of mechanical
engineering, and Dr. Samuel F. Hulbert (right) concerning a Westinghouse
Educational Foundation grant to Rose-Hulman in support of professional
development in computer graphics, computer-aided design and computer-
aided manufacturing. Dr. Morin is doing research in robotics, one of
the tools of computer-aided manufacturing.
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TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Dr. Richard Walton of the Harvard Graduate School
of Business will give an address, "The Impact of Microcomputers on People
and Organizations" at Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology Friday, Jan. 15.
The lecture will begin at 11:05 a.m. in the Auditorium of Moench Hall and
is open to the public.
Dr. Walton is a nationally-known expert on the relationship between
information technology and the way firms are organized and managed. He is
interested in methods of increasing productivity through better integration
of people and technology.
Professor Walton pursues an active career of teaching, research and
consulting. His numerous publications deal with the application of the
behavioral sciences to problems in management. He is considered an authority
on conflict resolution in industrial and social settings.
In parallel with his research activities, he has been active in the
development of social innovations. For example, he participated in the
design and implementation of a problem-solving workshop for international
border disputes. He also has designed organizational structures that better
fit the needs of both labor and management.
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Professor Walton received a B.S. in political science from Purdue
University in 1953. He received an M.S. in economics from Purdue in 1954
and a Doctor of Business Administration from Harvard University in 1959.
He had teaching and research experience at Purdue University and
UCLA before joining the Harvard faculty in 1968. From 1969-76 he served
as the Director of the Division of Research at the Harvard Business School.
Professor Walton's talk is sponsored by the Division of Humanities,
Social and Life Sciences and the Microelectronics Group, an ad hoc faculty
group which has recently begun a two-year lecture series to increase the
students' and community's awareness of the microelectronic revolution and
its numerous impacts on society.
Further information on Dr. Walton's visit may be obtained from
Dr. Thad D. Smith, professor of political science at Rose-Hulman.
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TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Back by popular demand to the Rose-Hulman Institute
of Technology Fine Arts Series, the Indianapolis Ballet Theatre will bring
members from all over the United States to perform on the Rose-Hulman stage
at 7:30 p.m., Wednesday, January 20.
Choreographed by Dace Dindonis, George Verdak and Bud Kerwin, the 11-
member troupe, comprised largely of Butler University faculty and graduates,
will perform a variety of works from Klavierquintett to Medieval Dances to
Hoagy's Suite.
"Hoagy's Suite," highlighted by the music of Indiana's own citizen and
composer, Hoagy Carmichael, was prepared with the special consent and blessings
of the late Mr. Carmichael. The "Suite" became an instant hit with audiences
last season and promises to have similar results this year.
"Hoagy's Suite" includes Carmichael hits Georgia, Stardust, Baltimore
Oriole, and the Riverboat Shuffle and Jubilee. This favored performance,
choreographed by Bud Kerwin, includes the entire ensemble in the final ballet.
The Indianapolis Theatre will also perform the Cafe Waltz, Slovanka Pas
De Deux (from the ballet "Kermesse in Bruges"), Intermezzo, Harlequin and Col-
umbine. These works are choreographed by Dace Dindonis and George Verdak.
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Dindonis, from Butler University, was formerly the Artistic Director
of the Shreveport (Louisiana) Symphony Ballet. She has been with the Indi-
anapolis Theatre for seven years and has been assistant director for four
years. George Verdak, currently the Artistic Director of the Indianapolis
troupe, was previously with the Minneapolis Symphony.
Other members of the company include Kathryn and Michael Stephenson,
who joined the group in 1976. The Stephensons are both Butler University
graduates and have toured the United States, Canada, South America, Aus-
tralia, Europe, and the Far East with Disney on Parade.
Two additional Butler graduates who dance with the company are Dale
Shields and Gregory Wolverton. Shields trained earlier with the Winston-
Salem Civic Ballet, the North Carolina School of the Arts, and the American
Ballet Center before joining the Indianapolis Ballet Theatre in 1976. Wol-
verton, a recent Butler graduate with a B.A. in dance, is working to complete
his M.A. degree. He previously made professional appearances with the Louis-
ville Ballet and the Cleveland Ballet.
Other dancers include Tim Hubbard, who graduated from the State Uni-
versity College at Geneseo, N.Y. and received his M.A. from Butler. Hubbard
studied mime with the late Claude Kipnis before joining the Indianapolis
Theatre in 1974. A more recent member of the Indianapolis Ballet is Rose
Mussienko, who is currently in her first year with the company. She was
previously with the Duluth Ballet in Minnesota where she performed and
taught for two seasons.
Tammie Magri, with the company since 1980, has been dancing since she
was two years old. She has studied with the American Ballet Theatre, Houston
Ballet and was awarded scholarships to the Joffery Ballet and the San Fran-
cisco Ballet.
INDIANAPOLIS BALLET THEATRE--3
Denise Prasky (George) and Greg George round out the 11-member troupe.
Denise performed with the DuPage Ballet for four years before joining the
Indianapolis Ballet Theatre in 1975. She danced for three years with the
Ohio Ballet. Greg, and his wife Denise, rejoined the company this summer
after a stint with the Ohio Ballet. Greg received his professional start
with the Indianapolis Ballet Theatre at the age of 16.
Ticket sales and distribution for the Indianapolis Ballet Theatre
will be made from 10-11:40 a.m. and 12:40-2:30 p.m. Tuesday and Wednesday,
Jan. 19 and 20 in the main hall of Moench Hall. Tickets are $2 each to the
general public ($1 for senior citizens and students).
The next production in the Rose-Hulman Fine Arts Series will feature
a concert of old time mountain-style music, dancing and "carryings-on" when
the Easy Street Stringband comes to the Rose-Hulman stage Saturday evening,
February 13.
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SPECIAL TO THE CLINTON CHRONICLE
TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Dave Womble, a senior at Rose-Hulman Institute of
Technology, has been awarded the Most Improved Runner Award in cross country
for 1981. The award, given to that runner who, according to Cross Country
Coach Jim Hargis, "sets goals for improvement and has the perseverance and
persistence to follow through to the goal's realization." Coach Hargis
would be the first to agree that Dave Womble is that kind of runner.
"Dave worked out during the summer running from 6-12 miles per day.
Consequently, he moved up into the top five runners and ran a very consistent
third position for us all season," noted Hargis.
As a senior, Womble broke into the Rose-Hulman cross country record
books by recording a 26:21 time which placed him seventh on the list of the
top 15 runners in Rose-Hulman history. In addition, Womble was a medalist
in the College Athletic Conference meet by virtue of his seventh place finish.
As outstanding a record as Womble has compiled in track and cross coun-
try, he is also an exceptional student, majoring in mathematics and computer
science. Womble received Certificates of Merit in Mathematics in 1978-79 and
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in 1979-80, as well as serving as a senior operator in the institute's com-
puter center. He is also the lone student representative on an ad hoc
committee on word processing.
Besides his academic and athletic endeavors at Rose-Hulman, Womble is
also involved in the Camera Club and the Astronomy Club. A graduate of
Principia High School near St. Louis, Mo., he is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Eugene Womble of 302 Calvert Avenue, Clinton, S.C.
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Professor Irvin Hooper, Continuing Ed. January 14, 1982
TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Registration for Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology's
review program for those intending to take the April 16-17 Indiana examination
for license as a professional engineer is due Wednesday, Jan. 20, according to
Dr. Irvin P. Hooper, director of continuing education.
The program is offered in two five-week programs. Series A, which will
meet on the Tuesday evenings of Jan. 26, Feb. 2, 9, 16 and 23, is titled "Fun-
damentals of Engineering." Series B, which is a review of principles and prac-
tice of engineering in the various areas (civil, chemical, electrical or mech-
anical engineering), will be conducted on the evenings of March 2, 9, 16, 23
and 30.
All sessions meet from 7 to 9 p.m. in Room C-126 of Moench Hall. The
all-inclusive fee for each of these series is $65 or $120 for both Series A
and B.
According to Dr. Hooper, Series A is designed to be helpful to those who
have not completed the Engineer-in-Training portion of the state examination
or who have been away from the classroom for a period of time or for those who
otherwise feel they would benefit from a general review of engineering prin-
ciples. Series B stresses the principles and practice portion of the exam-
ination by discipline. Thus, Dr. Hooper requests that persons designate their
major field of engineering interest.
(M 0 R E)
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It is noted that programs are subject to cancellation if an insufficient
number register. Prepaid fees will be refunded in the event of cancellation.
A registrant who enrolls and cancels his enrollment prior to the first meeting
will have his fee refunded.
Further information may be obtained from Dr. Irvin P. Hooper, Director
of Continuing Education, Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology, 5500 Wabash Ave.,
Terre Haute, IN 47803 (Telephone: 812-877-1511).
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TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Dr. Keith E. Hoover, assistant professor of elec-
trical engineering at Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology, has been awarded
a grant of $20,400 from the National Science Foundation for the purpose of
developing the second and third 10-week courses in microprocessors for
electrical engineering and computer science students.
The NSF grant, which must be matched by a Rose-Hulman grant of $14,400,
will allow Rose-Hulman to develop advanced microcomputer courses demanded by
popularity of this relatively new technology in industry.
"The present 10-week microcomputer course offered by the E.E. depart-
ment is currently being shifted from the third quarter of the senior year to
the third quarter of the junior year," explains Dr. Hoover. "This now opens
up time for additional, more advanced microcomputer courses in the senior
year. The skyrocketing popularity and the plummeting of the price of micro-
computerized control in all types of engineering applications certainly
points out the need for such additional coverage."
Dr. Hoover will develop one course in each of the next two summers.
Approximately one-third of the NSF grant will pay his salary during this
period, while the remainder will be used to purchase the necessary hardware
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(terminals, breadboards and integrated circuits, etc.) and the courseware
(teaching materials, consulting services of outside electrical engineers
for course evaluation, and travel to microcomputer conferences and visits
to other universities.)
A member of the faculty at Rose-Hulman since 1977, Hoover earned a
B.S. in electrical engineering with high honors in 1971. He continued his
education at the University of Illinois where he earned the M.S. and Ph.D.
degrees in the period from 1971 to 1976. His areas of specialization are
digital electronics, and electromagnetics.
Prior to joining Rose-Hulman he taught at North Carolina A. & T. State
University. Hoover is married to the former Judith Myers, who holds a Ph.D.
in comparative literature from the University of Illinois and has served as
an adjunct professor at Rose-Hulman. The couple has one son, Kevin, age 2.
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SPORTS INFORMATION
TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--The Rose-Hulman Fightin' Engineers hope to get back
on the winning track when they face the Wabash College Little Giants in Shook
Memorial Fieldhouse Wednesday, Jan. 20.
The 7:30 p.m. contest will match the Wabash squad, currently 7-4 on the
season, against the Engineers who now stand 6-5. The Giants, coming off a
Saturday afternoon victory over Centre College of Danville, Kentucky, are led
by 6-8 senior center Pete Metzelaars. Metzelaars, who was a starting tight
end for the Little Giants nationally-ranked football team, also plays a key
role for the Giants on the hardwood.
"Any time you play Wabash you have to be concerned with Metzelaars," com-
mented Engineer Head Coach John Mutchner, who added, "he (Metzelaars) has been
the cornerstone of their basketball program for four years."
Metzelaars, who was picked as an NCAA Division III All-American last year,
averages 20 points per game for the Little Giants and is shooting for an NCAA
field goal percentage record. Although Metzelaars has never won field goal
percentage honors for a single year, he can capture the career (four year) rec-
ord by shooting 64 percent from the field this year. He is currently hitting
at a 68 percent clip.
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The Engineers, who had a three game winning streak abruptly halted with
a 75-87 loss to Southwestern Saturday, will have their hands full trying to
stop the inside game of Metzelaars and the fine outside shooting of senior
guard Mike Holcomb (6-1), who is averaging 13 points per outing.
Rose-Hulman's last victory came on the road against Blackburn College
in Carlinville, Ill., Wednesday, Jan. 13. However, it was a different story
when the Engineers went south to Memphis, Tenn. to face the Lynxcats of
Southwestern, according to Mutchner.
"We looked like a team playing on the road, and they looked like a team
playing at home," noted Mutchner of the Lynxcats who Rose-Hulman had beaten
by an 84-66 score just a week before in the Engineers' home arena. "We shot
32 percent from the field in the second half and four of our five starters
fouled out. We made a run at them (Southwestern) at the end, but they had
a good effort from Tim O'Keefe (27 points) and Scott Patterson, who hit 15
of 19 attempts from the free throw line," commented the Rose-Hulman mentor.
The Engineers must look to the Wednesday night contest and the Wabash
team that plays "an up-tempo kind of game", according to Mutchner, who added,
"Wabash can run the ball well and press well."
Mutchner will counter the Wabash attack with senior co-captains 6-3
Keith Oehlman and 6-5 Paul Wagner at the guard and forward positions. Oehl-
man, the leading Engineer scorer, is chipping in 18 points per game and Wagner
is contributing 12 points and 12 rebounds per game. Starting beside Oehlman
at guard is 6-1 Bob Ewing who tallied 12 points in Saturday's losing effort.
The two remaining spots on the Engineer starting roster are "up in the air
right now," according to Mutchner who will most likely pick his two starters
from a group of four players which include 6-5 senior Don Patton and sopho-
mores Dean Stanley (6-8), Keith Kemp (6-4) and Jeff Chandler (6-4).
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Wabash will start Metzelaars and Holcomb (co-captains) in addition to
5-10 junior Teddy Parker beside Holcomb at guard. The remainder of the
Giants' lineup will be chosen from 6-2 Kerry Seward and sophomores Merlin
Nice (6-4) and Jim Beagle (6-5).
The Giants recently returned from a southern trip which included games
with Louisiana Tech, Texas A. & I., and the University of Texas at San An-
tonio. According to Wabash Head Coach Mac Petty, Louisiana Tech, a Division
I school and Texas A. & I. a Division II school, "are known for their good
basketball teams." The trip to Texas hurt the Wabash team's season record
as the Giants suffered three losses in as many outings, but according to
Petty, "the trip helped us in the fact that it made us play smart basketball
and should help us develop as a team."
The Wednesday night contest in Shook Memorial Fieldhouse should provide
fans an interesting match up as the Engineers and the Little Giants split
the two games played last season.
"I think it will be the typical Rose-Hulman/Wabash game," noted Mutchner,
adding, "it will probably go right down to the wire."
The game, which on pre-season schedules indicated the contest was to be
in Crawfordsville, will be played at Rose-Hulman. The second in the two game
series will be played at Chadwick Court on the Wabash College campus in Craw-
fordsville, Wednesday, Feb. 24.
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TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--At a time when many of the nation's 3,000 colleges
and universities are scrambling to find students, there is a relatively small
number of schools that consistently have far more undergraduate applications
than they can accept and enroll. Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology is one
of them; in fact, it is among the more selective of the truly selective col-
leges and universities.
This group of institutions is identified in two recently-published books
which sought to find out which colleges and universities are the most selec-
tive in the nation.
One of these sources is "The Competitive Colleges: Who Are They? What
Are They? What Are They Like?", a publication compiled by Peterson's Guides.
Rose-Hulman was among five Indiana colleges and universities to make this
select list of 246 schools nationwide.
The other publication, "Barron's Guide to The Most Prestigious Colleges"
rates Rose-Hulman in a grouping of the top 50 in the United States. Barron's
"most competitive" listing includes 33 institutions which included many of the
Ivy League schools, major independent institutions such as MIT and Stanford
and the military academies.
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Rose-Hulman was listed in the 17 colleges or universities, the "highly
competitive" group with composite ACT scores of 28 or SAT scores of 625 or
better in verbal and/or mathematics. This listing included the University of
Chicago, Rensselaer, Georgia Tech, Duke and Northwestern.
"We are extremely pleased to receive this recognition," stated Dr.
Samuel F. Hulbert, president of the 107-year-old Rose-Hulman. "This comes as
no surprise to us; we've known for a long time that we have one of the nation's
better student bodies."
Rose-Hulman is the only Hoosier institution listed in Barron's "most com-
petitive" and "highly competitive" listings. Other Indiana schools listed in
Peterson's top 246 colleges and universities nationally were the University of
Notre Dame, Earlham, Hanover and Wabash Colleges. More than half of the mem-
bers of the College Athletic Conference with which Rose-Hulman is affiliated
made the latter publication.
Founded in 1875 by pioneer entrepreneur Chauncey Rose, Rose-Hulman was
re-endowed in 1970 through the gift of the Hulman family of Terre Haute. Rose-
Hulman, with an enrollment of 1,250, offers degrees in chemical engineering,
chemistry, civil engineering, computer science, electrical engineering, mathe-
matical economics, mathematics, mechanical engineering and physics.
-30-
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TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--A five-man team has been selected to represent
Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology in the regional College Bowl competition
Feb. 5-6 at the University of Illinois in Champaign.
Dr. Heinz Luegenbiehl, assistant professor of philosophy and faculty
adviser to the team, has been preparing the team for the competition. He has
scheduled the team to participate with eight other College Bowl teams in a
competition at Purdue University, Saturday, Jan. 30.
The final five-man team was chosen from a group of nine Rose-Hulman
students--the winning five-man team and top four individuals coming out of
an extensive campus-wide College Bowl competition conducted from Early Octo-
ber through mid-January. More than 100 students participated in this intra-
mural-type activity which involved 24 four-man teams and a number of alternates.
The Rose-Hulman College Bowl team which will compete in Champaign, Ill.,
is comprised of three senior chemical engineering majors, Jim Weber of Washing-
ton, Ed Bullerdiek of East Aurora, N.Y., and Doug Gundlach of Belleville, Ill.,
and sophomores A.J. Fossett, a mechanical engineering major from Danville, Ill.,
and Dan Dillon, a chemical engineering major from Crown Point.
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Alternates for the two-day competition are seniors John Fruth, Point
Pleasant, W. Va., and Bryan Scott, Smithfield, Ohio, and juniors Kenny McCleary,
West Terre Haute, and Mark Kipp, Western Springs, Ill.
The College Bowl competition, similar to the television version spon-
sored by General Electric Company a few years ago, includes questions on a wide
variety of subjects, according to Luegenbiehl.
"The questions can cover sports, trivia, literature, history, geogra-
phy, chemistry....literally. anything," explains Luegenbiehl. "College Bowl
tests a wide scope of knowledge....there is nothing you can really study for in
preparing for competition."
Last year Rose-Hulman placed seventh among 12 teams in the Region 9
competition. Region 9 includes many large universities such as Purdue, Notre
Dame and the University of Illinois.
Luegenbiehl is optimistic about the Rose-Hulman team's chances in the
Region 9 meet. "I think we will be better than last year's team. We should
do really well this year."
The top finisher in the regional competition will move on to the
National College Bowl competition.
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TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--A Terre Haute mechanical engineering student and
inventor is among 168 men and women representing 45 nationalities featured
in a book, "Spirit of Enterprise," a publication which describes the ideas
and inventions of the most promising aspirants for the 1981 Rolex Awards.
David J. Dvorak, a junior at Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology who
was one of two United States representatives at the Japanese National Sci-
ence Fair in Tokyo during his freshman year, was featured in an article
entitled, "An Improved Prosthetic Foot for Amputees."
The Rolex Award for Enterprise is an internationally-famous competition
sponsored by Montres Rolex S.A. of Geneva, Switzerland, to "encourage out-
standing personal enterprise." Individuals are invited to submit projects
within any one of three broad categories of competition: applied sciences
and invention, exploration and discovery, and the environment. Candidates
vie for one of five Rolex Awards, each worth 50,000 Swiss francs and a gold
Rolex Chronometer.
Dvorak, son of Mr. and Mrs. John J. Dvorak, 2224 North Twenty-sixth
Street and a graduate of Terre Haute North Vigo High School, is the youngest
individual to have his project included in "Spirit of Enterprise."
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Projects such as a collapsible airplane that can be transported on a
car roof, the rescue of desert tribes from devastating drought, and navi-
gation of the entire length of the previously impenetrable Yangtze River
by hovercraft were among those projects covered. Topics and sites ranged
from the depths of underground rivers to the peaks of the highest moun-
tains in the world, and even on into space.
Dvorak's entry described his design and development of a prosthetic
foot, with swing phase dorsiflexion (lifting of the toe), that will help
eliminate excessive pelvic tilt, high opposite-heel rise, and vaulting in
the gaits of lower-extremity amputees.
This work was begun in high school and has been refined as Dvorak has
acquired a greater knowledge in the principles of engineering and mechanics,
etc. Dvorak also has worked to develop the design further, in hopes of
adding the motions of inversion, eversion, lateral tilt, and so on, in order
that the foot will be more stable on uneven surfaces.
Dvorak feels these added motions would also contribute to reducing
stress and wear on the biological joints of the prosthesis wearer, such as
the knee joint of the below-knee amputee.
Beyond this, Dvorak anticipates about three workable designs of feet
to serve the needs of amputees' preferences brought about by different
amputation levels, age, activity, sex or vocation. An athlete or growing
child may prefer a simple and sturdy foot, an elderly person may want a
foot for slow walking, or a young lady may want a seamless foot that can
be hidden under a foam cosmetic cover or that is adjustable for different
heel heights of shoes.
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Dvorak also is an accomplished musician. He plays the French horn,
bassoon and the harp. As a sophomore he composed a piece for flute and
harp as part of the requirements for a music class at Rose-Hulman. This
year he is composing a piece for harp and organ which will be entered in
national competition.
Dvorak was the principal student organizer of the first Engineers in
Concert program last year which provided students and faculty of the insti-
tute an opportunity to perform serious solo and chamber music. The second
Engineers in Concert is scheduled for Sunday afternoon, Jan. 31.
In addition to these activities, Dvorak serves as a student member on
the faculty's Commission for the Visual and Performing Arts and writes a
column, "Reverb" for the school's student newspaper.
Dvorak is considering graduate school in mechanical engineering fol-
lowing his graduation in May, 1983. He has not decided what area of mech-
anical engineering to pursue, but says he prefers a job where "one can
think and be creative rather than be a 'plug and chug' engineer."
As Dvorak puts it: "It's far easier to be an engineering major and have
music as a hobby than it is to be a music major and have engineering for a
hobby."
David Dvorak is a savvy as well as creative young man!
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TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Three graduates of Rose-Hulman Institute of Tech-
nology who have distinguished themselves in engineering-related positions in
business and industry will be seated on the college's Board of Managers during
this group's winter meeting, Feb. 25-26.
Elected to serve five-year terms are Vern W. Fellows, vice president
and secretary of B & A Electric/Electronic, Terre Haute; J.T. "Tom" Norman,
senior vice president of the B.F. Goodrich Company, Akron, Ohio; and Harold D.
Brown, Jr., vice president of administration for AA Development Corporation,
Dallas, Texas.
A native of Terre Haute, Fellows was graduated from Rose-Hulman with a
B.S. in electrical engineering in 1962.
Having joined the Visqueen Division of Ethyl Corporation upon graduation,
he has been associated with the B & A Electric Group since 1967.
Fellows has been active in the National Electrical Contractors Association
and is a member of the labor/management committee for the Terre Haute Division.
He also has been active in the Indiana Society of Professional Engineers
and the work of the RoseTech Alumni Association. A past president of the Wabash
Valley RoseTech Club, he has served on the standing committees on awards and
recognition and the organization of RoseTech clubs nationally, as well as chair-
man of the homecoming golf tournament.
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Fellows presently is serving as chairman of the Terre Haute community
sector of the "Blueprint for Excellence" campaign, a major thrust in the devel-
opment of Rose-Hulman.
He is a state director of the professional engineering group and a member
of the board of the Francis Vigo Chapter of the ISPE. A member of the executive
board of the ISPE, he also serves as its scholarship chairman.
His work on behalf of higher education also includes being an ambassador
for Associated Colleges of Indiana, thus teaming with an independent college or
university president outside the local area in the solicitation of the Terre
Haute area on behalf of the state's private colleges.
Fellows is married to the former Janice Sawyers of Terre Haute. Mr. and
Mrs. Fellows are the parents of two daughters, Karen and Elizabeth.
Born in Chicago and reared in Indianapolis, Norman was graduated from
Rose-Hulman with a B.S. in chemical engineering in 1952. He since has done grad-
uate work at the University of Louisville and completed the advanced management
program of Harvard University.
Norman joined the B.F. Goodrich Chemical Company upon graduation from
Rose, serving first as a shift foreman for the PVC plant in Louisville. Fol-
lowing a two-year tour with the U.S. Army Chemical Corps (1953-55), he returned
to the Louisville facility with increased responsibilities to include production
and technical support.
From 1958 to 1960 he worked at his first of three foreign assignments for
B.F. Goodrich Chemical. Assigned to a Japanese subsidiary, he was responsible
for engineering, construction and initial operation of a synthetic rubber plant
in Kawasaki, Japan.
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Following six years with the parent company's International Department in
Cleveland, Ohio, Norman spent five years as deputy general managing director
during the engineering, construction, start-up and operation of a petrochemical
center in Teheran, Iran, and three years as Area Director-Europe for B.F. Good-
rich in Den Haag, Holland.
Elevated to president of the B.F. Goodrich International Division in 1975,
Norman was named senior vice president in 1979 and since earlier this year has
been senior vice president of the B.F. Goodrich Company and also group vice presi-
dent of the Engineered Products Group.
In 1978 he was awarded an Honorary Doctor of Engineering degree from Rose-
Hulman. He is married to the former Delores Voges of Terre Haute. The couple
has a son, John, and a daughter, Sarah.
Brown, who grew up in Indianapolis, was graduated with a B.S. in chemical
engineering in 1957. His late father, Harold D. Brown, Sr., preceded him at
Rose, graduating in 1922.
Brown, who continued his education in chemical engineering at Purdue where
he earned an M.S. in 1961, recently was named vice president-administration for
AA Development Corporation and AA Energy Corporation, wholly-owned subsidiaries
of American Airlines engaged in the oil and gas business. His primary duties
include administrative functions of the companies, particularly the budgeting
process.
From 1979 through 1981 he was president and chief executive officer of
Amcar, Inc., and Dixie Lime and Stone Co., both in Sumterville, Fla., and Tonk
Products, Inc., Crawford, Texas. Amcar is a holding company of which Dixie Lime
and Stone and Tonk are assets. Brown had been associated with Round Rock Lime
Company, Dallas, and the AA group since 1974.
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He earlier had been general manager of American Magnesium Company, Sny-
der, Texas, from 1972 to 1974, and from 1961 to 1972 was area superintendent
for Dow Chemical Company in Freeport, Texas. Prior to working with Dow he
spent two years on active duty as an officer in the Corps of Engineers.
Brown is married to the former Linda Thornton of Terre Haute. The
Browns are the parents of three daughters, Karen Sue, Janet Kay, and Rebecca
Lee.
Seating of Fellows, Norman and Brown on the board brings the governing
body of the institute up to its full membership of 35 persons. The entire
membership of the board meets three times a year--a meeting in the spring co-
inciding with commencement, a meeting in the fall which coincides with home-
coming, and the winter meeting usually conducted in February.
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TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Two coaches, each with over 300 career wins, will
bring their teams to battle tonight when the Hanover Panthers come to Shook
Memorial Fieldhouse, home of the Rose-Hulman Fightin' Engineers.
Coach of the Panthers, John Collier, has been with Hanover for 16 sea-
sons and all 300 of his college victories have come with Hanover basketball
teams.
The hometown Engineers are coached by John Mutchner, who as Collier,
recorded his 300th victory this season. The Engineers are currently 8-7 for
the year, the last victory coming in Greenville, Ill., Saturday against Green-
ville College.
The Engineers are coming off a three-game road trip, recording two wins
and one loss along the way. Rose-Hulman beat University of the South (Sewanee)
and Greenville, but dropped a close game to Centre College Jan. 27. Sewanee
and Centre are both College Athletic Conference foes of the Engineers, who now
stand 3-2 in the conference race.
Hanover, an NAIA affiliated institution, is a member of the Hoosier-Buckeye
Collegiate Conference and stands 17-4 after a victory last night over Manchester
College. Hanover's win over Manchester extends a Panther winning streak to six
games, a mark the Engineers hope to put an end to tonight. The contest in Shook
Memorial Fieldhouse is scheduled to get under way at 7:30 p.m.
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SPORTS INFORMATION
TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Two conference games highlight weekend action for the
Rose-Hulman Engineers as teams from Illinois College and Principia College come
to Shook Memorial Fieldhouse Friday and Saturday evenings. Tipoff will be at
7:30 p.m.
Illinois College will come to the eastside campus Friday night sporting a
6-11 season record and a 2-2 College Athletic Conference mark. The Blueboys of
Illinois College boast a young team as there is not a senior on the starting
five.
However, Illinois College is led by an experienced player in 6-5 junior
center Peter Radabaugh, the leading scorer and rebounder as well as the Most
Valuable Player from last year's Blueboy team. Radabaugh, a physical player,
again leads the Illinois College team in scoring and rebounding in 1981-82 --
with 16 points and nine rebounds per game.
Filling out the Blueboy starting lineup are sophomore forwards Greg Havlin
and Shawn Cannon. Cannon, the tallest of the Blueboy front line at 6-6, has
been averaging over nine points per game. The 6-5 Havlin, Cannon's running
mate, has been scoring well in the latter part of the season and contributes
over 15 points per game to go along with eight rebounds per outing.
The Illinois College guards, 5-10 sophomore Bruce Higgins and 5-11 junior
Tad Gregurich make up for their lack of size with good speed. Higgins leads
the team in steals and had 11 steals against Blackburn College last Tuesday.
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Gregurich, who chips in around eight points per game, leads the Blueboys in
assists, averaging nearly five per game.
Rose-Hulman will counter the Blueboy attack with two senior veterans, Keith
Oehlman and Paul Wagner, and three sophomores, Jeff Chandler, Dean Stanley and
Bob Ewing.
Stanley, the Engineers' 6-8 pivotman, has been gaining experience in every
outing and is now becoming a scoring threat as well as a formidable shot blocker.
In the past two Rose-Hulman contests, (a victory at Greenville College and a loss
to Hanover) Stanley blocked 11 and six shots, respectively. Against a strong
Hanover team, Stanley was high scorer for the Engineers with 19 points.
In getting the ball to Stanley, guards Oehlman (6-3) and Ewing (6-1) col-
lected ten assists between them in the Hanover game. Dishing out assists is not
the only thing the Engineer guard tandem does well, as Ewing threw in 18 points
against Hanover, and Oehlman averages over 17 points per game.
The forward combination for the Engineers, Wagner (6-5) and Chandler (6-4),
can put the ball in the basket from inside or from the perimeter. Chandler, one
of the purest shooters on the Rose-Hulman squad, is hitting 50 percent of his
shots from the field as well as over 80 percent of his free throws. Wagner, the
veteran co-captain, was hampered with an early season ankle injury, but has been
coming on since missing the first two games of the season. Averaging over 12
points and 10 rebounds per game, Wagner should be a key to the Engineer's success
in the stretch conference play during the next two weeks.
Principia College will come to Shook Fieldhouse ready to avenge an early
season blowout by the Engineers on the Principia home court. According to Prin-
cipia Head Coach Terry Van Allen, the Engineers will be seeing a different Prin-
cipia team than they met earlier in the season. "We have made a tremendous amount
of progress since the beginning of the season," commented Van Allen, adding, "we
really have the ability to stay in the ball game."
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In the previous meeting between the conference foes, Greg Barfoot was the
leading scorer for the Indians with nine points. The Principia team is also
led by center Chris Smith, who averages over 14 points per game. The rest of
the Indian starting lineup includes forwards Steve Dissette and John Grey,
guards Barfoot and Mat Long. The Indians also have good bench strength and
look to Keith Jackson, who is averaging over 14 points per outing, and Lee
Godfrey to come off the bench and put some points on the board.
The College Athletic Conference is known for strong rivalries, and this
weekend in Shook Memorial Fieldhouse will be no exception. In addition to
the players' normal drive to win the conference games, each player also knows
that the conference champion will receive an automatic bid to the NCAA Division
III playoffs. Currently, Centre College of Danville, Ky., leads the conference
with one loss, but close behind with two losses each, are Rose-Hulman and Illi-
nois College. Rose-Hulman lost a heart-breaker on a last second shot at Centre
and look to avenge that loss when Centre comes to town Wednesday, Feb. 10.
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TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Tired of the snow, cold, and slush? Wish you could take
a walk in the country in the bright sunshine? The Rose-Hulman Fine Arts Series
hopes to take you away from the ice and snow, back to the country, if only for a
couple of hours.
Easy Street Stringband, a group of down-home musicians from Southern Indiana
will be offering a concert of fine old time mountain-style music, dancing, and
carryings-on Saturday, Feb. 13 in Rose-Hulman's Moench Hall Auditorium.
Easy Street is known for its lively renditions of crooked old fiddletunes,
antique ballads, love songs, work songs, and outlaw songs. Songs from the rough
frontiers and backwoods of long ago. Songs that many have forgotten; others that
everyone knows. Songs and tunes that celebrate youth and new beginnings, loved
by all who haven't lost completely the rugged vitality of spirit that has filled
our country from its early days.
Easy Street, first prize winners of the Tennessee Old-Time Fiddler's Champ-
ionship and regulars at the Indiana Fiddler's Gathering in Tippecanoe, features
Teri Klassen, on the marvelous Marvel guitar; Randy Marmouze, playing five string
banjo; Mark Feddersen, stringbass and mandolin; Bob Herring on fiddle; and Frank
Hall, fiddler and dance-caller.
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The Saturday night hoe-down will begin at 7:30 p.m. Tickets will be avail-
able to the public the day before the performance in Moench Hall on the Rose-
Hulman campus or at the door the day of the show.
The next performance presented by the Rose-Hulman Fine Arts Series will be
a Piano Trio Recital featuring Eleanor Bricetti on the violin, Anne Reynolds on
the flute and Karol Sue Reddington on the piano. The trio will perform selections
from composers Martinu, Jacques Ibert and Chopin as well as others. A program
that should appeal to the music lover, the trio is scheduled to perform March 25.
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TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--One of the top achievements of students at Rose-Hulman
Institute of Technology during the 1980-81 academic year had very little to do
with the school's specialty of engineering and science. However, though extra-
curricular in nature, this achievement had much to do with the larger mission
of total education and was noteworthy enough to be included as one of the two-
star items in President Samuel F. Hulbert's "state of the institute" message.
The event was the first "Engineers in Concert," a program organized by the
students which drew some of the most accomplished musicians from the student
body and faculty to perform serious music. Last year the event was largely an
in-house performance. Its success prompted students and faculty to "go public"
this year.
Thus, the 1981-82 "Engineers in Concert," postponed Jan. 31 because of the
snowstorm, has been rescheduled for Sunday, Feb. 21. The public is encouraged
to attend this concert at 3 p.m. in the Auditorium of Moench Hall. There is no
charge for admission.
"In the eyes of the general public engineers are bookworms," comments Dr.
Mallory North, professor of mechanical engineering and accomplished pianist who
has given direction to this student endeavor. "But in reality, engineering stu-
dents are well-rounded people. Many are well trained musicians and athletes and
so forth.
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"We (Rose-Hulman) have some very talented musicians and are very pleased
to exhibit to the general public that our student body is multi-talented."
This year's concert will feature the Rose Glee Club, The Rose Jazz Band,
the Rose String Quintet, a jazz combo and a blue grass group, as well as
individual performances on piano, harp and flugelhorn.
The jazz combo will perform such pieces as "Good Morning, Heartache,"
"Isn't She Lovely?" and "Easy." Students in this group are Charles Moss,
Evansville (vocalist and keyboard); Stephen Proffitt, Maryville, Tenn. (key-
board); Robert Luking, Vincennes (guitar); David Yates, Terre Haute (bass)
and Curtis Harris, Staunton (drums).
Bruce Wade, a sophomore from San Diego, Calif., organized the string
quintet largely through a small article in the school's student newspaper.
Wade plays first violin. Others in the group are Andrew Thomas, Terre Haute
(second violin); Kevin Donovan, Indianapolis (viola); Don Dodson, Terre Haute
(cello) and David Mead, South Charleston, W.Va. (bass). The string quintet
will play selections from Mozart and Bach.
Guitarist Daryl Jones and David Yates (bass), both of Terre Haute, will
perform a number of blue grass tunes.
The program also includes a harp solo by David Dvorak, Terre Haute junior,
who was the principal student organizer of last year's event; piano solos by
Devin Willis, Fort Wayne and Chris McGill, Dexter, Mo., and a flugelhorn solo
by Dr. Bruce Allison, who teaches chemistry. Dr. North will accompany Allison
and also perform a piano solo.
Dvorak and McGill will perform their own compositions, thus providing the
audience a special insight into the depth of their talent in music.
The performers will be honored with a reception following the concert.
The audience will be invited to participate and refreshments will be served.
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TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--The outreach of Rose-Hulman's Christian Fellowship will
include work in Panama and Mexico over the spring break in March.
After a quickened finals schedule, a group of 18 student members of Rose
Christian Fellowship and adviser Dr. Jerry Caskey, professor of chemical engi-
neering, will be transported by van and plane to Bocas del Toro, an island off
Panama's eastern coast. There they will begin the repair and restructuring of
a church building in the city of Bocas.
Meanwhile, another RCF group will travel to Castillo Del Rey, Mexico,
where it will help with the expansion of church facilities for a rapidly-
growing congregation.
The church in Bocas is run by the British Methodists and is in dire need
of a new eastern wall, insect-resistant roof and a tie beam with which to hold
the building together. Another building, which is the home of the minister
and his students, is also in need of renovation.
The purpose of the RCF-sponsored trip will be to supply the labor and
materials required to rebuild the church and to begin the renovation on the
minister's home--all during the short period of the spring break.
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In addition to providing the manpower and the materials, the group will
assist with worship services and Bible studies. Through all these activities,
the RCF hopes to promote the spiritual growth of the residents of these two
cities, as well as the Rose-Hulman group.
The total cost of RCF's missionary efforts is estimated to be about $16,500.
Almost $11,000 has been contributed by churches and individuals, leading student
organizer Sam Christie, a junior electrical engineering major from DePauw, Ind.,
to say: "We have the faith that the needs for this work will be met."
The major costs will be incurred by the Panama trip where both workers and
construction materials must be supplied. The Mexico congregation requires only
workers.
The idea for these projects came from a similar project which in the past
has been sponsored by DePauw University as an option during that neighboring
university's one-month long winter term in January.
Rose Christian Fellowship is a group of students, faculty and friends who
are trying to spread the word of God throughout Rose-Hulman and the Terre Haute
community. Composed of approximately 100 people, RCF also strives to give its
members an opportunity to mature spiritually and grow in the faith of Jesus
Christ.
The local campus group was begun about a dozen years ago when four members
of the Class of 1972 started a small Bible study. The group decided to affiliate
with Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship, which provides opportunities for per-
sonal growth through programs such as conferences, Bible and life workshops and
the Urbana Missions Conference, a biennial meeting which attracts some 15,000
college and university students to Champaign-Urbana, Ill. Speakers at the Urbana
Conference have included C.S. Lewis and Billy Graham.
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Current RCF activities on campus include a weekly chapter meeting which
usually features speakers from the outside who share one of many diverse top-
ics of interest, and nine action groups which meet each week for Bible study
and fellowship.
Students who will be making the trip to Panama include Ian Brockie,
Mishawaka; Eric Carlsgaard, Martinsville; Sam Christie, DePauw; John Clark,
Charlottesville, Va.; Greg Fawley and Matt Grieger, both of Fort Wayne; John
Crowder, Terre Haute; Dan Dillon, Crown Point; John Dufek, Hutchinson, Kan.;
John Egleston, Jacksonville, Fla.; Jeff Gilbert, Farmersburg; Ken Gramley and
Jim Roecker, both of Peoria, Ill.; Vincent Mosconi, Kettering, Ohio; Dan Smith,
Indianapolis; Darren Thompson, Franklin; and Brian Watkins, Paris, Mich.
Rose Christian Fellowship enlists the prayers of the larger Rose-Hulman
Community in its activities. Further information on the group's work may be
obtained by contacting: Rose Christian Fellowship, Box 323, Rose-Hulman Insti-
tute of Technology, 5500 Wabash Ave., Terre Haute, IN 47803.
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TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Rose-Hulman will play "the biggest game of the season"
as the Engineers face the Centre College Colonels Wednesday night in Shook
Memorial Fieldhouse according to Head Coach John Mutchner.
The Engineers, cdming off a 107-75 win over Washington University in St.
Louis, return home looking to extend their winning streak to four games when
they meet Centre at 7:30 on the Rose-Hulman campus.
More than a victory will be on the line in Wednesday's battle as Rose-
Hulman trails conference leading Centre by just one game. As the winner of the
College Athletic Conference receives an automatic bid to the NCAA Division III
post-season tournament, Centre will be fighting to keep its slim lead, and
Rose-Hulman will be fighting for the tie. Currently Centre stands 5-1 in the
CAC, followed by Rose-Hulman with a 5-2 mark and Southwestern at Memphis with
a 4-2 record.
Earlier in the season the Engineers were beaten by the Centre College
Colonels on a last second field goal by Centre's senior co-captain Mark Ogle.
However, the real story of that contest was told at the foul line as Rose-
Hulman received eight attempts at the stripe while Centre received 26 attempts.
The Colonels stand 12-6 on the regular season, their most recent game a
Monday night victory over Transylvania University on the Centre home court.
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Rose-Hulman upped its mark to 11-8 with the Monday night win in St. Louis.
The Engineer front line of sophomore Dean Stanely, senior Paul Wagner, and
sophomore Jeff Chandler played well for the Engineers, highlighted by Wagner's
game high 22 points. Stanley and Chandler scored 13 and 12 points recpectively
and combined with Wagner for 26 rebounds. The Rose-Hulman team also showed
good bench strength as junior forward Eric Sheets (Terre Haute North) chipped
in a Rose-Hulman career high 19 points.
The Engineer backcourt duo of senior Keith Oehlman and sophomore Bob Ewing
scored in double figures as well, Oehlman contributing 16 points and Ewing 12
more counters.
Following Wednesday's shootout with Centre, the Engineers' next contest
will be another conference match-up when the University of the South (Sewanee)
comes to the eastside campus Saturday night.
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TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Registration for the principles and practices portion
of Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology's review program for those intending to
take the April 16-17 Indiana examination for license as a professional engineer
are being accepted by Dr. Irvin P. Hooper, director of continuing education.
Series A of the review has been under way since late January. Series B,
which is a review of the practice of engineering in the various areas (civil,
chemical, electrical or mechanical engineering), will be conducted on the eve-
nings of March 2, 9, 16, 23 and 30.
The sessions meet from 7 to 9 p.m. All-inclusive fee for the Series B
portion of the review is $65.
Dr. Hooper said that inasmuch as staffing for Series B must come from each
of the four engineering disciplines, early registration will be of benefit to
the institute.
It is noted that programs are subject to cancellation if an insufficient
number register. Prepaid fees will be refunded in the event of cancellation.
A registrant who enrolls and cancels prior to the first meeting will have his
fee refunded.
Further information may be obtained from Dr. Irvin P. Hooper, Director of
Continuing Education, Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology, 5500 Wabash Ave.,
Terre Haute, IN 47803 (Telephone: 812-877-1511).
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SPORTS INFORMATION
TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--The Rose-Hulman Engineers, running their winning
streak to four games with a Tuesday night win over Centre College hope to
add a fifth game Saturday when they host the University of the South (Sewanee).
Marking the ninth College Athletic Conference game of the season for the
Engineers, the Rose-Hulman team will battle to keep their share of the lead in
the conference. Currently tied with Centre College and Southwestern at Memphis
for the top spot, the Engineers stand 6-2 in the league.
The victory over Centre knotted the three-way tie for the CAC lead as
Centre and Sewanee also carry two losses in the conference race. CAC games
remaining for the Engineers include Sewanee Saturday night and Illinois College
Tuesday.
Sewanee, with three losses and as many wins cannot be counted out of the
CAC race and could play the role of the spoiler Saturday in Shook Memorial
Fieldhouse.
In Rose-Hulman's earlier meeting with the Sewanee Tigers (Jan. 23), the
Engineers won 76-61, a score which, according to Rose-Hulman Head Coach John
Mutchner is not representative of the game played at Sewanee.
"We were ahead by a couple of baskets," noted the Rose-Hulman mentor,
adding, "we then went to a four corner offense which created some foul situa-
tions and our lead ballooned to 15 points."
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The starting lineup that takes the floor Saturday against Rose-Hulman will
be virtually the same five that started against the Engineers for Sewanee in Tenn.
For the Tigers, 6-4 junior Rick Blackburn will start in the pivot with 6-4
junior Blane Brooks and 6-6 senior Les Peters at forwards, and 6-0 senior Jim
Sherman and 6-0 sophomore Mark Peeler at the guard spots.
The Engineers will counter Sewanee with their two senior co-captains 6-5
forward Paul Wagner and 6-3 guard Keith Oehlman. Wagner led the Engineers in
scoring against Centre with 20 points and Oehlman, who sat out most of the game
due to foul trouble, contributed 13 points.
Sophomore Bob Ewing, Oehlman's running mate at guard, has been improving
with every game not only as a scorer but also as a playmaker. In Tuesday night's
conference clash Ewing was the Engineers' second high scorer with 19 points in
addition to five assists and six rebounds.
Two more sophomores round out the Engineer five as 6-8 Dean Stanley starts
at center and 6-4 Jeff Chandler fills out the forward spot.
Off the bench, the services of sophomores Butch Busard, Scott Williams, and
Keith Kemp along with junior Eric Sheets and senior Don Patton have proved to be
invaluable. Busard, a ball-hawking rookie for the Engineers, is currently hitting
95 percent of his shots from the free throw line.
Saturday's game with Sewanee is scheduled to begin at 7:30 p.m. in Shook
Memorial Fieldhouse. Rose-Hulman will complete the weekend's action Sunday at
3:00 p.m. in a non-conference game with MacMurray College on the Rose-Hulman
campus.
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TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--The Rose-Hulman Fightin' Engineer basketball team
will travel to Illinois College in Jacksonville, Ill., Tuesday in search of
a College Athletic Conference championship and an NCAA playoff berth. Rose-
Hulman, currently 7-2 in the conference) would be assured of at least a tie
for the lead in the conference with a win in Tuesday night's action. Winning
the CAC is more than a conference championship as the top team will receive an
automatic bid to the NCAA III post-season tournament.
For the Engineers, the game with Illinois College will mark the end of
the CAC season while a majority of the other league schools still have confer-
ence games remaining. Centre College, tied with Rose-Hulman for the top spot
in the conference with a 6-2 record, has two CAC contests remaining, both of
those games being on the road.
The Engineers defeated Illinois College in an earlier meeting in the
friendly confines of Shook Memorial Fieldhouse (94-88), but the game in Jack-
sonville will be a tough match-up in a must win situation for the Engineers.
Besides the long bus ride for the Engineer players, the Blueboys of Illinois
College will be on their home floor with their own fans. However, the Rose-
Hulman squad will not be without its share of backers as the institute has
two buses making the trip, one for the players and coaches, the other for the
cheerleaders, the band and the fans.
Following the game with Illinois College the Engineers will return home
to face Washington University of St. Louis, Mo., in a Friday night contest
scheduled to begin at 7:30 p.m. in Shook Fieldhouse.
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Feb. 15, 1982
Word has been received by Dr. Herman A. Moench at Rose-Hulman Institute of
l' ehnology of the death Wednesday, Feb. 10 of former Rose faculty member Theodore
A. Hunter, 81, in Iowa City, Iowa. Professor Hunter, who taught electrical engineering
Rose in the 1930s, joined Collins Radio Company prior to World War II where, working
directly with founder Arthur Collins, he made a number of significant professional
e°ntributions to that industry. He also promoted the Eye-Bank net, a nationwide
network of amateur radio stations endorsed by Lions International, which located and
dispatched with minimal delay donated eye tissue for use by opthomologists in corneal
transplants. In addition, special packaging for fast, safe air-borne delivery was
Part of Mr. Hunter's contribution to this effort. In recognition of his warmth and
interest in his students, Professor Hunter was made an honorary member of Rose-Hulman's
elass of 1932. He also was a Fellow of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics
flgineers. He is survived by the widow, Agnes, who resides in Iowa City.
ROSEHULMAN News
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February 16, 1982
TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Saturday will mark the date for the area R.O.T.C.
detachment's annual military ball. U.S. Army R.O.T.C. cadets from Rose-Hulman,
Indiana State, DePauw, St. Mary-of-the-Woods, and Vincennes University will
hold the formal ball at the Hulman Memorial Union on the Rose-Hulman campus at
tg_30
G639 hours.
This year's military ball, which is organized and orchestrated by junior
year cadets at the five colleges, is dedicated to the senior cadets at the area
institutions.
Music will be furnished by the 74th Army Band at Fort Benjamin Harrison.
Presidents of the five participating colleges will be invited as special guests
of the seniors.
Senior cadets are Kirk Freeman, Richard Harmon, Robert Heathcock, David
Holtz, Willis Johnson, Bart Kreps, Allan Marble, Charles McKee, Annetta Miller,
George Petit, Edward Schmidt, Gary Stere, Daniel Toy, and Kirk Teitge.
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TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Six teams from Michigan, Ohio, Illinois and Indiana will
converge on Shook Memorial Fieldhouse Saturday for the Third Annual NCAA Division
III Midwest Indoor Invitational for track and field.
Meeting on the Rose-Hulman campus will be some very impressive competition
including Mt. Union College (Alliance, Ohio), Millikin University (Decatur, Ill.),
Albion College (Albion, Mich.), Illinois Wesleyan University (Bloomington, Ill.),
0 
DePauw University (Greencastle) and host Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology.
The meet, started in 1979 by Rose-Hulman track and field coach Bob Thompson,
was brought into being with the idea of getting teams together who would not
normally have the opportunity of competing against each other until the outdoor
national championships in May. The meet is also "a way to vault a school's
squad into the outdoor season," according to Thompson.
Thompson's Engineers, shooting for their fourth consecutive College Athletic
Conference championship, are already off to a flying start with the culmination
of the indoor season Saturday as a test for the strong showings already compiled
by the team and individuals.
Rose-Hulman opened Shook Fieldhouse and the indoor season with a pair of
All
-Comers meets which gave coaches and athletes an idea of the performances
ahead in 1982. The Engineers did very well in the open meets, but the real pro-
gress of the early season training did not surface until a February match-up
With Indiana Central, DePauw, and the University of Evansville.
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In that four-way meet, the Engineers totally dominated, placing individuals
in first place in 10 of the 15 scheduled events. In doing so, Rose-Hulman not
only soundly defeated DePauw and Evansville, but also for the first time in recent
track history bested Indiana Central, a team, which according to Thompson, "is one
of the better teams in NCAA Division II track and field in the Midwest."
In the meet, which saw the Engineers tally 80 points followed by I.C. with
63 and DePauw and Evansville with 10 points each, the Engineers showed "out-
standing team support," according to Thompson, having a total of 18 individual
scorers.
In addition to the fine team running displayed by the Engineers in the indoor
season, one individual has distinguished himself as one of the finer runners in
Rose-Hulman history. Junior Mike O'Brien (Grand Island, Neb.), a cross country
All-America, has set three school records in this year's short indoor season, his
latest, a 1000-meter mark (2:18.3) in the meet with ICU. In earlier all-comer
meets, O'Brien set records in the mile (4:18.47) and in the two-mile (9:15.05).
Other individuals who performed well in the ICU meet for assistant coach Jim
Hargis are seniors Tony Lenox, Dave Womble, Rex Phillips, Randy Hancock, Howard
Menser, Mike Schipper, John Whitaker and Mark Davis.
Lenox, (Indianapolis Lawrence Central) sprint captain for the Engineers, was
a triple winner, taking firsts in the 300-yard dash, the 600-yard dash and was
one of four members of the mile relay team which, took a first place.
Another member of the winning mile relay, team, Rex Phillips (Brookville),
also took a first place in the 440-yard race, as well as placing third in the
300-yard sprint. Other members of the first place mile relay team also did well
as Mike Schipper (Hadlock, Wash.) placed second behind Phillips in the 440. Fresh-
man Dave Beil (Schererville), who rounded out the blue ribbon relay team also took
top honors in the pole vault.
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Senior Dave Womble (Clinton, S.C.), one of the 15 fastest runners in Rose-
Hulman cross country history, is also making his presence felt in track and field.
Running a personal best (9:44) in the two-mile, Womble placed first, and as Coach
Thompson noted, "put I.C. away for good."
The sprints and the hurdles were definitely a strength of the Engineers
against I.C., as they outscored their visitors 37-17 in the short yardage races.
In addition to Lenox, Randy Hancock (Marion, Ill.) and Howard Menser (Plymouth),
turned in impressive performances, with Hancock placing second in both the 50-
and 300-yard races. Menser, a utility runner, took top honors in the high hur-
dles, third in the 50-yard dash and a third in the long jump.
Including Biel's first place in the pole vault the Engineers captured firsts
in three of the five field events. Sophomore Brad Zike (Freetown) took a first
in the high jump and freshman Erik Schneckloth (Shelby, Iowa) made an impressive
showing by placing first in the triple jump.
In addition to the many firsts posted by the Rose-Hulman team, many strong
performances were turned in to round out the Engineer scoring. Mark Davis (Rose-
dale) placed second in the pole vault, John Whitaker (Terre Haute North) ran
third in the 880-yard run and Greg Gibson (Terre Haute North) recorded a personal
best (4:28) in placing fourth in the mile run.
Freshmen Gary Pohl (Ft. Branch), Steve Nerny (LaGrange), and Bryan Millard
(Schaumburg, Ill.) all turned in fourth place finishes; Pohl in the 600, Millard
in the 880 and Nerny in the 300, rounding out a Rose-Hulman sweep of that event.
Saturday's Midwest Invitational will be another good test of the Rose-Hulman
runners as the six visiting teams will provide excellent competition for the
Engineers. The meet in Shook Fieldhouse will begin at 9:30 a.m. with the pole
vault, shot put, high jump and the long jump. The triple jump will begin at
1:00 p.m. followed by the running events starting at 1:30 p.m. with the high hur-
dles trials.
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TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Four Rose-Hulman seniors, who have carried the Engineer
basketball banner in places as distant as England, Germany, Hawaii, Montreal and
the Bahamas, as well as throughtout the Midwest and Mid-South, will be making
their last appearance In Shook Fieldhouse as Rose-Hulman plays host to Washington
University of St. Louis Friday night. Tipoff will be at 7:30 p.m.
The Engineers, who defeated Washington (107-75) in St. Louis earlier in the
season, are on a seven-game winning streak after their conference clinching win
over Illinois College Tuesday.
The Engineers, however, do not have sole possession of first place in the
CAC with their 8-2 record as Centre College stands 6-2 with two games remaining
on their conference schedule.
Most would think the Rose-Hulman squad would be thinking of the winning
streak and the possibility of an NCAA bid as motivation for winning Friday's
game, but the seniors will also be going out to add one last victory in Shook
Fieldhouse.
Head Coach of the Engineers, John Mutchner, will lose two starters and two
strong bench players once this season is over and he realizes there will be a
large hole to fill. "This class has been a very good one for us as all four of
these players have contributed significantly to our success," noted the Rose
mentor.
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Starting their last game at Shook will be senior co-captains Paul Wagner
and Keith Oehlman. Oehlman, a 6-3 guard, has started for the Engineers for
three years and is likely to wind up as one of Rose-Hulman's top all-time scorers.
Commenting on Oehlman, who is averaging over 18 points a game for the Engi-
neers, Mutchner said, "Keith is one of the most talented natural athletes we have
ever had at Rose-Hulman. He has truly been outstanding in both basketball and
baseball. He has a great variety of moves, and has the ability to really burn
the other team at any given moment," said Mutchner, adding, "Very few people can
handle Keith one-on-one."
The 6-5 Wagner Who fills a forward spot for the Engineers was hampered with
an ankle injury early in the season which caused him to miss the first two games.
However, in the past few games Wagner has played well over his 12-point average
and has played especially tough in the key conference games.
Of Wagner, Mutchner noted, "Paul has been all-conference team captain and
has been one of the all-time great rebounders at Rose-Hulman. He has been a
starter since the first game of his sophomore year and has been the backbone of
our rebounding for three years."
Wagner, although not the highest scorer on the team, leads the team in
rebounding with over ten a game. Surprisingly quick for a forward, Wagner also
dishes out over two assists per game. "Paul has always had a great attitude and
been a team-oriented player. When he is really going after it on the boards,
very few people can handle him. He is one of the strongest players we have ever
had and is an outstanding individual," commented Mutchner.
The two remaining seniors, Don Patton and Kent Cutler, are sure to see
plenty of playing time Friday against Washington--the 6-2 Cutler at guard, and
6-5 Patton at forward.
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"Don and Kent have been very valuable members of our team for four years,
commented Mutchner adding, "While Don has started some games, he has been pri-
marily in a reserve role. He is a strong rebounder, plays good defense, and is
one of our better screeners. He gives us a good player coming off the bench."
Patton averages over five points and four rebounds per game for the Engineers.
Cutler has played in over half the games for the Engineers this season and
has contributed at least one assist in each contest. "We use Kent primarily in
a reserve role," commented Mutchner, adding, "He has always had a good under-
standing of what we are trying to do and has maintained a good attitude in his
support role."
Following the Washington University game, the Engineers will take to the
road to finish the regular season with games at DePauw University and Wabash
College. The DePauw game, scheduled for Saturday at 3:00 p.m. will be a battle
as the Engineers dropped a tough one in overtime to the DePauw squad in Shook
Fieldhouse.
The Wabash contest will close out the season for the Engineers as they
travel to Crawfordsville Wednesday, Feb. 24.
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TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Rose-Hulman's basketball team will put its nine game
winning streak on the line as the Engineers travel to Crawfordsville to face
the Wabash College Little Giants Wednesday evening.
The Wabash College squad will also have a winning streak on the line as
the 17-4 Little Giant have won their last 12 contests.
With both teams riding winning streaks, both are looking ahead to the
NCAA Division III post-season tourney. Rose-Hulman has already been assured
a bid by virtue of winning the College Athletic Conference, the champion
receiving an automatic bid. Wabash, although currently without a bid, is
ranked 13th in the nation in Division III. Wabash's 17-4 regular season rec-
ord is also very impressive when one considers the losses have come to second
ranked Hope (Mich.), two Division II schools and one Division I school.
Leading the Little Giant attack is 6-8 senior center Pete Metzelaars.
Metzelaars, an all-america football tight end, is currently sixth in the nation
in small college scoring with 24 points a game, fourth in rebounding averaging
13.7 per contest, and is second in the nation in field goal percentage, hitting
on 73.5 percent of his attempts.
Keeping some of the pressure off Metzelaars with outside shooting is 6-1
guard Mike Holcomb. Holcomb, a returning starter with Metzelaars from last
year's 19-6 team, averages 14.7 points per game.
The Engineers, currently 17-8 with a pair of weekend wins over Washington
University and DePauw University, are possibly playing the best basketball of
the season.
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To stop Metzelaars, who Engineer head coach John Mutchner calls, "one of
the outstanding centers in small college basketball," the Rose-Hulman mentor
will look to his big men, 6-8 sophomore Dean Stanley and 6-5 senior Paul Wagner.
"I'm very pleased with our team," commented Mutchner, "they have really
done an exceptional job down the stretch."
Stanley, who chipped in 25 points against DePauw Saturday also drew the
praise of the Engineer coach, "Dean had a great game, played very well and we
showed good patience as a team."
The Wabash game Wednesday in Crawfordsville will close out the season for
the Engineers. Earlier in the season Wabash invaded Shook Fieldhouse to come
away with a 79-78 overtime victory over the Rose-Hulman squad.
Coach Mutchner, who predicted the earlier meetings between the two schools
would "go down to the wire" feels Wednesday's match up should be no different.
"Every time we play it is a knock-down-drag-out game," commented the Rose-Hulman
coach, adding, "Wednesday will be a very physical, intense ball game."
Starting for the Engineers against the Wabash team will be Stanley at center,
Wagner and 6-4 sophomore Jeff Chandler at forwards, with 6-3 senior Keith Oehlman
and 6-1 sophomore Bob Ewing at guards.
Oehlman currently paces the Engineer scoring attack with 18 points per game,
followed by Wagner with 13, Ewing with 12, Stanley with 11 and Chandler with 8
points per outing.
Wagner and Stanley lead the rebounding for the Engineers with 10 and 7
rebounds respectively per game.
Following the Wabash game, the Rose-Hulman team will return to the eastside
campus to face final examinations and prepare for the NCAA tournament which will
begin March 5. The site of the southeast regional, in which the Engineers will
compete, has yet to be determined.
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TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Nineteen high school teams from the immediate Wabash
Valley area will compete in the Junior Engineering Technical Society's Test
of Engineering Aptitude, Mathematics and Sciences (TEAMS) tournament Saturday,
Feb. 27 at Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology. The competition will begin at
10 a.m.
The JETS TEAMS Tournament, sponsored by the Francis Vigo chapter of the
Indiana Society of Professional Engineers, is a set of academic tests in six
areas. A team of nine students works as a group in a private classroom on the
tests covering the subjects of mathematics, physics, chemistry, English, biology
and engineering graphics. The tests have a time limit of two and one-half hours
and teams may use their individual members with any strategy they wish to com-
plete the TEAMS competition.
Steve White of the local engineering chapter is the chairman for the event.
He will be assisted by a number of Terre Haute area professional engineers who
will grade the tests while the teams and their coaches have lunch at the local
campus.
First and second place trophies will be awarded in the two divisions of the
competition. High schools with more than 700 students enrolled in grades 10
through 12 will be in Division I, while schools with fewer than 700 students will
compete in Division II.
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The JETS TEAMS tests are being given at four other locations in the state,
including Calumet, Columbus, Indianapolis and Lafayette.
The winning team from both divisions in each region will submit its score
to the Indiana Society of Professional Engineers to determine a state champion.
In April the winning teams will be given an award by the state engineering society.
Teams and coaches for the regional sponsored by the Francis Vigo chapter are
Bloomington South (William D. Lumbley), Brazil (Jeannine Muncie), Cascade (Melvin
Rogers), Clay City (James R. Mayrose), Cloverdale (John Garner), Linton-Stockton
(Beverly Krieg), North Central (Terry Keaton), North Putnam (Beverly S. Kahle),
North Vermillion (Larry Kite), Owen Valley (John R. Griggs), Rockville (Russell L.
Campbell), Rosedale (Jonathan O. Brooke), South Putnam (Deborah L. Jones), South
Vermillion (Christine Mason), Staunton (Janis K. Dorsey), Terre Haute North Vigo
(Stephen Moore), Terre Haute South (Bernard Ridens), Turkey Run (Mike Brannon),
West Vigo (Edward Beasley).
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TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--The board of directors of Lilly Endowment, Inc., of
Indianapolis has authorized a grant of $500,000 to Rose-Hulman Institute of
Technology for renovation of Moench Hall, a 60-year-old structure which has
served as the main academic building since the college moved to its present
location.
The grant, the maximum amount awarded in Lilly Endowment's program which
11 invited proposals from each of Indiana's fo
ur-year North Central Association-
accredited independent colleges and universities, is designed to partially
underwrite major renovation, remodeling or restoration of academic buildings.
One of the stipulations of the grant is that the Lilly Endowment will give one
dollar for each three dollars the college or university raises for this purpose.
These projects must be identified in the context of a long-range academic plan.
"This Lilly grant comes at a very appropriate time and should serve as a
catalyst in raising the $2 million required for the renovation of Moench Hall,"
stated the college's president, Dr. Samuel F. Hulbert. "Moench Hall has served
our school exceedingly well for 60 years. This major renovation should ensure
its service for another 60 years.
"We now will be able to move ahead with a number of projects which will
lead to a significant reduction in energy consumption in the years ahead. In
addition, as we reallocate space in Moench Hall after the chemical and civil
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engineering departments move into Olin Hall, we will be able to achieve much
better space utilization."
Hulbert said Moench Hall has evolved without much of an overall plan and,
thus, some areas are not making optimum use of the space available at the
present time.
Work on Moench Hall will begin this spring as preparations are made to
link the 130,000-square foot structure to Olin Hall via the new Administration
Center. Upon completion of Olin Hall and the Administration Center, extensive
expansion of laboratories for mechanical engineering, electrical engineering,
chemistry and physics will begin. In addition, new laboratories will be estab-
lished in robotics, computer-aided design and computer-aided manufacturing.
Other projects in the renovation of Moench Hall include the refurbishing
of the larger lecture rooms and equipping them with modern audio-visual equip-
ment, expanding the language laboratories and the offices and work areas for
student organizations.
"But the bottom line," Hulbert continues, "is that with the completion of
Olin Hall and the Administration Center in the summer of 1983 and subsequent
renovation of Moench Hall by the end of 1984, every classroom and laboratory
at Rose-Hulman will be commensurate with our students and faculty....all will
be first rate."
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TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--The Board of Managers of Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology
adopted a record budget of $11.8 million for the 1982-83 academic year, approved
an increase in room and board and addressed the pressing problem of student
financial aid during its winter meeting which concluded Friday.
Thomas W. Binford, Indianapolis, presided at the meeting described as
"having produced some good ideas and creative problem-solving to the all-
important question of financial aid." The board executive committee and
administration have been directed to investigate the feasibility of the
Proposals.
More immediate than the generation of ideas on finding new sources of
financial aid was the approval of an increase in Rose-Hulman's own annual
support to financial aid from the $687,000 figure in the current budget to
$1,283,000 in 1982-83 in a move by the institute to offset part of the loss
in funds created by cutbacks in state and federal programs.
Room rates were increased from $825 to $930 annually, while board was
increased from $1,170 to $1,310. It was noted that Rose-Hulman's room and board
costs are the lowest among the 16-member Association of Independent Engineering
Colleges and is at the median level among Indiana institutions.
Six members of the faculty were promoted effective Sept. 1, 1982. Promoted
from associate professor to professor were Drs. William B. Pickett (history),
Donald G. Morin (mechanical engineering) and Glenn Baca (chemistry).
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Promoted from assistant to associate professor were Drs. Keith R. Hoover
(electrical engineering), Heinz Luegenbiehl (philosophy) and Daryl L. Logan
(civil engineering). Hoover, Luegenbiehl and Logan, as well as Drs. C. Mallory
North (mechanical engineering), David R. Voltmer (electrical engineering) and
Thomas R. Hanley (chemical engineering) were granted tenure.
Dr. Noel E. Moore, professor of chemical engineering, was granted a sabbatical
for 1982-83. He will spend a year with E. I. duPont de Nemours & Co., in Orange,
Texas, where he will be doing computer control in a chemical plant.
The board heard an encouraging report on the state of the institute and
the school's progress in a $19 million "Blueprint for Excellence" campaign. With
notification earlier this week from Lilly Endowment, Inc., of that foundation's
intention to donate up to $500,000 to Rose-Hulman on a one-for-three challenge
basis toward the renovation of Moench Hall, the total cash received or pledged
to the program now exceeds $13.5 million.
Dr. Hulbert said the campaign is "on target" and predicted the goal would
be reached by the end of 1984.
The board also heard a presentation from VOA & Associates, a Chicago arch-
itectural firm which developed Rose-Hulmanis Master Plan and is in charge of design
of Olin Hall and the Administration Center. Construction is to begin on these
buildings this spring.
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TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--A plane bound for North Carolina will leave the Indian-
apolis airport Thursday and aboard will be the Rose-Hulman Fightin' Engineers
basketball team. Bound for Laurinburg, N.C., and the NCAA South Regional tour-
nament, the Engineers will be embarking on their fourth NCAA post-season tourna-
ment in six years.
Rose-Hulman, which received the opportunity to play in the tourney by
winning the College Athletic Conference, will arrive Thursday evening on the St.
Andrews Presbyterian College campus, site of the March 5-6 regional.
Besides the host St. Andrews Knights, who ended the season ranked No. 1 in
the nation in NCAA Division III basketball, teams from Capital University in
Columbus, Ohio and Virginia Wesleyan in Norfolk, Va., will also make the trek
to Laurinburg.
The Engineers, led by senior co-captains 6-5 forward Paul Wagner and 6-3
guard Keith Oehlman, will play the top ranked St. Andrews squad in the second
game Friday night.
St. Andrews, a pre-tourney favorite, is led by senior guard Will Peterson.
The 5-11 Peterson, who Rose-Hulman Head Coach John Mutchner calls "a legitimate
All-American," averages over 22 points per game which places him in the top ten
in scoring in the nation among Division III schools. The Knights of St. Andrews
finished the season on top of the NCAA rankings with a 26-2 record, as well as
winning the Dixie Intercollegiate Conference.
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Rose-Hulman, which closed out the regular season with a 16-9 record, started
the season very slowly, but played well in the latter part of the season to win
the College Athletic Conference.
"We were not a good team earlier in the year, but we have played outstanding
basketball down the stretch," commented Mutchner, adding, "I am personally looking
forward to playing St. Andrews and so are the players I have talked with. I was
hoping they (St. Andrews) would retain their number one ranking until we had a
chance to play them."
The Rose-Hulman club, which features high scorer Oehlman (17.8 pts./game)
and top rebounder Wagner (9.7 rb/game), will be coming off final examinations, a
factor which concerns the Rose-Hulman mentor.
"I am concerned about the layoff for final exams, but that is simply part
of the process here at Rose-Hulman. We have not had a game in a week and a half
and we have not been able to practice due to the students preparing for their
tests," noted Mutchner, who was quick to add, "Looking at it on the other hand,
the team should be relaxed now that final exams are over and they have nothing
else to think about."
Rounding out the Engineer lineup are three sophomores who have been part of
the reason for the strong play down the stretch. Center Dean Stanley (6-8) has
improved with every contest as have his classmates 6-1 guard Robert Ewing and 6-4
forward Jeff Chandler.
Stanley finished the season as the team's leading shot blocker and the sec-
ond leading rebounder. Ewing, who suffered a pre-season injury, came on strong
in the latter part of the season and finished the season with a 12 point average.
Chandler, who can play inside or fire from long range, closed the season with over
4 rebounds and 8 points per contest.
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The Engineer bench has been a key all season. 6-5 Senior Don Patton, 6-5
junior Eric Sheets, and 6-4 sophomore Keith Kemp all will see action at the for-
._
ward position in Laurinburg. Coming in at the guard spots, 6-0 sophomore Lyman
Busard and 5-11 sophomore Scott Williams, will also be counted on by Mutchner
for support.
The tournament, scheduled to begin at 7:00 p.m. EST in Laurinburg will be
opened by Capital University and Virginia Wesleyan as they meet in first round
action.
Virginia Wesleyan, as St. Andrews, is led by a tough All-America candidate
at guard. Lonnie Blow, a 6-2 senior, led the Virginia Wesleyan team in scoring
last year with 23 points per game and was the 12th leading scorer among all Divi-
sion III players. Another member of the Dixie Conference, Virginia Wesleyan
finished runner-up to St. Andrews in the conference, as well as posting a 20-8
regular season ranking which gave the Blue Marlins a 19th place ranking in the
nation for small colleges.
Capital, one of three teams from the tough Ohio Athletic Conference to
receive an NCAA bid, ran out the season with an 18-8 record. Led by 6-5 center
Tracy Colston and Brent Markley a 6-1 guard, the Capital squad receives double
digit scoring from their entire starting five for a balanced scoring attack.
The championship game is to begin at 9:00 p.m. EST at Harris Court on the
St. Andrews campus. The third place contest between the two losing teams from
Friday's play will begin at 7:00 p.m.
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TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology is not the typical
college or university...neither is its varsity basketball program.
The Engineers, representing the highly academic College Athletic Confer-
ence in the South Regional of the NCAA Division III basketball championship to
be hosted by St. Andrews College in Laurinburg, N.C., March 5-6, are making
their fourth appearance in the NCAA tournament in the last six years.
"First of all, we are a different type of school," explains 19-year head
basketball coach and athletic director John Mutchner. "We feel we have a dif-
ferent type of basketball program. We have been winning consistently at a
place that at least on paper you should not be able to win."
How do Mutchner and the Engineers do it?
They work almost as hard at basketball as they do in the classroom and
engineering laboratory. That, in itself, is a tall order when one considers
the admission standards and academic rigors at Rose-Hulman.
The all-male student body of 1,250 is drawn from some of the most aca-
demically talented students in the country. For example, one in five Rose-
Hulman students ranked in the top three positions in their respective high
school classes; nearly one in 10 is a National Merit Scholarship winner.
In fact, Rose-Hulman ranks first in Indiana and tenth in the nation in
the number of National Merit Scholarship winners on per capita basis. The
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middle man in the student body ranks in the top two percent nationally in
mathematical aptitude and the top six to seven percent in verbal ability
as measured by the College Board SAT.
"Our program has been intact long enough that we have a lot of tradition
connected with the team," Mutchner continued, It . like the two huge bells
mounted on wagons, two air horns, two submarine crash-dive claxens, two po-
lice sirens, a booming cannon and 30-foot-long 'Give 'Em Hell, Rose!' banner
which comes streaking down from the top of the fieldhouse to greet our visitors
prior to the pre-game and half-time warmups.
"You add to this a near-capacity crowd for every home game and a 30-man
pep band and you've got something. Our fans are probably the most vocal and
supportive of any small college in the midwest. They're always out raising
hell regardless of the importance of a particular game. We have fun at Rose-
Hulman and we intend to keep it that way."
The Engineers are not only good students and true representatives of a
highly academic school, but also are the most well-traveled college basketball
team in the United States. Rose-Hulman's tradition of foreign tours has in-
cluded playing in Europe on three different occasions in the last 11 years with
games in Germany, France, England, Holland, Luxembourg and Iceland. The Engi-
neers also have played in Hawaii, Mexico and twice in Canada and the Bahamas.
The experiences are many and varied. As Mutchner puts it: "Our players
have experienced the 'runny gut whiz' in Mexico, about froze to death in a
metal hut in Iceland that looked like something out of 'National Geographic,'
attended Christmas mass at Notre Dame in Paris, fumbled with their French in
Montreal, celebrated New Year's eve in London, climbed all over the windmills
in Holland and had some fun while on 'beach patrol' at Waikiki."
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The unusual bottom line to all the Engineers' travel is that the team
members, who play basketball without benefit of athletic scholarships, pay
their own way on these trips. "With the state of the economy and the rising
cost of education I don't know how much longer we're going to be able to ask
a young man to take between $200 and $500 out of his own pocket each season
in order to take these special trips," Mutchner said.
"One of the things wrong with 'athletics today, whether it be in high
school, college or in the professional ranks, is that athletes have too many
things handed to them--and they've come to expect it. The fact that our
players assume some of the financial responsibility for these trips is, in
itself, part of the total proving ground of Rose-Hulman--that is--preparation
for life in a very competitive society.
"Through all of this both the players and coaches understand why we are
at Rose-Hulman and that education comes first and it's not going to change
even if we wanted it to. Rose-Hulman is a tough, two-fisted goal-oriented
school. Those who come to play basketball are here primarily to get a very
good education. If we win some ball games along the way, then so be it."
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TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Jerry E. Dempsey, president and chief operating
officer of Borg-Warner Corporation, will present the annual Oscar C. Schmidt
memorial lecture on free enterprise at Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology
Wednesday, March 31.
Established in 1952 by the Cincinnati Butchers' Supply Company of
Cincinnati, Ohio, the lecture series was given in memory of the late Oscar C.
Schmidt whose developments and inventions relating to the mechanization of
the processing of meats form the foundation of that company's manufacturing
business.
Intent of the endowed lecture is to bring prominent business and indus-
trial leaders to the campus so that Rose-Hulman students will gain a better
understanding of the place of industry and free enterprise in American life.
The person chosen to present the Schmidt Lecture also receives the
Chauncey Rose Medal in recognition of his personal contributions to the free
enterprise system, an honor which has been conferred annually since 1968.
Dempsey, who was elected president of Borg-Warner in April, 1979 and a
director of the company in January, 1980, had been responsible for the chemi-
cals and plastics group of Borg-Warner since 1977.
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Dempsey joined Borg-Warner's York Division in York, Pa., as a
student engineer in 1956. He became Southeast regional manager in 1962,
general manager of York's Canadian operations in 1969, vice president--
international operations in 1972 and vice president--packaged goods the
same year. He was appointed executive vice president--unitary products
of York in 1973 and executive assistant to James F. Bere t, chairman and
chief executive officer of Borg-Warner, in May, 1977.
He is a director of Nalco Chemical Company, the National Associ-
ation of Manufacturers, and a member of the American Society of Heating,
Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Engineers and the Dean's Advisory
Council at the Krannert School of Management at Purdue University. He
is a registered professional engineer in Georgia and Ontario, Canada.
A native of Landrum, S.C., he received a B.S. in mechanical engi-
neering from Clemson University in 1954 and a master's degree in business
administration from Georgia State University and the University of Chicago.
He and his wife, Harriet, have three children and reside in Oak
Brook, Ill.
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TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--What started as a slow and disappointing season for
the Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology basketball team ended on a high note
for the Engineers as they won the College Athletic Conference and received
the school's fourth NCAA tournament bid in the last six years.
The globetrotting Engineers nearly traversed North America in 1981-82,
opening the season with a victory over McGill University in Montreal and
closing the season with a victory over NCAA tourney foe Virginia Wesleyan.
In between were four losses in overtime, at least five exciting come-from-
behind victories and no fewer than four "must-win" victories in the last two
weeks of regular season play.
The season can be considered a banner year as the team posted an 18-10
mark, tying the third place record for the number of wins in a season by a
Rose-Hulman team.
For the seniors, who have traveled the globe from Europe to Hawaii, the
season-ending victory in the consolation game of the NCAA south regionals was
a satisfying win. The one point victory over the 19th ranked Virginia team
was the perfect note to end the season. The only thing which could have been
better is to have won the regional.
Senior Paul Wagner finished the season with All-CAC honors, as well as
being named to the All-Tournament team in the NCAA regional in North Carolina.
Wagner, who averaged 25 points per game for the post season tournament, is on
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the national ballot for Academic All-America. The Green Bay, Wis., native
placed himself in the Rose-Hulman record books, ranking sixth in career
rebounds, tenth in assists, and 16th in the list of all-time scorers.
Keith Oehlman, Wagner's counterpart as team co-captain, ended the sea-
son as the sixth top scorer and assist man in Rose-Hulman basketball history.
Oehlman, an exciting player to watch, could turn a game around with one of
his indescribable shots or crowd-pleasing slam dunks. The 6-3 guard from
Brookville finished the season as high point man for the Engineers, averaging
just under 18 points per game.
Don Patton, a senior who played a reserve role most of the season played
well in the final game of the season, chipping in 14 points in the winning
effort. The Evansville native who played forward with his 6-5 height was a
starter in the season opener in Montreal and poured in 21 points to frame the
1981-82 season with two fine performances.
Kent Cutler, a 6-2 guard from Bloomington, played a reserve role for the
season. A hard worker at Rose-Hulman, Cutler contributed positively to the
Engineer basketball program for four years. In first round NCAA action against
top ranked St. Andrew's Cutler came in to the game and took the ball up the
middle for a Rose-Hulman score. However, Cutler's spark was too little too
late as the Engineers were unable to overcome the large second half deficit.
Many sophomores and a lone junior figured as keys to this year's success
and should assure Coach John Mutchner of another banner year next season.
Junior Eric Sheets, sophomores Bob Ewing, Dean Stanley, Jeff Chandler, Lyman
Busard, Keith Kemp and Scott Williams will return to fill the vacancies created
by May's commencement exercises.
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Sheets, an excellent leaper as well as a .500 shooter from the field,
saw extended action throughout the 28 game season and scored a career high
19 points against Washington University in the stretch part of the season.
Each sophomore started at least one game for the Engineers this sea-
son so experience will be on the side of Mutchner's crew in 1982-83.
Freshman talent has yet to be really put to the test, but the junior
varsity team under the direction of assistant coach Tom Hanley turned in a
winning season for 1981-82, including a victory over the Wabash College
reserves.
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TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology will offer a non-
credit short course on "Improving Quality and Saving Money by Using Statis-
tical Quality Control" as part of the institute's continuing education series.
The course, to be offered each Monday night from March 29 through May 3,
will be taught by Dr. Damon Disch, a statistician on Rose-Hulman's mathematics
faculty. All-inclusive cost for the course, which consists of six two-hour
meetings, is $40.
"This will be an excellent opportunity to learn about basic, down-to-
earth tools to help one see how to reduce sampling and inspection costs, how
to get at the causes of bad quality and how to open the door to cooperation
from the man on the line to top management," states Dr. Irwin P. Hooper, di-
rector of continuing education.
Many real examples from industry will be presented as part of Professor
Disch's presentation. In addition, the class will work on problems originated
by the participants, thus providing an opportunity for considerable "hands-on"
experience.
The course outline includes an introduction to the practical methods of
statistical quality control, process control techniques, tolerances, acceptance
sampling, and a summary of the new tools and applications.
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A native of Pennsylvania, Dr. Disch was graduated first in his class
from Baldwin-Wallace College in 1972. He continued his education at Indiana
University, earning the M.A. and Ph.D. with a major in statistics and a minor
in probability in 1976 and 1978 respectively.
Prior to joining Rose-Hulman's faculty in September, 1981, he taught
statistics at Northern Illinois University. In addition to teaching in the
graduate program and publishing research, he has consulted on many research
projects and has done industrial consulting.
Further information on this short course on quality control may be ob-
tained from Drs. Hooper or Disch at Rose-Hulman (812) 877-1511.
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TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--The Breyton Trio, featuring Eleanor Briccetti on the
violin, Anne Reynolds on flute and pianist Karol Sue Reddington, will perform
the works of Martinu, Jacques Ibert, Gabriel Faure, Paul Hindmith and Chopin
as part of Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology's fine arts series Thursday
evening, March 25.
Pianist Karol Sue Reddington, a resident of Terre Haute, gives private
piano instruction as well as serving as instructor of music theory, piano and
organ at Lincoln Trail Junior College in Robinson, Ill. Reddington has per-
formed extensively in the Midwest and the South as a recitalist since receiving
her bachelor and master of music degrees from the University of Illinois. A
member of the Terre Haute Symphony board of directors, Reddington is currently
studying with Alfonso Montecino of Indiana University.
Two Indianapolis residents complete the Breyton Trio. Eleanor Briccetti,
currently assistant professor and artist-in-residence at Indiana Central Uni-
versity, will serve as the trio's violinist. An instructor of violin at Indi-
ana Central, Briccetti is also responsible for coaching chamber music as well
as conducting a small chamber orchestra at the university. Receiving her
masters degree in music from Indiana University, Briccetti also performs with
the Indianapolis Chamber Players, of which she was a founding member.
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Flutist Anne Reynolds is currently a member of the faculties of DePauw
and Indiana Central universities. Born in Wilmington, Del., Reynolds per-
formed with the Philadelphia Orchestra before receiving her bachelor of
music degree from Indiana University. Reynolds, who has performed with the
Indianapolis Symphony Orchestra, is currently a member of the DePauw Univer-
sity faculty woodwind quintet.
The Breyton Trio's performance will begin at 7:30 p.m. in the Moench
Hall Auditorium. Tickets will be available to the public the day before the
concert in Moench Hall or at the door the evening of the performance.
The last Fine Arts Series presentation will feature the American Bala-
laika Company April 14. This group of entertainers, claiming to be "gypsies
at heart," uses exotic instruments from many foreign lands to perform inter-
national music and dance.
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ICHE NEWS
School of Education
Bloomington, IN 47405
Dear Editor:
Please include the following announcements in the April issue of ICHE News:
Olin Foundation, Inc., of New York has awarded Rose-Hulman Institute of Tech-
nology a grant for the construction of a classroom/laboratory building for
chemical engineering, civil engineering and the life sciences. Estimated cost
of Olin Hall and an Administration Center which will link the Olin building
and the school's main academic building, Moench Hall, is $6.25 million. Rose-
Hulman is the first college or university in Indiana to receive a grant from
Olin, which has constructed more than 40 academic buildings at 27 colleges
and universities in 20 states. Target date for completion of the new building
at Rose-Hulman is August 15, 1983.
Lilly Endowment, Inc., has authorized a grant of $500,000 to Rose-Hulman Insti-
tute of Technology for the renovation of Moench Hall, a 60-year-old structure
which has served as the main academic building since the college moved to its
present location. Lilly Endowment will donate one dollar for each three dollars
Rose-Hulman raises toward this renovation. Target date for completion of the
renovation is mid-1984.
David J. Dvorak, a junior mechanical engineering major at Rose-Hulman Institute
of Technology, is among 168 men and women representing 45 nationalities featured
in a book, Spirit of Enterprise, a publication which describes the ideas and
inventions of the most promising aspirants for the 1981 Rolex Awards. Dvorak,
who dwasfeatured for his research and development of an improved prosthetic
foot for amputees, was the youngest individual to have his project included.
A multi-talented person, Dvorak is an accomplished musician on the French horn,
bassoon and harp and is currently composing a piece for harp and organ which
will be entered in national competition.
Dr. A.T. "Tom" Roper has been appointed to the executive staff of Rose-Hulman
Institute of Technology as vice president for planning and data systems. Roper,
a member of the faculty since 1967, also is director of Rose-Hulman's Center for
Technology and Policy Studies (CTAPS), a unique program which has promoted a
number of inter-institutional and inter-disciplinary studies with the cooperation
of experts in a wide variety of fields at neighboring institutions.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Kent Harris
Director, News Bureau
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TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Returning from the sunny beaches of Ft. Lauderdale,
Fla. with a 2-1 record, the Rose-Hulman tennis team will open its northern
part of the schedule Friday, playing against Eastern Illinois University in
Charleston.
The Rose-Hulman team returns five of the top six players from last year's
team and the chances of bettering last year's 9-2 record look good.
Returning to the No. 1 singles and doubles spot this year is sophomore
Cary Stokes. Stokes, an Anderson native, won the Little State Meet at No. 1
singles and finished the 1981 season with a 9-2 dual meet record.
The next three singles spots could be filled by any combination of Greg
Hulbert (Terre Haute), Brian Ramey (Indianapolis), and Bill Salomon (Indian-
apolis). These three players--juniors, Hulbert and Salomon--and Ramey, a
sophomore, played in the top six spots last year.
In addition to the trio of Hulbert, Ramey and Salomon, senior Keith High-
tower (Mosoutah, Ill.) will again be in the top -six following a 6-4 record at
the No. 5 singles spot last year.
The annual southern trip to Ft. Lauderdale was termed a "success" by Head
Coach Chuck Lindner, who was pleased with his team's performance in the sun-
shine state.
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"We played well on the trip this year," noted Lindner. "We got in about
three hours of practice a day in addition to playing three matches." While
on the southern tour the Engineer team defeated Broward College-Central (Ft.
Lauderdale) and Broward College-North (Coconut Creek), but lost to a strong
Florida Atlantic University in Boca Raton.
The team's opening match in Charleston with Eastern Illinois will be a
challenge for the Engineers as the players return to the cooler weather and
the wind of the midwest. In addition to battling the elements, the Engineers
may be without the services of Greg Hulbert who suffered an injury in the match
with Florida Atlantic. However, Lindner is optimistic about the veteran player.
"Hulbert will probably be ready to play Friday, commented Lindner, adding, "he
may not be able to play singles and doubles, but he should be able to play in
at least one match."
With the experience of the southern trip and the match with Eastern Illi-
nois under their belts, the Engineers will return to the eastside campus to
host St. Joseph's College Saturday on the Rose-Hulman courts. The home opener
for the Engineers is scheduled to begin at 11:00 a.m.
The task of improving on last year's 9-2 record--the best in Rose-Hulman
tennis history--will be a tough one for Coach Lindner and his squad as the
1982 schedule includes more Division I and II schools than in any previous
season. But if the matches in Florida against :teams which are able to practice
all year are any indication, the Engineers may do just that.
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TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Dr. Paul MacCready, the inventor and designer of the
world's first controlled human-powered airplane, will be the guest speaker for
a convocation at Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology Tuesday, March 23.
MacCready, who since has designed a more advanced craft which crossed the
English Channel and currently is working on a solar-powered aircraft, will
speak on these experiences during the special convocation scheduled for 11 a.m.
in the Moench Hall auditorium.
MacCready developed the "Gossamer Condor" which on August 23, 1977 was
flown by bicycle racer Bryan Allen around a special figure eight course to win
the 50,000 pound sterling Kremer Prize, an incentive established by a British
industrialist to reward the inventor of the first true human-powered aircraft.
The prize had gone unclaimed since 1959.
The Condor, which now hangs in the Smithsonian Institution near the Wright
biplane and the "Spirit of St. Louis," had a wingspan of 96 feet, but weighed
only 70 pounds.
Another Kremer Prize of 100,000 pounds was established for the first suc-
cessful crossing of the English channel by a human-powered aircraft. MacCready
and his team built the second HPA, the "Gossamer Albatross" for Allen to fly for
the prize. With DuPont as sponsor, such advanced lightweight materials as Mylar,
Kevlar and graphite fabric were used in its construction.
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On June 12, 1979, history was made when Allen pedaled the Gossamer Alba-
tross from Folkestone, England to Cape Gris Nez, France, covering the 22 and
one-half miles in two hours and 49 minutes, thus achieving the age-old dream
of sustained flight under human power.
The third HPA, "Gossamer Penguin," was transformed in 1980 into MacCready's
first solar powered airplane. Whereas the HPAs' propulsion came from the pilot
pedaling a sprocket connected to the propeller, the SPA gained its energy from
photovoltaic cells. This electricity was then sent to a special lightweight
motor-driven propeller. The Penguin flew successfully yet it was not optimally
designed for solar propulsion.
The "Solar Challenger" currently under development is MacCready's first
attempt at an SPA designed from the beginning as a solar aircraft.
MacCready, who holds the M.S. in physics and a Ph.D. in aeronautics from
California Institute of Technology, has had an interest in flight for many
years. An outstanding glider pilot, he won the U.S. soaring championship three
times and later became the first American to win the international soaring title.
He currently is president of AeroVironment, Inc., in Pasadena, Calif., a
firm which specializes in environmental, atmospheric, and aerodynamic work for
the aircraft, trucking and pollution abatement industries.
MacCready is being brought to the Rose-Hulman campus by the Student Activ-
ities Board and the school's administration. Persons seeking additional inform-
ation on Dr. MacCready's visit to Rose-Hulman are requested to contact Douglas
Gundlach, student convocation chairman.
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TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--The Rose-Hulman Engineer baseball team will open
the regular season play Friday on Art Nehf Field.
Returning from a weeklong journey to the south where the Rose-Hulman
team posted a 2-6 record, the Engineers will play host to Carleton College
of Minnesota in a single game home opener.
The Engineers' southward trek included games with Valdosta State (Val-
dosta, Ga.), Georgia College (Milledgeville, Ga.), Southern Technical Insti-
tute (Marietta, Ga.) and the University of Charleston (Charleston, W.Va.).
The trip south was a productive one according to Engineer Head Coach Jim
Rendel. "I was pleased with the way we played as a team, commented Rendel,
adding, "we played excellent defense, our pitching was mediocre, and our
hitting was not as good as I had hoped, but overall we played pretty well."
The Engineers played well enough to win two games--the first time a
Rose-Hulman baseball squad has won a game in the six years of taking the
southern trip. The Rose-Hulman squad's two victories came over the Univer-
sity of Charleston and the Engineers played another close one, losing to
Southern Technical Institute 3-2.
Freshmen turned out to be the big surprise for Rendel as he cited strong
performances by catchers Rob Wilson and Steve Sauer in the eight-game road
trip.
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Rendel does not know what to expect from the Carleton College squad as
his first look at the visitors will be at 3:00 p.m. Friday when they take the
field. Friday's outing will be the first of the 1982 season for Carleton.
Saturday the Engineers will travel to Indianapolis where they will meet
the Greyhounds of Indiana Central University in a doubleheader. Indiana
Central should be a strong, experienced team as many of their players return
from the 1981 team which went to the NCAA Division II playoffs. Other up-
coming contests for the Engineers include doubleheaders at Franklin College
Sunday and at DePauw University Tuesday. The second home game of the season
for the Rose-Hulman squad will be Saturday, March 27 when the Engineers play
St. Joseph's College (Rensselaer) in a 1:00 p.m. doubleheader.
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SPORTS--MARCH 22-28
Monday, March 22
Tuesday, March 23
Wednesday, March 24
Thursday, March 25
Friday, March 26
Saturday, March 27
Sunday, March 28
Baseball vs. DePauw University at Greencastle
Tennis vs. Wabash College at Crawfordsville--3:00
BASEBALL vs. St. Joseph's College--Art Nehf Field--1:00
TRACK vs. Hanover College--Rose-Hulman--1:00
Tennis vs. Ball State--Indiana State University--9:00
BASEBALL vs. Butler University--Art Nehf Field--1:00
SPORTS--MARCH 29-APRIL 4
Monday, March 29
Tuesday, March 30
Wednesday, March 31
Thursday, April 1
Friday, April 2
Saturday, April 3
Sunday, April 4
Track vs. Wabash College at Crawfordsville--4:30
Tennis vs. I.S.U. Evansville at Evansville--4:00
BASEBALL vs. Wabash College--Art Nehf Field--2:00
Tennis--Indiana Little State at Crawfordsville
BASEBALL vs. Marian College--Art Nehf Field--1:00
TRACK vs. Taylor University--Rose-Hulman--1:00
Tennis--Indiana Little State at Crawfordsville
Golf--DePauw Invitational at Greencastle
BASEBALL vs. DePauw University--Art Nehf Field--1:00
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SPECIAL TO THE HAMMOND TIMES
TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Thomas J. Sutliff, 920 Spruce St., Hammond, a junior
mechanical engineering major at Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology, has been
awarded the $500 Frances Sanders Memorial Scholarship by the German Oberlander
Club of Terre Haute.
Sutliff, son of Mr. and Mrs. Emmett J. Sutliff of Hammond, is a graduate
of Hammond High School. He is studying German technical translation in addition
to mechanical engineering and plans to attend graduate school and then go to
work for a multinationally-based company.
He became interested in the German language and culture in the seventh
grade. He tested out of a year of German at Hammond High and was selected as
an alternate on the Indiana University Honors program for a summer in Germany.
At Rose-Hulman he has achieved honors level work, is president of Triangle
Fraternity and a past president of the Flying Club. Other activities include
Rose Rifles precision drill team and the school's pep band.
The scholarship is given in honor of Mrs. Frances Sanders, a charter mem-
ber and first president of Terre Haute's German Oberlander Club who was dedi-
cated to young people of the community, to education and the promotion of the
German culture. Given since 1977, the scholarships are financed by the Ober-
landers' Octoberfest, Strassenfest and other club activities.
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SPORTS--MARCH 29-APRIL 4
Monday, March 29
Tuesday, March 30
Wednesday, March 31
Thursday, April 1
Friday, April 2
Saturday, April 3
Sunday, April 4
Track vs. Wabash College at Crawfordsville--4:30
Tennis vs. I.S.U. Evansville at Evansville--4:00
BASEBALL vs. Wabash College--Art Nehf Field--2:00
Tennis--Indiana Little State at Crawfordsville
BASEBALL vs. Marian College--Art Nehf Field--1:00
TRACK vs. Taylor University--Rose-Hulman--1:00
Tennis--Indiana Little State at Crawfordsville
Golf--DePauw Invitational at Greencastle
BASEBALL vs. DePauw University--Art Nehf Field--1:00
SPORTS--APRIL 5-11
Monday, April 5
Tuesday, April 6
Wednesday, April 7
Thursday, April 8
Friday, April 9
Saturday, April 10
Sunday, April 11
BASEBALL vs. Lincoln Christian--Art Nehf Field--3:00
Golf--Ball State Invitational at Muncie
Track vs. DePauw University at Greencastle--4:30
BASEBALL vs. Wisconsin--Stevens Point--Art Nehf Field--2:00
TENNIS vs. Wabash College--Rose-Hulman Courts--3:00
Tennis vs. Butler University at Indianapolis--3:00
Tennis vs. Indiana Central University at Indianapolis--9:00
Tennis vs. I.U.-P.U.I. at Indianapolis--3:00
Track--Principia College Invitational at Elsah, 111.--12:00
Baseball vs. Wabash College at Crawfordsville--1:00
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TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology will send its first
delegation to the National Model United Nations next week in New York City.
Twelve students under the direction of Dr. Anne Morgan, adjunct professor
of political science at Rose-Hulman, will make up the delegation which will
represent the nation of Bulgaria in the conference April 6-10. Dr. Morgan, an
assistant professor of political science and history at St. Mary-Of-The Woods
College, is very familiar with the Model U.N., having sponsored St. Mary's
teams which have participated in regional Model U.N. conferences in St. Louis
and Indianapolis.
The Rose-Hulman delegation is comprised of seniors Gordon Bechtel (Orem,
Utah) and Roger Zook (Brazil); juniors Jeff Baldwin (Clinton, Md.), Olin Cal-
vin (South Bend), Robert Marchant (Evansville), John Marum (Arlington Heights,
Ill.), David Slavin (Glendale, Calif.), and Gregory Swinehart (Indianapolis);
sophomores Alan Hippleheuser (Terre Haute) and Ted Poulos (Sioux Falls, S.D.),
and freshmen Robert Jacoby (Falls Church, Va.) and Walter Rosenberger (Ral-
eigh, N.C.).
Participating for the first time, the Rose-Hulman delegation will serve
O n eleven different committees which will tackle such issues as the reduction
of military budgets, international cooperation to avert new flows of refugees,
(M 0 R E)
MODEL UNITED NATIONS--2
human rights - including the rights of non-citizens of countries in which they
reside, marine pollution, energy, and a vast array of other "real world" issues.
To prepare resolutions for these committees the Rose-Hulman Model U.N.
team has met weekly for more than two months and individuals have spent what
Dr. Morgan estimates to be 10 hours each per week on outside reading selected
as background material.
This material includes "Everyone's United Nations: A Handbook on the
United Nations, Its Structures and Activities," a charter of the United Nations
and six other outside sources that Dr. Morgan deems essential to the preparation
of the Rose-Hulman delegation.
With the aid of the recommended outside reading, students have focused on
the problems and international issues expected to come before the 36th United
Nations General Assembly. In addition, the group has studied United Nations
parliamentary procedure and the background and voting records of Bulgaria.
Travel and accommodations for the delegation will be paid by the Division
of Humanities, Social and Life Sciences.
"Our students' education must reflect the fact that the future of America
is critically dependent upon international events," states Dr. Thomas W. Mason,
head of the HSLS Division. "We feel the Model United Nations team's experience
Will reinforce the students' knowledge and interest in world affairs, as well
as demonstrate how well our students can do in competition with students from
other colleges and universities."
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TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology will offer a one-
day non-credit short course titled, "Apple Computers: An Overview" Saturday,
April 17, according to Dr. Irvin P. Hooper, director of continuing education.
The course will be team taught by Dr. Gary J. Sherman, professor and
head of the Division of Mathematics, and Dr. Roger G. Lautzenheiser, associate
professor of mathematics. Fee for the course is $30.
"This course is being offered in response to many requests from indi-
viduals who are either presently using or plan to purchase a personal computer
for their business or home," Dr. Hooper commented. "Both men (Lautzenheiser
and Sherman) are interested in the role that can be played by small computers
in business, industry and education. They have conducted several similar
courses during the past year and are using Apple Computers in their classrooms
and their consulting work."
Dr. Sherman, a member of the Rose-Hulman faculty since 1971, received
his Ph.D. in mathematics from Indiana University. He returned to Rose-Hulman
this fall following a one-year sabbatical which he spent as a Lilly Fellow
working in the Corporate Operations Research Department of Milliken and Com-
pany (textiles) and studying operations research at Clemson University.
GA 0 R E)
APPLE COMPUTERS: AN OVERVIEW--2
Dr. Lautzenheiser joined Rose-Hulman in 1975. He holds a Ph.D. in
mathematics from Indiana University, and like Sherman, serves as a con-
sultant to industry and government.
The program for the short course includes:
1. Equipment
2. Jargon
3. Programming in BASIC: An example
4. Demonstration Applications
- Repetitive Calculations
- File Management
- Modelling
- Visi-Calc
5. Capabilities and Limitations
Further information on the program may be obtained from Professors
Sherman, Lautzenheiser or Hooper at Rose-Hulman (812) 877-1511. Checks
should be made payable to Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology and should
be received by Wednesday, April 14, 1982.
-30-
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TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology will offer a
non-credit short course on construction scheduling the Thursday evenings
of April 15 through May 13, according to Dr. Irvin P. Hooper, director of
continuing education.
Dr. Mark Berrio, associate professor of civil engineering, will teach
the course which will meet from 7 to 9 p.m. in Room C-102 of Moench Hall.
All-inclusive fee for the course is $60. A certificate will be given for
Participation.
Course sessions will combine lectures, discussions and laboratory
exercises. Topics include the following: arrow and precedence networking
techniques for the construction industry, critical path method (CPM) com-
putations, bar charts, updating, time-cost trade-off curve, resource lev-
eling, Program Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT), and legal implications.
Berrio, who joined the Rose-Hulman faculty in 1972, received a B.A. in
Philosophy from the Rua Institute of the University of San Salvador in 1955;
a civil engineering degree from the University of Guatemala in 1962, and the
M.S. and Ph.D. in structures from the University of Michigan and Michigan
State University in 1965 and 1971 respectively.
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CONSTRUCTION SCHEDIMING--2
The schedule for the course is April 15--introduction, bar charts and
networks; April 22--CPM calculations and bar charts; April 29--cost-time
trade-off curve calculations and determination of optimum project duration;
May 6--resource leveling; and May 13--computer-aided scheduling.
Registration can be made by contacting Professors Berrio or Hooper at
Rose-Hulman (812) 877-1511.
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TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology will
host the Region VI meeting of the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers as ASME professional members 5nd student .thapted members
from six states conduct a joint meeting in Terre Haute Friday and
Saturday.
Headquarters for the meeting is the Holiday Inn. Two events
will be conducted at Rose-Hulman.
Dr. C. Mallory North, professor of mechanical engineering
and faculty adviser to the ASME student chapter at Rose-Hulman,
said he expects more than 300 to be in a:tendance at the conference.
Early Bird registration began Thursday evening for both professional
and student members. Dr. Calvin R. Dyer, professor of English and
literature at Rose-Hulman, opened the student meeting with an invited
lecture, "How Best to Deliver An Oral Report." This topic was
timely inasmuch as the major emphasis of the ASME student meeting
is a paper contest which has drawn entrants from 12 of the 24
741 c.-4r..epok r
in the six-state regioar
In addition the papers to be given by both professional and
student members, the ASME's regional administrative council will meet
to plan the activities for the region which encompasses the states
Illinois
of Indian7rTO, Kentucky, Michigan, and Wisconsin.
A U.
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ASME CONFERENCE --2
7 Friday's activities will be concluded by a banquet for the professional
members and a pizza party for the student chapters. Dr. Samuel F. Hulbert,
president of Rose-Hulman and a member of the school's mechanical engineering
faculty, will be the keynote speaker at the banquet. His topic is: "The
Present Status of Artificial Organ Development."
-Aa4-0444111V
The student activities scheduled for Saturday will be highlighted
by the Design Ingenuity Contest at 10:30 a.m. in Shook Fieldhouse
on the Rose-Hulman campus. The competition is the design, construction
and testing of a ping pong ball launcher powered by a No. 18 rubber
band. The launcher will be judged on the basis of the number of feet
the ball is propelled and this ratio to the weight of the launcher.
and the paper contest_i
( Judges for this competition are Paul H. Isenburg, engineering
consultant for Sycamore Engineering, Terre Haute; Siebert D. Thomas,
plant engineer for Pfizer, Inc., and Wayne Haynes, an engineer for the
Electronics Division of B & A Electric, T re Haute.
An awards luncheon at 12:15 p.m. Saturday in the Sycamore Room
at the Holiday Inn will recognize the winners of the paper maxecx
and design ingenuity contests and the man-mile competition, an annual
award given to the student chapter which accumulates the highest total
for the number of miles traveled and the number at the conference.
Michigan Tech, located in the upper peninsula of Michigan, is the odds-on
favorite.
Programs have been planned for the ASME wives, with Mrs.
Sonya North in charge of arrangments. The women will tour Rose-Hulman Institute
of Technology, the Swope Art Gallery and the Historical Museum Friday.
Saturday's womens' program will feature a slide show and talk by one of the
zniA members wives on a recent trip to Australia.
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SPORTS INFORMATION
SPORTS--APRIL 5-11
Monday, April 5
Tuesday, April 6
Wednesday, April 7
Thursday, April 8
Friday, April 9
Saturday, April 10
Sunday, April 11
BASEBALL vs. Lincoln Christian--Art Nehf Field--3:00
Golf--Ball State Invitational at Muncie
Track vs. DePauw University at Greencastle--4:30
BASEBALL vs. Wisconsin--Stevens Point--Art Nehf Field--2:00
TENNIS vs. Wabash College--Rose-Hulman Courts--3:00
Tennis vs. Butler University at Indianapolis--3:00
Tennis vs. Indiana Central University at Indianapolis--9:00
Tennis vs. I.U.P.U.I. at Indianapolis--3:00
Track--Principia College Invitational at Elsah, 111.--12:00
Baseball vs. Wabash College at Crawfordsville--1:00
SPORTS--APRIL 12-18
Monday, April 12
Tuesday, April 13
Wednesday, April 14
Thursday, April 15
Friday, April 16
Saturday, April 17
Sunday, April 18
BASEBALL vs. Indiana State--Art Nehf Field--2:00
Golf vs. Franklin Invitational at Franklin College
TENNIS vs. Franklin College--Rose-Hulman Courts--3:00
BASEBALL vs. I.U.P.U.I.--Art Nehf Field--1:00
TENNIS vs. I.S.U. Evansville--Rose-Hulman Courts--3:00
Tennis vs. Washington University at St. Louis--4:00
GOLF--Intrasquad Meet at Hulman Links
Track--Indiana Intercollegiate Championship at Notre Dame--12:00
Baseball vs. Oakland City College at Oakland City--1:00
Tennis vs. Principia College at Elsah, 111.--9:00
Baseball vs. Marian College at Indianapolis--1:00
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TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Rain continues to be the toughest competitor for the
Rose-Hulman baseball team with 10 of this season's games already rained out.
On the days that Mother Nature has decided to cooperate, the Engineers have
been playing well, compiling a 5-3 record.
"We've played pretty well in the games we have been able to play," com-
mented Engineer head coach Jim Rendel, adding, "it is hard to play consistently
With so many games rained out."
The Engineers' 5-3 record includes two double-header splits with DePauw
University, a split with Butler University and a sweep of a double-header with
Wabash College.
Hitting well for the Engineers are senior outfielder Kevin Chaffee (Bates-
ville) and sophomore third baseman Jeff Ball (Logansport). Senior outfielder
Keith Oehlman (Brookville), who carried a .415 batting average last year, missed
the early part of the season due to NCAA basketball tournament action, and has
recently been out of action due to illness.
Rendel is pleased with his pitchers and cited performances by sophomores
Mark Kaiser (Harper Woods, Mich.) and Ed Canary (Loogootee). "Kaiser and Canary
are pitching pretty consistently considering all the time off we've had lately,"
commented Rendel, who is in his seventh year at Rose-Hulman.
(M 0 R E)
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The Engineers have four tough games coming up in the next few days in-
cluding a double-header in Crawfordsville against Wabash and a home double-
header against cross-town rival Indiana State University.
"Wabash will be much better this Saturday when we go up there (Crawfords-
ville). When we played them down here they had lost two games the day before,
and I think they were down," noted Rendel.
Rose-Hulman will host Indiana State University Monday for a twin bill
slated to begin at 2:00 p.m. on Art Nehf Field. Of the cross-town Sycamores,
Rendel needed but five words to describe the larger Division I school. "They
are very, very tough," noted the Rose-Hulman mentor, adding, "they beat DePauw
very badly in a double-header a couple of weeks ago."
Coming up in the pitching rotation for the Engineers will be freshman Dan
White (Covington), senior Tom Kouris (Highland), Keith Oehlman, and Kent Cutler
(Bloomington). Cutler, as Oehlman, has yet to pitch from the mound due to post-
season basketball play in the NCAA Division III tournament in Laurinburg, N.C.
Missed from the Rose-Hulman starting rotation will be junior Steve Nowak
(Taylor, Mich.), who has been out the entire regular season due to illness.
Nowak is doubly missed as he is also the Engineers' starting shortstop on days
off from his pitching duties.
The Saturday double-header with Wabash College in Crawfordsville is sched-
uled to begin at 1:00 p.m. with the Monday afternoon contest with Indiana State
University beginning at 2:00 p.m.
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SPORTS—APRIL 12-18
Monday, April 12
Tuesday, April 13
Wednesday, April 14
Thursday, April 15
Friday, April 16
Saturday, April 17
Sunday, April 18
Monday, April 19
Tuesday, April 20
Wednesday, April 21
Thursday, April 22
Friday, April 23
Saturday, April 24
Sunday, April 24
I f
BASEBALL vs. Indiana State--Art Nehf Field--2:00
Golf vs. Franklin Invitational at Franklin College
TENNIS vs. Franklin College--Rose-Hulman Courts--3:00
BASEBALL vs. I.U.P.U.I.--Art Nehf Field--1:00
TENNIS vs. I.S.U. Evansville--Rose-Hulman Courts--3:00
Tennis vs. Washington University at St. Louis--4:00
GOLF--Intrasquad Meet at Hulman Links
Track--Indiana Intercollegiate Championship at Notre Dame--12:00
Baseball vs. Oakland City College at Oakland City--1:00
Tennis vs. Principia College at Elsah, 111.--9:00
Baseball vs. Marian College at Indianapolis--1:00
TRACK vs. Franklin & St. Joseph--Rose-Hulman--5:15
BASEBALL vs. Eastern Illinois University--Art Nehf Field--1:00
TENNIS vs. Eastern Illinois University--Rose-Hulman Courts--3:00
TENNIS vs. Marian College--Rose-Hulman Courts--2:30
GOLF--Rose-Hulman Invitational--Hulman Links
GOLF--Rose-Hulman Invitational--Hulman Links
TENNIS vs. DePauw University--Rose-Hulman Courts--10:00
BASEBALL vs. Franklin College--Art Nehf Field--1:00
Track--DePauw University Invitational at Greencastle--12:00
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TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--A totally unique concept. This is the best way
to describe the American Balalaika Company which will perform at Rose-Hulman
Institute of Technology W sday as the final presentation of the
season in the school's fine arts series.
This ensemble is one with musicians who dance, singers who
play exotic instruments, dancers who sing....all is done superbly by this
multitalented group of four performers.
The American Balalaika Company treats audiences to folk songs from
around the world, precision dancing, and hauntingly beautiful music. There
is something for everyone in this colorfully costumed self-contained
show, with the audience "traveling to English, Russia, Greece, Spain, France,
Scotland, Italy and Hungary without moving out of the seat.
While the music and dance they perform is from Europe, the four artists
hail from places like Philadelphia, Pa., Columbus, Ohio, Miami, Fla., and
Charlotte, N. C.
Sandra Peterson, a beautiful Philadelphia born blonde has been
dancing professionally since the age of four. Besides playing the balalaika
and percussions, she is an accomplished photographer and costume designer with
a BFA from Barry College. She currently is learning to play the unusual
57
-string bandura.
(MORE)
AMERICAN BALALAIKA COMPANY --2
Paul Merz, holds degrees in broadcasting and social work. The "gypsy"
with the wonderful smile is from Columbus, Ohio. In addition to his finesse on
the bass and guitar, he is the compnay's technical sound advisor.
A antive of Miami who holds a degree in electronics, Arthur Gar
is accomplished on the balalaika, flute, piano, bouzouki and tof. He continues
to study ballet and his dance numbers are breathtaking.
Michael Greenspan, who hails from Charlotte and holds a B.A. in psychology,
has been playing the accordion since the age of seven. He has been involved
in ethnic music since he was 15 years of age, thus prompting the standard
comment after one of his solos: "He makes it look easy."
If all members of the American Balalaika Company "make it look easy."
The performance will begin at 7:30 p.m. in the Auditorium of Moench
Hall on the Rose-Hulman campus. Tickets will be available throughout
the day Wednesday in the front hallway of Moench Hall.
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2103 N. Haskell Ave.
Dallas, Texas 75204
Phone 214/826-7612
Sample 1 Hour Program'
"ANERICAN BALALAIKA .COMPANY" theme song
each mehaber of the Company. (English)
Includes "Two Guitars' "Er. Zhivago'
Russian Gypsy dialect.
Sasha and Natasha in an 'intricate dance. Kicks,
stamps and fancy footwork!
A Lively instrumental in which the
are featured.
Melange of •unusual Greek rhythms,:vocals,-virtuoso
Bouzouki playing, c175787 by the ever popular :''Zorba;
introduces
Yugoslavian song reminiscent of Tambouritza MUBie.
"11011 Out The Barrel" sing-along complete with bubbles
fl9ating through the airs
Tour the South with Balalaikas. "Turkey in the Straw
"Sweet Georgia Brown", "Rocky Top Tenn.", and
"Alabama Jubilee."
Hebrew, with unusual Niddle-Eastern percussion.
'
Crowd pleaser from Eastern Europe.
Natasha, (ballet-trained) in a sensua
long remember.
dance you wil
Catchy tune about the Gypsy who lost his earring.
Spain, Can Can from France,
pipes from Scotland, and a rousing Tarantella from Italy: 
Sasha and Natasha dance to Brahm's Hunpcarian Dance
Pavel does the comedic dance of the dwarfs.
. Finale: Trepak with classic fiery Cossack challenges.,
Bullfight music from 
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Although Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology pokes a lot of fun at itself
and its surroundings through creative admissions literature such as the
"Ski Terre Haute" pester and a freshman admistions catalog with a Tinkertoy
theme, the 108-year-old independently-supported college of engineering and
science for men is one of the most serious in the nation in terms of academic
excellence.
With an enrollment of 1,250 men drawn from 45 states, Rose-Hulman has the
highest admissions standards of any college or university in Indiana. The typical
middle man entering the freshman class ranks at thetthe top two percent of college
bound students nationally in mathematical aptitude and the top five to six percent
in verbal ability as measured by the College Board SAT. Rose-Hulman ranks in the
top 10 schools in the nation in the number of National Merit Scholarship winners
on a per capita basis. Rose-Hulman expects to have over 100 National Merit
scholars in the student body next fall, thus giving the small school the largest
number of National Merit winners of any institution in the state regardless of
size.
Although faculty are encouraged to stay at the forefront of their respective
fields through research, publishing, consulting and work in industry, the mission
of classroom and laboratory teaching comes first at Rose-Hulman. The laboratory-
intensive program of study provided by Rose-Hnlman leads to degrees in chemical,
civil, electrical and mechanical engineering, computer science, mathematical economics,
mathematics and physics. Area minors are offered in philosophy and religion, history,
language and literature, economics, political science, psychology and sociology.
In addition, Rose-Hulman is the only college or university in the nation to offer
a minor in the form of a technical translators certification program in German
or Russian.
The college is completing a $19 million "Blueprint for Excellence" program
Which by 1984 will provide a $5 million new classroom/laboratory building
funded by Olin Foundation, Inc., a new Administration Center, and a $2 million
Plus renovation of Moench Hall, the school's main academic building since its
move from a central city location ot its current suburban setting some 60 years ago.
The remainder of the "Blueprint" porgram will provide increased resources for
student financial aid, annual operational support and endowment.
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SPORTS--APRIL 19-25
Monday, April 19
Tuesday, April 20 TRACK vs. Franklin & St. Joseph--Rose-Hulman--5:15
BASEBALL vs. Eastern Illinois University--Art Nehf Field--1:00
Wednesday, April 21 TENNIS vs. Eastern Illinois University--Rose-Hulman Courts--3:00
Thursday, April 22 TENNIS vs. Marian College--Rose-Hulman Courts--2:30
Friday, April 23 GOLF--Rose-Hulman Invitational--Hulman Links
Saturday, April 24 GOLF--Rose-Hulman Invitational--Hulman Links
TENNIS vs. DePauw University--Rose-Hulman Courts--10:00
BASEBALL vs. Franklin College--Art Nehf Field--1:00
Track--DePauw University Invitational at Greencastle--12:00
Sunday, April 25
SPORTS--APRIL 26-MAY 2
Monday, April 26
Tuesday, April 27
Wednesday, April 28
Thursday, April 29
Friday, April 30
Saturday, May 1
Sunday, May 2
Tennis vs. IUPUI at Indianapolis
BASEBALL vs. Oakland City College--Art Nehf Field--2:00
Golf--Indiana Central Invitational at Sarah Shank
Tennis--Kenyon Invitational at Gambier, Ohio
Tennis--Kenyon Invitational at Gambier, Ohio
Track--Indiana Little State Championship at Wabash College
Baseball vs. Maryville College at St. Louis, Mo.--1:00
Baseball vs. Washington University at St. Louis, Mo.--1:00
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TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Charles G. Howard, a member of the admissions staff
at Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology since 1968, has been named dean of
admissions effective June 1, according to Dr. Samuel F. Hulbert, president.
Howard, 36, will replace Duncan C. Murdoch, 42, a 19-year veteran at Rose-
Rulman who has accepted a similar position at Harvey Mudd College, a privately-
supported sister engineering college located at Claremont, Calif.
"We are sorry that Duncan (Murdoch) has made this decision to leave us,"
stated Hulbert. "He has done an excellent job leading our admissions program.
However, we are indeed fortunate to have Chuck Howard ready to step in and con-
tinue this fine tradition."
Both Howard and Murdoch are graduates of Hanover College and have spent
their entire careers in college admissions work. Murdoch, a 1961 graduate,
joined Rose-Hulman in 1963 after having served two years as an admissions coun-
selor at his alma mater. Howard was graduated from Hanover in 1967 and moved
on to Indiana University where he earned an M.S. in higher education before
joining Rose-Hulman.
Howard and Murdoch have taken an active role in the work of the Association
of College Admissions Counselors at the state and national levels.
(M 0 R E)
DEAN OF ADMISSIONS-2
Rose-Hulman has been cited on numerous occasions in recent years for the
creativity, innovation and unparalleled personalization of its admissions pro-
gram--a marketing program which calls for a strong commitment from not only the
professional admissions counselors but the student body, faculty and staff and
alumni throughout the country.
The college annually receives more than 2,200 applications for admission
to a freshman class of 350 men drawn from 45 or more states. Rose-Hulman has
the highest standards for admission of any college or university in the state
of Indiana and is rivaled by few in the nation. The middle man entering the
schools scored at the 98-99th percentile in mathematical aptitude and the 94th
percentile in verbal ability as measured by the College Board SAT.
Next fall Rose-Hulman will have more than 100 National Merit Scholarship
winners in its student body, thus placing the school in the top 10 schools in
the nation on a per capita basis.
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TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Randy Dickens, who has coached football at the
high school and NCAA Division I and III levels of competition, has been named
assistant football coach at Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology, according to
John Mutchner, athletic director. The appointment is effective Aug. 1, 1982.
Dickens comes to Rose-Hulman from Southmont High School where he is
currently employed as a science teacher and assistant football coach. Before
teaching at Southmont, Dickens served as an assistant to Stan Parrish at Wabash
College and conducted winter conditioning and strength programs for the college.
Dickens, a Spartanburg, S.C. native, is a graduate of Bloomington
South High School where he played three years of football and ran track for two
seasons. The newest addition to the Rose-Hulman coaching staff also played one
year of intercollegiate football at the University of Richmond (Virginia) before
returning to Bloomington and the campus of Indiana University.
Graduating from I.U. in 1976 with a bachelor of science degree, Dickens
remained at the Bloomington campus to work on a master's degree in secondary edu-
cation while also serving as a graduate assistant and part time coach under I.U.
Head Coach Lee Corso.
Dickens will concentrate on the offensive phase of the Engineer attack.
"Randy will be in charge of offensive backs and tight ends," commented Engineer
Head Coach Bob Thompson. "We are extremely pleased to add Randy to our staff,"
(M 0 R E)
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noted the Rose-Hulman mentor, adding, "He (Dickens) brings a great deal of
football knowledge, ranging from Division I to Division III.
"Randy has proven himself as an outstanding teacher as well as
recruiter in Division III football, and we welcome he and his wife to the
Rose-Hulman campus and the Terre Haute community," added Thompson.
In addition to his offensive coordinator duties, Dickens will work
with the Engineer tennis team as well as serving as assistant director of
intramural athletics.
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SPORTS INFORMATION
TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Thirteen teams will converge on Hulman Links Friday
and Saturday for the second Rose-Hulman Invitational golf tournament. The
second running of the invitational will include teams from Indiana and Illi-
nois as well as Washington University of St. Louis.
Last year's second place finisher, Hanover College, will return this
year in search of a first place trophy. "This year's field is very close
competition wise," commented Rose-Hulman Coach Glenn Baca. Teams scheduled
to participate in the Engineer tourney include Hanover, Franklin, Elmhurst
College, Illinois Wesleyan, Millikin, North Park, North Central, Washington
University, Illinois College, MacMurray, Wabash and two teams representing
host Rose-Hulman.
The Engineers have been playing very well when Mother Nature has allowed,
beating Wabash and Franklin and finishing third in a strong field in the
Franklin Invitational. Rainouts include a dual match with DePauw and the
Ball State Invitational at Muncie.
In addition to the Invitational and the triangular with Franklin and
Wabash, the Engineer linksters also received some playing time in the southern
United States, playing on well known courses such as Pinehurst and Sawgrass.
Both these courses, Pinehurst in North Carolina, and Sawgrass in Jacksonville,
Florida, are Professional Golf Association courses with Sawgrass being con-
sidered one of the toughest courses on the PGA tour.
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Currently playing well for the Engineers are freshmen Mark Adams (Lafay-
ette) and Mike Knecht (Greensburg). Adams finished second overall in the
Franklin Invitational and Knecht shot 39 "on a great back nine in windy weather,"
according to Baca, to capture the third place team finish for the Engineers.
In the triangular meet junior Terry LaGrange (Terre Haute) was medalist
for the Engineers with a 75. Of only five scores in the 70s in the match, Rose
had three. Coach Baca is pleased with the 1982 edition of the Rose-Hulman golf
team and feels that this team "is the best in my five years as coach at Rose."
Also playing tough for the Engineers is four-year veteran, senior Tom Chorba
(Hammond). "Right now Chorba and Adams are playing superb golf," noted Baca,
adding, "with the rest of the guys getting their games together we should finish
in the top four this weekend."
Rounding out the Engineer squad are sophomores Terry Butcher (Loogootee),
Rob Haynes (Greenwood), Eric Lucas (Terre Haute), and David Bramer (Clarksville),
junior Chris Romanczuk (Greensburg), and freshmen Jonathan Evans (Orleans), Ron
Garber (Fleetwood, Pa.), and Grant Walmoth (Walkerton).
Practice rounds for the invitational, dubbed "one of the biggest Division
III golf tournaments in the midwest," by Baca, will begin Thursday at Hulman
Links. Tee times for the first round Friday run from 8:00 a.m. to 10:30 a.m.
with the same times applying for the final round on Saturday. The players with
the higher scores will tee off first Saturday with the low scorers finishing the
course last.
A unique computerized scoring system will be used to keep the scoreboards
up to date and all statistics and scores will be available within one hour
after the final putt has dropped.
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Name Class
Years
Lettered Hometown
Adams, Mark FR 0 Lafayette, IN
Bramer, David SO 0 Clarksville, IN
Butcher, Terry SO 1 Loogootee, IN
Chorba, Tom SR 3 Hammond, IN
Evans, Jonathan FR 0 Orleans, IN
Garber, Ron FR 0 Fleetwood, PA
Haynes, Rob SO 1 Greenwood, IN
Knecht, Mike FR 0 Greensburg, IN
LaGrange, Terry JR 2 Terre Haute, IN
Lucas, Eric SO 1 Terre Haute, IN
Romanczuk, Chris JR 1 Greensburg, IN
Walmoth, Grant FR 0 Walkerton, IN
Who
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TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--In response to popular demand Rose-Hulman Institute of
Technology will offer a repeat of a one-day non-credit short course titled,
"Apple Computers: An Overview" Saturday, May 8, according to Dr. Irvin P. Hooper,
director of continuing education.
The course will be team taught by Dr. Gary J. Sherman, professor and head
of the Division of Mathematics, and Dr. Roger G. Lautzenheiser, associate pro-
fessor of mathematics. Fee for the course is $30.
"This course is being offered in response to many requests from individuals
are either presently using or plan to purchase a personal computer for their
business or home," Dr. Hooper commented. "Both men (Lautzenheiser and Sherman)
are interested in the role that can be played by small computers in business,
industry and education. They have conducted several similar courses during the
Past year and are using Apple Computers in their classrooms and their consulting
work."
Dr. Sherman, a member of the Rose-Hulman faculty since 1971, received his
Ph.D. in mathematics from Indiana University. He returned to Rose-Hulman this
fall following a one-year sabbatical which he spent as a Lilly Fellow working in
the Corporate Operations Research Department of Milliken and Company (textiles)
and studying operations research at Clemson University.
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Dr. Lautzenheiser joined Rose-Hulman in 1975. He holds a Ph.D. in mathe-
matics from Indiana University, and like Sherman, serves as a consultant to
industry and government.
The program for the short course includes:
1. Equipment
2. Jargon
3. Programming in BASIC: An example
4. Demonstration Applications
- Repetitive Calculations
- File Management
- Modeling
- Visi-Calc
5. Capabilities and Limitations
Further information on the program may be obtained from Professors Sherman,
Lautzenheiser or Hooper at Rose-Hulman (812) 877-1511. Checks should be made
Payable to Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology and should be received by Wednes-
day, May 5.
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SPORTS INFORMATION
TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--With three meets left in the 1982 season, the Rose-
Hulman track team is still waiting for the weather to cooperate as the runners
begin to peak for the season's end with the hope of qualifying for the NCAA
nationals.
Saturday the Engineers travel to Bloomington, Illinois, and the Ecumenical
Invitational hosted by Illinois Wesleyan. The following Saturday finds the
Engineers at Wabash College for the running of the Indiana Little State Cham-
pionship. The Rose-Hulman team will be at Principia College May 6-8 for the
College Athletic Conference Spring Sports Carnival.
The Engineers' last meet was a triangular with Franklin College and Evans-
ville. The last home meet for the Rose squad saw the Engineers take an easy
double victory over the visitors. Rose-Hulman scored 129 points followed by
Franklin with 31 and Evansville with 30.
1982 has seen one Engineer record fall at the hands of All-American John
Singleton, who set a new record in the discus with a throw of 152 feet and
seven inches. Singleton, a junior, is the field events captain for Rose as
well as being holder of the school shot put record. Although Singleton has
yet to match his shot put record of 53 feet, six inches, his best of the 1982
season (53'4") is currently the fifth best throw in the nation for Division III.
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Coach Bob Thompson is pleased with the performance of his team and feels
that the best is yet to come. "If we get a break in the weather I think we
may see some new school records," noted the fifth year coach whose track and
field teams have compiled a 48-3 record since taking the reins in 1977. In
those seasons the Engineers have also racked up 13 major championships, in-
cluding three CAC championships.
With the impressive running and depth of the Rose-Hulman team Thompson
may be looking for another CAC crown for the alumni room at Shook Fieldhouse.
Seniors Tony Lenox and Randy Hancock are turning in impressive consistent
races as are classmates Rex Phillips and Howard Menser.
Sprint Captain Lenox, the holder of two Rose-Hulman indoor records and
a member of the record holding 400 meter relay team, is within six tenths of
a second of the school record (49.2).
Hancock, a sprinter and current holder of the school 100 meter dash rec-
ord is within reach of the school 200 meter record, missing the mark by only
.02 seconds. Running the 100 and 200 meter dashes with Hancock is freshman
Steve Nerney, who has also been very impressive.
Having one of the three top times in the state in the 400 meter hurdles,
Rex Phillips has posted a 55.72 time. This time, although one of the best in
the state so far this season, is still slower than his school record of 54.9.
Phillips also is a member of the record holding mile relay team as well as a
member of the record holding 360 yard high hurdle shuttle relay team.
Senior Howard Menser, along with Phillips and freshman David Smith, run
the 110 meter hurdles and are all within .6 seconds of each other. Menser
currently has the fastest time, posting a 15.2 second time, followed by Phillips
at 15.5 and Smith with a 15.8.
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In the 800-meter run Distance Coach Jim Hargis has been pleased with the
performances of junior John Smith, and freshmen Bryan Millard and Kyle Hayes.
Smith is less than two seconds off the school record of 1:54.55 and Millard
and Hayes are within one and three seconds of Smith respectively.
The distance component of the Engineer track team has been largely junior
Mike O'Brien and senior Dave Womble. O'Brien, a cross country All-American,
currently has the best times in the 5,000 meters and the 1,500 meter races.
Womble, who runs the 10,000 meter race, has posted a 32:14, 11 seconds shy of
senior distance captain John Whitaker's school record in that event. Running
closely behind O'Brien in the 1,500 meters is sophomore Greg Gibson and fresh-
men Barry Wallen and Richard Leonard.
In addition to Singleton, the Engineers are looking good in the field
events. Freshman Stacey Himes has already thrown the discus 152 feet 3 1/2
inches, just 3 1/2 inches short of Singleton's new record. Pole vaulters
also have done well, with freshman Dave Beil vaulting 13 feet 6 inches and
senior Mark Davis clearing the 13 foot mark also. Thompson feels both his
vaulters could clear the 14 foot mark if the wind and weather would cooperate.
Despite all the excellent individual performances Thompson is the first
to stress the importance of the team concept. "What makes our team go is our
2, 3, and 4 men in the events," commented Thompson, adding, "our depth is
what accomplishes our team goals."
Thompson was quick to name runners who made wins possible for the Engi-
neers who currently stand undefeated in dual meets. Senior distance captain
John Whitaker, along with senior Mike Schipper were two veterans mentioned by
Thompson along with juniors Dave Barnes and Eric Mrozek, sophomore Gerard
Tarantino and freshmen Kyle Farmer and Eric Schneckloth.
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The Ecumenical Invitational this weekend will match twelve teams on
Illinois Wesleyan's track in Bloomington, Ill. For this meet Thompson feels
that it is important that everyone on his team, "plays their role to score
every point to make a team victory possible."
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Thirty-seven students received 44 awards for academic excellence as Rose-
Hulman Institute of Technology conducted its first Honors and Awards Banquet at
the campus Saturday night. Formerly academic achievement awards were presented
at fall and spring honors convocations.
Dr. John J. Kinney, professor of mathematics and chairman of the faculty
honors and awards committee, said the departure from the day time convocation
to a banquet which parents were invited to attend as part of the Parents' Week-
end activities was made for a number of reasons.
"The committee felt the ceremony for presenting awards for academic excel-
lence should match the quality of the difficulty in achieving the awards,"
stated Kinney. "The parents, whose roles are so important in nurturing these
outstanding talents, should have the opportunity to share in these honors.
Almost all the parents who live within reasonable travel distance of Rose-Hulman
came to this first banquet."
Thirty-one different awards were presented during the special ceremony.
Three--the Theodore Paine Palmer Award, the Clarence C. Knipmeyer Award and the
Distinguished Young Alumnus Award--were given for the first time Saturday night.
The Palmer Award honors Terre Haute resident and professor emeritus
Theodore P. Palmer, who taught mathematics at Rose-Hulman from 1937 to 1974.
The award, which does not necessarily have to be given annually, recognizes
the outstanding mathematics student after one year at Rose-Hulman.
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The Clarence C. Knipmeyer Award honors the late Mr. Knipmeyer, who was
professor and head of electrical engineering from 1909 to 1953.
Local businessman William D. Schindel, president and co-founder of Applied
Computing Devices, Inc., a high technology company which in eight years has
grown from a three-person operation in a Seelyville garage to nearly 100
employees to supply electronic data systems to the telecommunications industry
throughout the United States and abroad, was the first recipient of the Dis-
tinguished Young Alumnus Award.
Schindel, who grew up near Muncie, was graduated with high honors from
Rose-Hulman in 1969. While at Rose he served as president of Pi Mu Epsilon,
the national mathematics honorary; and vice president of Tau Beta Pi, the
national honorary engineering society. He also was a feature writer for the
school newspaper and an active member of his social fraternity, Lambda Chi
Alpha.
Following graduation from Rose-Hulman Schindel worked in the military and
space electronics program of the IBM Corporation, rising to the rank of senior
associate engineer. He returned to Rose-Hulman in 1971 where he earned his
master's degree in electrical engineering. He became assistant professor of
mathematics in 1973, and the following year director of the Edward G. Waters
Computing Center.
Ambitious and aware of the many new opportunities available for someone
willing to work hard and take risks in the growing field of telecommunications,
Schindel joined with Rose fraternity brother Roger Sherfick in forming Applied
Computing Devices in May, 1974. He left Rose-Hulman the following year to
devote full time to the new company.
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Schindel is married to the former Dianne "De De" Schindel of Rochester, N.Y.
The Schindels are the parents of a daughter, Elizageth Ann, age 6.
Alfred R. Schmidt, veteran professor of mathematics and currently presi-
dent of Rose-Hulman's Alumni Association, was featured speaker on the occasion.
His topic was "The Burden of Being Honored."
"The group bestowing honors is saying to all: 'Look! Here are the best in
our group; they represent what we hold to be the ideal in this area of activity...
be it scholastics, athletics, service to school or other distinction'," Schmidt
said. "Being honored says to the individual: 'Good.' You have done this well;
now, how much more can you do? And are you willing to continue making necessary
sacrifices?"
Being honored helps individuals to do their best in trying to merit the
confidence and respect already shown, Schmidt continued, adding, "This, I believe,
is valid for an individual, a group, a college, or perhaps even a nation among
other nations."
Touching on the quality of grantor of the awards, Rose-Hulman, the veteran
Professor outlined four components of the Rose education and followed with this
challenge:
"Each student is strongly encouraged to avail himself of as many of the
educational experiences, curricular and extra-curricular, as may be consistent
With his time and talents -- to gain as liberal an education in engineering and
science as possible during his undergraduate years. He is encouraged to take
seriously the concept of 'career planning' as contrasted with aiming only at
the first job.
"I believe also that your obligation to society is affected by our free
society in the sense that you are free to choose which burden -- to choose which
harness to don, but not free to choose whether to don any harness. For if a
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person chooses to don no harness but to be only a rider on society, he should
make no complaint about the direction of the ride:"
In addition to Chairman Kinney, members of the Honors and Awards Committee
are Louis W. Harmening, registrar and associate professor of American literature;
Jess R. Lucas, vice president for student affairs and associate professor of
psychology; C. Mallory North, professor of mechanical engineering; Dale F.
Oexmann, professor of mathematics; William B. Pickett, associate professor of
history; and Wayne L. Sanders, professor of mechanical engineering.
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American Institute of Chemical Engineers Award--Timothy K. Putty, a junior
chemical engineering major who recently became the first student in Rose-Hulman
history to be admitted to medical school after three years.
E. Dean Powell Award--given to the outstanding junior chemical engineering
student, to Roy A. and Robert W. Marchant, twins from Evansville. The
award honors the late Mr. Powell, a native of Terre Haute and Rose-Hulman
alumnus who was an executive with the Cabot Corporation.
Coblentz Society Award--Douglas P. Gundlach, senior chemical engineer from
Belleville, Ill.
William A. Noyes, Sr., Award, outstanding senior chemistry major--Bruce A.
Steinbaugh, Mishawaka.
Undergraduate Award in Analytical Chemistry 1980-81--Terry D. Miller, senior
chemistry major from Shipshewana, and Eric K. Mooney, senior chemical engineering
major from Cincinnati, Ohio.
Undergraduate Award in Analytical Chemistry 1981-82--Roger L. Maness and
Michael Setter, both junior chemistry majors from Cincinnati.
CRC Press, Inc., Freshman Award--Steven J. Weddle, sophomore chemical engineering
major from Goshen.
John White Award, outstanding senior chemistry student--John J. Markey, Plainfield.
C. Leroy Mason Award, outstanding sophomore physics student--Eric R. Murray,
South Portland, Me.
Pfizer Company Award, outstanding senior chemical engineering student--
Douglas P. Gundlach, Belleville, Ill.
Clarence C. ',:nipmeyer Award, highest grade point average by an electrical engineering
major upon completion of the junior year--David Grubb III, Bryn Athyn, Pa.
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers Outstanding Member Award--
Paul A. Kiedrowski, senior electrical engineering major, Wisconsin Rapids, Wis.
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Eta Kappa Nu Outstanding Sophomore Award (electrical engineering)--David A.
Slavin, Glendale, Calif.
Certificate of Merit in Mathematics (juniors)--Thomas A. Moss, Indianapolis;
Randy L. Ekl, North Huntingdon, Pa.; J. Anthony Kirk, Elkhart; Paul C. Griffith,
Columbus, Ohio; William H. Heller, Downers Grove, Ill.; and Michael P. Setter,
Cincinnati, Ohio. Seniors--David E. Womble, Clinton, S. C.; Chris A. Mack,
Plano, Texas; Kevin L. Bartley, Indianapolis; and Gordon L. Bechtel, Orem,
Utah.
Elsie B. Pawley Award in History and Political Science--Michael R. Fowler, junior
chemical engineering major from Danville, Ind.
Wall Street Journal Award, outstanding achievement in economics courses,
Samuel H. Christie, IV, junior electrical engineering major from DePauw, Ind.
American Society of Civil Engineers Alumni Award--Vernon W. Edwards, senior
civil-environmental engineering major, Terre Haute,
Edward A. Maclean Award, excellence in mechanics courses--James A. Schutt,
Pierceton, senior mechanical engineering student.
John G. Biel Award, outstanding economics student--Donald W. Dodson, Terre Haute,
senior mathematical economics major.
Cummins Engine Company, Inc., Award, outstanding senior mechanical engineering
major--Kevin L. Brinkman, Huntingburg.
Mueller Company Award, outstanding junior mechanical engineering major--Timothy
D. Stacy, Lafayette.
Shelton Hannig Award, outstanding senior civil engineering major--Keith Chambers,
Shelb urn.
Theodore Paine Palmer Award, outstanding freshman mathematics student--Baron G.
Gemmer, Indianapolis.
Fulbright Scholarship--David Wachenschwanz, Alexandria, senior physics major.
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Outstanding Senior Electrical Engineering Award--John P. McHugh, Webster Groves, Mo.
Clarence P. Sousley Award, excellence in mathematics (not given annually)--
David E. Womble, Clinton, S. C.
John W. Rhee Award, outstanding senior physics major--Chris A. Mack, Plano, Texas.
Heminway Bronze Medal, member/s of class with highest standing at the end of
the freshman year--Ronald R. Bender, Goshen, electrical engineering; and
David J. Patterson, Franklin, mechanical engineering.
Paul N. Bogart Prize, member/s of class with highest standing at the end of
the sophomore year--Paul C. Griffith, Columbus, Ohio, electrical engineering;
and Thomas A. Moss, Indianapolis, physics.
Carl Wischmeyer Award, member of class with highest standing at the end of the
junior year--Kevin L. Bartley, Indianapolis, computer science.
Distinguished Young Alumnus Award, William D. Schindel, president of
Applied Computing Devices, Inc., Terre Haute, a 1969 high honors graduate
in mathematics.
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Monday, April 26 Tennis vs. IUPUI at Indianapolis
Tennis vs. Indiana Central
Tuesday, April 27
Wednesday, April 28
Thursday, April 29
Friday, April 30
Saturday, May 1
Sunday, May 2
BASEBALL vs. Oakland City College--Art Nehf Field--2:00
Golf--Indiana Central Invitational at Sarah Shank
Tennis--Kenyon Invitational at Gambier, Ohio
Tennis--Kenyon Invitational at Gambier, Ohio
Track--Indiana Little State Championship at Wabash College
Baseball vs. Maryville College at St. Louis, Mo.
Baseball vs. Washington University at St. Louis, Mo.
SPORTS--May 3-May 8
Monday, May 3
Tuesday, May 4
Wednesday, May 5
Thursday, May 6
Friday, May 7
Saturday, May 8
C.A.C. Spring Sports Festival at Principia College
C.A.C. Spring Sports Festival at Principia College
C.A.C. Spring Sports Festival at Principia College
E-HULMAM
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE APRIL 26, 1982
SPORTS INFORMATION
TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology Head Basketball
Coach John Mutchner announced Monday that Tony Robertson, a 6-5 forward from
Waterloo, Wis., will attend Rose-Hulman this fall and play his collegiate
ball for the Engineers.
Robertson, an academic All-American at Waterloo High School, averaged
18 points and 14 rebounds per game his senior year. Waterloo's team was
ranked No. 1 in Class C basketball in Wisconsin and went undefeated in 26
games last season.
Robertson is ranked second in his class at Waterloo and plans to major
in chemical engineering or study a pre-medicine curriculum at Rose-Hulman.
"I am very pleased to have Tony join our program," commented Mutchner.
"He's going to be a
strong student, and
has done a fine job
there."
good one for us." Mutchner went on to say, "Tony is a
he comes from a winning program. Coach Art Westphal
at Waterloo, and I know Tony has had a good background
—30—
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SPORTS INFORMATION
TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--John Mutchner, head basketball coach at Rose-Hulman
has announced that a second recruit, 6-5, 203-pound Andy Curosh of Whiting will
attend Rose-Hulman this fall and play his collegiate ball for the Engineers.
Curosh, a guard/forward, averaged 14.0 points and 7.0 rebounds per game
in his senior year at Whiting.
Ranked third in his class, Curosh is also an outstanding baseball pitcher,
striking out 15 batters in his last outing for Whiting. Curosh was also an
honorable mention All-Stater as a tight end in football but does not plan to
Pursue football at Rose-Hulman.
"Andy should fit into our program very well, as he is one of the best
Passing big men I've seen," commented Mutchner. "He averaged 7.8 assists per
game and that is very unusual for a forward." Mutchner went on to say, "Any-
one who has played in the tough Gary league and has done well is a pretty decent
Player. Tony is considered to be one of the top five players in the Gary area."
Mutchner also noted, "Because of the type of offense we run, we need very
mobile big people who can play both inside and out."
Curosh is the second player to announce his intentions to attend Rose-Hulman
this fall. Earlier this week Tony Robertson, a 6-5 forward from Waterloo, Wis.,
who averaged 18 points and 14 rebounds per game, announced he would be attending
the school.
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SPORTS INFORMATION
TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Brad Kiess, a 6-0 guard from Heritage High School near
Ft. Wayne has announced his intention to attend Rose-Hulman Institute of Tech-
nology. Kiess, an outstanding student at Heritage, averaged 22 points a game
during his senior season.
"I am very pleased to have Brad as a member of our ball team," commented
Rose-Hulman Head Coach John Mutchner, adding, "He is a fine outside shooter
and a good passer." Mutchner went on to say, "We needed another good guard
coming on and with a little experience I feel that he (Kiess) will be a good
one."
Kiess is the third player added to the Rose-Hulman program by Mutchner.
Earlier a pair of 6-5 forwards, Andy Curosh of Whiting and Tony Robertson of
Waterloo, Wis., announced that they would attend Rose-Hulman this fall.
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TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Jeffrey M. Lambert, R.R. 4, Box 346, Winamac, who
Will graduate this month from North Judson-St. Pierre High School, has been
accepted for admission at Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology.
Lambert, who plans to major in computer science, is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. James Lambert.
Rose-Hulman has an enrollment of 1,250 men drawn from 45 states and a
number of foreign countries. Its admissions standards are the highest in
Indiana and among the highest in the nation.
For example, the typical entering freshman ranks at the 99th percentile
nationally in mathematical aptitude and the 93rd or 94th percentile in verbal
skills as measured by the College Board SAT.
This fall Rose-Hulman will have more than 100 National Merit Scholarship
winners in its student body. This ranks Rose-Hulman first in Indiana and
eighth to tenth in the nation in the number of National Merit scholars on a
per capita basis.
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TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Rose-Hulman Institute of-Technology is currently
receiving applications for its three summer programs for students who have
completed their junior year of high school. The three programs, Camp Retupmoc,
Operation Catapult and The Iceberg Project have been very successful programs
in past summers.
"We think this is a super opportunity for a young man to come to our
campus and see what college life is all about, as well as learn something about
engineering and science," commented Charles G. Howard, recently-appointed dean
of admissions.
Of the three camps, Operation Catapult has been the forerunner of the
Rose-Hulman summer programs and enters its sixteenth summer. According to
Howard, Catapult is "a project-oriented experience which includes lab work,
lectures and field trips." The three and one-half week program deals with var-
ious phases of research; mathematics, physical science, engineering design,
and technical report writing. In addition, with the computer becoming an indis-
Pensable tool in all sciences, the Catapult program will also include basic
instruction in the use of the Rose-Hulman computer.
Eligible applicants for Operation Catapult must be male students ready
to enter their senior year of high school and have completed the equivalent of
three years of high school math and one year of physical science (chemistry or
physics). In addition the applicant must rank in the upper part of his high
school class.
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Camp Retupmoc "exposes the campers to computers and their use in
industry and other practical applications," according to Howard. Retupmoc
is an intensive one-week experience in which the participant will learn BASIC,
a computer language. The camper will have time to write computer programs for
solving problems and to participate in discussions with experts who actually
use computers in business, government and industry. For those with previous
computer experience there is also an advanced computer camp.
Camp Retupmoc requires that all applicants be ready to enter their
senior year in high school with the equivalent of three years of college pre-
paratory mathematics. The applicant must also carry or plan upon carrying a
full schedule of college preparatory courses with special emphasis in mathe-
matics and physical science as well as showing promise for doing acceptable
college level work in an engineering and science curriculum.
The third summer program offered by Rose-Hulman is The Iceberg
Project (Code Name: T.I.P). T.I.P. is an intensive two-week investigative
program for potential scientists and mathematicians. In these two weeks the
project member will work with five other students and one Rose-Hulman professor
on a math, physics, or chemistry project. The students will be able to pursue
science 12 hours a day on the Rose-Hulman campus where they will have total
access to highly qualified professors as well as sophisticated laboratories
and equipment.
"T.I.P., like Operation Catapult, is project oriented," commented
Howard, adding, "It really gives the students an opportunity for hands-on exper-
ience." To aid the students in finding solutions to their scientific problems
they will also receive basic instruction on the Rose-Hulman computing system.
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Requirements for The Iceberg Project are similar to the ones listed
for Operation Catapult with the addition of a recommendation by a high school
counselor and a supplemental listing of the applicant's accomplishments in
science and math.
The two T.I.P. sessions run June 20 through July 2 and July 11 through
July 23. Operation Catapult's two sessions take place June 13 to July 8, and
July 11 to August 5. The one week sessions for Camp Retupmoc start June 6,
13, and 20, and July 4, 11, and 18.
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TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Gunning for the Big Bell, the College Athletic
Conference all-sports trophy, Rose-Hulman will send four spring sports teams
to the C.A.C. spring sports festival at Principia College in Elsah, Ill. The
three day festival will take place Thursday, Friday and Saturday.
The Engineers' chances of winning the Big Bell for the second con-
secutive year are good as Rose-Hulman teams have captured C.A.C. titles in
football and basketball and a second place finish in cross country. Of the
four spring sports remaining, the Engineers could be considered as repeat
favorites in track and baseball, as well as long shots in golf and tennis.
The Engineer track and field team will be looking for its fourth
consecutive C.A.C. crown. However, Coach Bob Thompson does not see the Engi-
neers running away with the C.A.C. meet as they did last year--winning by over
100 points. "This year is sure going to be tight," commented Thompson. "With
the loss of our No. one and five scorers we are definitely going to need a
team effort to win."
Top scoring Engineer sprinter Randy Hancock was injured at the start
of the 200-meter dash in the Little State Meet last Saturday, thus eliminating
him from the C.A.C. field. In addition to Hancock, Howard Menser, the fifth
leading scorer for the Engineers will be unable to compete due to cramping
problems which will keep him out of his hurdling events.
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According to Thompson, the Engineers "must fill in the holes with
our No. two and three men" to capture that fourth C.A.C. track title. Also
counted upon heavily will be John Singleton in the field events, John Smith
and Mike O'Brien in the distance races and Rex Phillips and Tony Lenox in the
sprints and hurdles. Smith and O'Brien both set Rose-Hulman records over the
weekend at Little State, O'Brien in the 1,500 meters and Smith in the 800
meters. Barry Wallen also set a school record in the 3,000 meter steeple-
chase, but the C.A.C. meet does not list the steeplechase as an event.
"Since we won last year we should be favored to repeat this year."
Those are the words of Rose-Hulman Head Baseball Coach Jim Rendel concerning
his team's chance of winning a third straight C.A.C. crown. Rendel feels the
main competition for the baseball title will be from Principia College and
Centre College, teams which have done well in the past.
The Engineers' record for the season is hardly indicative of the
season, especially the last week of play for the Rose diamondmen. "We have
been hitting the ball well, and we have played well in the field the last
couple games," commented Rendel, adding, "We just aren't getting the breaks."
Leading the Engineer bats with a .385 average is freshman Kirk Miller. Fol-
lowing Miller is Keith Oehlman (.352), Kevin Chaffee (.343), and Jeff Ball
(.317). Andy Meyer, Rob Wilson and Steve Nowak are also batting just over
.300.
Heading up the Engineer pitching attack in the C.A.C., Mark Kaiser,
Dan White, Oehlman, Ed Canary, and Kent Cutler will make up the Engineer ro-
tation. Canary, a sophomore, is leading the Engineer staff "win wise,"
according to Rendel.
Rendel summed up his squad's chances of a championship this weekend
by saying, "Going into this tournament, if we play the way we have for the past
six games, I will be disappointed if we don't win."
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Glenn Baca, Rose-Hulman's head golf coach, is guardedly optimistic
about his team's chances of taking home the golf title. "We are better than
ever before," noted the fifth year coach who went on to add, "If everyone
plays his best, we have a good chance of winning the whole thing." University
of the South (Sewanee) and Centre College are Baca's picks to provide Rose-
Hulman with competition for the crown.
Individually for the Engineer linksters, freshman Mark Adams has
proved himself a veteran, winning two major Division III tournaments, one of
the two in a playoff. Winner of the Rose-Hulman Invitational, Adams is one
of two Rose-Hulman players who has been nominated for a spot in the NCAA
Division III nationals by Coach Baca. Senior Tom Chorba is the other Engineer
golfer who received a nomination from Baca. To qualify for a national nomi-
nation a golfer must have one major tournament win, in addition to a fairly
good season's average. The player's team must also be competitive and com-
petitive is what the Engineers have been in 1982.
"We have had a player win every tournament or at least place second,"
noted Baca, adding, "this is the first year since I have coached that we have
had a player win a tournament:"
The last time the Engineers had a C.A.C. winner in golf was 1975,
and Baca is hoping for a repeat of that 1975 performance, but added to his
earlier prediction, "very realistically we should finish second or third,
fourth at the worst." Last year the Engineer squad finished fourth.
Host Principia should be the favorite in tennis, according to Engineer
Coach Chuck Lindner, "Prin should be tough but Sewanee also has a good team,"
noted Lindner. Principia is last year's C.A.C. champ and currently sports a
Squad which includes a player ranked tenth in the nation in NCAA Division III
tennis.
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The Engineers have a young talented team which stands 9-7 in dual
meet action in addition to two second place finishes in the Indiana Little
State and the Kenyon Invitational.
Sophomore Cary Stokes is the No. 1 player for Coach Lindner and
has recorded a 12-9 overall record. Stokes' losses have come to some very
impressive players, including the 10th, 16th, 23rd, and 45th ranked Division
III players in the nation. Stokes also has dropped matches to a Division I
player and the third ranked player in the state of Florida.
Stokes' doubles partner, Brian Ramey, has recorded a 13-8 season
mark. Ramey was undefeated at the Kenyon Invitational, defeating players
from Mt. Union and Capital University. Ramey and Stokes, who posted a 15-5
record at No. 1 doubles, will face a strong team this weekend as the No. 1
team from Sewanee is nationally ranked.
Greg Hulbert has filled the No. 3 spot this season, posting an
11-10 record. Following at No. 4 is Bill Salomon with a 12-8 record, Don Akers,
13-9 at No. 5, and Tim Beer recording an even 10-10 record at the No. 6 spot.
The doubles team of Hulbert and Salomon has a 15-5 record at the No. 2 position
and Akers and Tom Tillery posted a 6-4 mark at No. 3.
The three-day festival will get under way Thursday with action coming
to a close on Saturday with the awarding of the Big Bell to the C.A.C. all-sports
champ.
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TERRE HAUTE, Ind.—Four individuals who have distinguished themselves
in the field of engineering will be awarded honorary doctorates during Rose-
Hulman Institute of Technology's 104th commencement Saturday, May 29.
Nathaniel C. Wyeth, whose brilliant career with the Du Pont Company led
that corporate giant to name him its first Engineering Fellow and subsequently
Senior Engineering Fellow, will be the principal speaker for commencement.
Wyeth has chosen creativity as his topic.
Two alumni--Carl E. Ehrenhardt, Terre Haute, formerly president of Winslow
Government Standard Scale Works, and Frank H. Winters, a vice president for Cat-
erpillar Tractor Co., in Peoria, Ill.--will receive doctorates, as will recently-
retired McDonnell Aircraft Company President George S. Graff.
Nathaniel Wyeth.. .The Wyeth Who Doesn't Paint 
Wyeth, a native of Chadd's Ford, Pa., is a graduate of the University of
Pennsylvania in mechanical engineering. He began his professional career with
the Du Pont Company in 1936, an association he has continuously maintained to
this day.
While he is the only one of noted artist N.C. Wyeth's children who does not
Paint, his creativity in the field of engineering has often earned him the title
unusually creative engineer" by his company and a number of professional soci-
eties. His father, Newell Wyeth, was a well-known muralist and children's book
illustrator and his brother, Andrew, is one of America's most distinguished artists.
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As a creative engineer Wyeth has been the inventor or coinventor of 23
products or processes for which patents have been granted. In 1963 he was named
Du Pont's first Engineering Fellow and in 1975 was elevated to Senior Engineering
Fellow--the highest technical position at Du Pont.
In 1973 Wyeth was named a Fellow by the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers and last year was the recipient of the Society of Plastic Engineers'
award for outstanding achievement in plaEtics engineering and technology, an
award given in particular recognition of the plastic soft drink bottle that looks
like glass.
Carl Ehrenhardt Provides Leadership for Alma Mater 
Ehrenhardt, a native of Terre Haute and 1930 honors graduate of Rose in
electrical engineering, retired in 1977 after an 18-year association with General
Electric Company and 28 years with Winslow Scale where he served most of the later
Years as president of the Terre Haute-based company. He continues as a consultant
to Winslow Scale.
Long active in the development of Rose-Hulman, Ehrenhardt was elected to
life membership on the school's Board of Managers in 1962. He served as vice
chairman of the board froth 1968 through 1975.
His association with the RoseTech Alumni Association includes three terms
as a class agent, vice president of the Wabash Valley Club in 1953, a district
representative from 1956 through 1958, chairman of the alumni fund in 1967-68
and class reunion chairman in 1955 and 1975. Ehrenhardt has been an active
worker in each of Rose-Hulman's recent capital fund drives.
Community activities include being founder and first chairman of Rose-
Hulman's Board of Associates, a group of Terre Haute civic leaders who serve as
ambassadors for the college; a member and former director of Terre Haute Rotary
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Club, and a director of Wabash Valley Goodwill Industries. Other memberships
include the Country Club of Terre Haute, Aero-826 Club, Columbia Club of Indi-
anapolis, and First Congregational Church of Terre Haute.
Frank Winters. . . Cat's Man for All Seasons 
Winters, a native of Evansville, is a vice president of Caterpillar Trac-
tor Company with administrative responsibility for engineering, patent, research
and technical facilities.
He received the coveted Heminway gold medal for having graduated first in
the class of October, 1943. A mechanical engineer, he joined Caterpillar in 1946
following military service with the Corps of Engineers.
After moving through positions in research, Winters became assistant chief
engineer at Caterpillar's Joliet Plant in 1960 and chief engineer in 1966. Win-
ters was named assistant director of engineering at the company's Peoria General
Offices in 1970 and director of engineering in 1973. He was elected vice presi-
dent in 1979.
At Caterpillar Winters is thought of as "a man for all seasons"...one whose
technical expertise helps ensure the company develops sound and productive new
Products, whose administrative leadership in a technical organization of approxi-
mately 5,000 develops good people, and whose business judgment assures that new
Products can be produced at a reasonable cost, thus allowing them to go forth and
do some very important phases of the world's work better than ever before.
U.S. patents on which Winters is listed as inventor number 15 in the last
20 years. He is a member of the Society of Automotive Engineers and has served
on that organization's Technical Board.
George Graff...Aerodynamicist to McDonnell President 
Graff, who was born in New York and grew up in Toledo, Ohio, earned a B.A.
cum laude in English and modern European history from DeSales College in Toledo
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in 1939. He continued his education at the University of Detroit, earning a B.S.
in aeronautical engineering in 1942. He was inducted into the Tau Beta Pi Asso-
ciation while at Detroit and was awarded that institute's Outstanding Engineering
Alumnus Award in 1973.
Graff, who retired from McDonnell Douglas Corporation in March after 40
Years with the company, had been president of McDonnell Aircraft and corporate
vice president and a director of McDonnell Douglas Corporation since 1971.
Starting as an aerodynamicist for McDonnell Aircraft in 1942, he rose to
chief aerodynamicist in 1950 and chief aerodynamics engineer in 1954. McDonnell
Aircraft promoted him to vice president-engineering technology in 1964 and vice
President-engineering in 1968. His being named executive vice president in 1970
led to the presidency of the company the following year.
Through the years he has served on no fewer than five committees or sub-
committees on aerodynamics, stability and control, missiles and space vehicles,
and research and technology of NASA. He similarly has been active at the national
level in the American Rocket Society, American Institute of Aeronautics and Astro-
nautics, and the Experimental Aircraft Association.
A Fellow of the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, other
Professional memberships include the Air Force Association, American Defense
Preparedness Association, Armed Forces Management Association, Chamber of Com-
merce of the United States, National Academy of Engineering, National Defense
Transportation Association, Navy League of the United States and Tau Beta Pi.
He also is chairman of the board of trustees of Fontbonne College in St. Louis.
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TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Devin Willis, a senior computer science major at
Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology, will present a lecture-recital
at 3 p.m. Sunday in the Auditorium of Moench Hall. The recital by this
accomplished student pianist is believed to be a first at the college known
world wide for its engineering.
Coming from a musical family, Willis has studied under Ms. Joyanne Jones
of Indiana University-Purdue University at Fort Wayne and currently is under the
direction of Dr. Joan Spicknall, adjunct professor of music at Rose-Hulman. He
gave a recital during his senior year in high school, has played local recitals
and has participated in Rose-Hulman's Engineers in Concert the last two years.
Sunday's recital is the culmination of work which began during his freshman
Year at Rose-Hulman and serves as partial fulfillment of the requirements of a
Special Topics in Music course he is taking under Dr. Spicknall.
As far as we know this is the first lecture-recital given by a student at
Rose-Hulman," commented Dr. Spicknall. "There are a number of other students who
have the potential of giving their own recitals. We hope this will set a precedent
at Rose-Hulman."
Willis has accepted a position with the Magnavoc Government and Industrial
Group in Fort Wayne as a junior electrical engineer.
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TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--William E. Mullin, formerly director of facilities
planning at Southern Illinois University's School of Medicine at Springfield,
Ill., has assumed his duties as director of facilities planning at Rose-Hulman
Institute of Technology.
As director of facilities planning at Rose-Hulman he will be in charge
of plant engineering and initially will also serve as clerk of the works for
the construction of Olin Hall, classroom and laboratory building to house
chemical engineering, civil engineering and the life sciences, and the new
Administration Center, which will link Olin Hall to the 60-year-old Moench
Hall.
A major renovation of Moench Hall will be undertaken upon completion of
Olin Hall and the Administration Center in the summer of 1983.
A native of Delphi and a 1969 graduate of Purdue University with a B.S.
in civil engineering, Mullin worked as a civil engineer for the Illinois
Department of Transportation from 1969 through 1974 when he joined the SIU
medical facility as a mechanical engineer. He was promoted to director of
facilities planning at SIU in 1976, a position he held until joining Rose-
Hulman last month.
Mullin is married to the former Judy Carol Draper of Delphi. They are
the parents of daughters, Suzannah Michele and Melissa Christine.
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TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Rose-Hulman's spring sports teams wrapped up their
1982 seasons by bringing home the Big Bell, the all-sports trophy of the
College Athletic Conference. Returning from the Spring Sports Festival at
Principia College in Elsah, Ill., the Engineer squad carried with them one
first place, two thirds and a fourth place finish.
The track team, which posted a 7-0 dual meet record during the regular
season, responded as expected and captured the CAC title with little resis-
tance, outpacing second place Principia College 178-110.
Individually for the Engineers, first place finishes were recorded by
freshman pole vaulter Dave Biel, junior shot putter John Singleton, and
sophomore high jumper Brad Zike. In addition to the field event blue rib-
bons, junior Mike O'Brien won the 1,500 meter run, junior John Smith took
the 800-meter race, and senior Rex Phillips took a blue ribbon in the 400
intermediate hurdles.
Singleton also captured a second place finish in the discus, followed
closely by Stacey limes, a Rose freshman. Phillips' first in the 400 inter-
mediates was just one of the first three places in that event taken by Rose-
Hulman runners--senior Mike Schipper taking a second and junior Eric Mrozek
placing third. Phillips also did well in the 110 high hurdles by finishing
third. In the 800-meter race Smith was followed in his first place finish
by freshman Bryan Millard with a second place finish.
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Finishing close to the predictions of coaches Glenn Baca and Chuck Lind-
ner, the golf and tennis teams pulled down third place honors in the annual
spring conference event.
The tennis title was captured by the University of the South (Sewanee),
followed by host Principia. For the third place Engineers junior Greg Hulbert
posted a 4-1 record over the weekend, chalking up the best won-loss record for
the tournament for the Rose squad. The Rose-Hulman team had four three-set
matches against champion Sewanee but lost all of the closely fought battles.
No. 1 and 2 players Cary Stokes and Brian Ramey posted 2-3 records in singles
and combined for a 3-2 record in doubles. Junior Bill Salomon and sophomores
Don Akers and Tim Beer all recorded 3-2 singles marks.
The golf team had three players place in the top 15 in the six-team C.A.C.
field. Senior Tom Chorba led the Engineers with a 162, followed closely by
0/ 
sophomore David Bramer with a 163 and freshman Mark Adams with a 166.
Sewanee captured the team title, followed by Centre College and Rose-
Hulman in the no. two and three spots. The Rose-Hulman squad did as "well as
expected," according to Coach Glenn Baca. Last year the Rose linksters finished
fourth in the tourney.
Probably one of the favorites going into the weekend's action, the Rose-
Hulman baseball team ended the tourney in a tie for fourth place with South-
western. Finishing first in baseball was Centre College followed by Principia
and Illinois College which tied for second.
"We really didn't hit well at all, " noted Coach Jim Rendel. "We played
well in the field but in our first game against Principia we left 10 men on
base."
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The Engineers were able to pick up two wins in Friday's action after
the 6-2 Thursday loss to Principia. Friday's wins came over Sewanee (7-3)
and Centre College (5-1).
Junior Andy Meyer and senior Keith Oehlman were two Engineer players
cited by Rendel as having good performances, both players batting well over
.350 for the three-day series. Rose-Hulman finished the series with losses
to Illinois College (2-1) and Southwestern (3-1).
The Big Bell victory marks the second consecutive year the Engineers
have captured the College Athletic Conference all-sports crown. The 1981-82
year has seen Rose-Hulman teams capture individual team titles in track, foot-
ball and basketball. The Engineers also placed second in cross country, third
in tennis and golf, and fourth in baseball and soccer to easily outdistance
second place overall finisher Centre College.
Overall Rose-Hulman racked up 182 1/2 points, Centre scored 150, Prin-
cipia 147 1/2, Sewanee 145, Southwestern 117 1/2, and Illinois College 92 1/2.
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TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--The coveted Ruel Fox Burns Blanket Award, given to
the senior or seniors who contributed the most to Engineer athletics during
their career at Rose-Hulman, was presented to Keith Oehlman in an awards
presentation at the Hulman Union on the eastside campus last night.
Oehlman, a Brookville native and two-sport standout in basketball and
baseball, was also named Most Valuable Player in those sports, as well as
capturing the batting championship in baseball and the assist trophy in
basketball.
In previous years, Oehlman has participated in two NCAA tournaments in
basketball and has been named all-conference two years in basketball and
four years in baseball. Additional basketball honors include All-Wabash
and All-Rose-Hulman tourney honors and being named team co-captain in 1981-82.
Oehlman's batting championship of 1982 is one more to be placed beside
his batting championships of 1979 and 1981. Oehlman, a pitcher and center
fielder, was also named MVP of the squad in 1981 and was the E.R.A. champion
in '79 and '81.
Also awarded at the annual spring banquet were the John Logan, Samuel
Hulbert and the Old Jock Award. The John Logan Award, given to the senior
athlete with the highest G.P.A. after four years, was presented to wrestler
John Fruth. Fruth, a Point Pleasant, W.Va. product, wrestled in the 150
pound class and finished the season with an 8-11-1 record and a 3.824 grade
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point average. The award honors the former Rose-Hulman president who headed
the school from 1962 through 1976, a period when the college and its athletic
program experienced unprecedented growth and stature.
Tony Lenox, a four year track letterman from Indianapolis was the second
recipient of the Samuel Hulbert Award, given to that senior athlete who con-
tributes the most in terms of team spirit; sportsmanship, and a determination
to succeed. Lenox, a sprinter, currently holds three individual indoor records
and one outdoor record, as well as being a member of two record holding relay
teams. The award honors the school's current president whose college and
graduate school years included playing football and coaching the sport on a
part-time basis.
The Old Jock Award for 1982 was awarded to Paul Phillips, superintendent
of building and grounds at Rose-Hulman. The Old Jock Award is given in recog-
nition of outstanding contributions to the athletic department at Rose-Hulman.
Phillips is in charge of the maintenance and care of the athletic fields and
facilities at Rose.
Ten Rose-Hulman athletic teams for 1981-82 were honored in the presentation
Thursday evening. The ceremony also included individual honors given for each
sport.
The baseball team, which finished the season with a 13-28 record and a
fourth place finish in the C.A.C., named two MVPs for the 1982 season. Co-MVPs
were Oehlman and junior Andy Meyer (LaPorte).
captured the E.R.A. crown with a 3.9 mark.
In track, the College Athletic Conference champions who
Sophomore Ed Canary (Loogootee)
finshed the season
7-0 in dual meet action, honored senior Randy Hancock (Marion, Ill.) as the
team's most valuable runner. Hancock, a sprinter, holds Rose-Hulman records in
the indoor 50-yard dash and the outdoor 100-meter dash in addition to being a
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member of the record holding 400-meter relay team. High point honors for the
1982 season were taken by senior Rex Phillips (Brookville) and the most valu-
able individual in field events award was given to junior John Singleton (Elk-
hart). Singleton, a national qualifier in the shot put, holds school records
in that event. Phillips has records in the 400-meter hurdles and the indoor
and outdoor mile relay teams.
The Rose-Hulman tennis team, which placed third in the C.A.C. spring
sports festival, finished the season with a 9-7 dual meet mark. Sophomore Cary
Stokes (Anderson) was named most valuable player for the Engineer netters as he
occupied the No. 1 position all season, ending with a 10-6 record.
Senior Tom Chorba (Hammond) and freshman Mark Adams (Lafayette) were the
co-MVPs of the golf team which posted a third place finish in the C.A.C. meet.
Both Chorba and Adams won major tournaments, Chorba the Indiana Central Invi-
tational and Adams the Rose-Hulman Invitational.
The rifle team's most valuable shooter was junior Kevin Hansen (Blue
Mounds, Wis.). The rifle team finished the 1981-82 season ranked an impressive
15th of all Division I, II and III teams in the nation. The shooters also
placed first in the smallbore match of the Xavier sectional and second in the
air rifle match. In that match Hansen finished first in the air rifle and
third in the smallbore competition.
The basketball team, which finished the season 18-10 and received a bid
to the NCAA regionals in Laurinburg, N.C., lauded Oehlman as the MVP for 1981-
82. In addition, the C.A.C. championship team gave the rebound award to senior
co-captain Paul Wagner (Green Bay, Wis.), the free throw award to sophomore
Jeff Chandler (Princeton) and the assist award to Oehlman. Wagner and Oehlman
also distinguished themselves in the Rose-Hulman record books as Oehlman is
sixth among the top twenty scorers in Rose-Hulman history and Wagner is 16th.
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Oehlman also placed sixth on the list of assist leaders and Wagner placed tenth
as well as jumping into sixth place on the list of all-time top rebounders in
Rose basketball history.
Sophomore Tom Eidenschink (Yuma, Ariz.) was the MVP of the Rose-Hulman
wrestling team. Freshman Matt Grieger (Ft. Wayne) took home top awards from
the annual spring banquet, the best freshman award and the most takedowns award.
Grieger finished his first collegiate wrestling season with a team-best 15-9-1
record in the 158 pound class and placed second in the Midwest qualifying
tournament for the NCAA nationals.
In soccer, senior Eric Mooney (Cincinnati, Ohio) was named MVP and fresh-
man Scott Tradup (White Bear Lake, Minn.) was named Rookie of the Year. The
most improved award went to sophomore Bob Crowell (Lenn, Ill.). The soccer
team, still in its early development years, placed fourth in the C.A.C. tour-
nament in 1981.
All-America junior Mike O'Brien (Grand Island, Neb.) was named most valu-
able runner of the 1981 Rose cross country team which finished the season sec-
ond in the C.A.C. A national qualifier, O'Brien finished in the top 15 of the
national meet to gain All-America status. The most improved runner award was
given to senior Dave Womble (Clinton, S.C.) as he moved into the Rose-Hulman
record books this year by entering the group of the fastest 15 runners in Rose-
Hulman cross country history.
The C.A.C. champion Fightin' Engineers football team presented the MVP
award to senior Ed Wheeler (Oblong, Ill.) who led the team in tackles from his
linebacker position. The unsung hero award was taken home by senior Tom Nash
(Indianapolis) and the ability, character, and leadership award was given to
Mike Donoghue (Cabery, Ill.). The outstanding freshman award was given to
running back Mike Patterson of New Albany. The Engineer gridders finished the
1981 season with a 6-2-1 record.
Football
Cross Country
Soccer
Wrestling
Basketball
1981-82
All Sports Banquet
MVP - Ed Wheeler
Unsung Hero - Tom Nash
Outstanding Freshman - Mike Patterson
Ability, Character, Leadership - Mike Donoghue
MVR - Mike O'Brien
Most Improved Runner - Dave Womble
MVP - Eric Mooney
Rookie of the Year - Scott Tradup
Most Improved - Bob Crowell
MVP - Tom Eidenschink
Best Freshman - Matt Grieger
Most Take Downs - Matt Grieger
MVP - Keith Oehlman
FT - Jeff Chandler .827
Most Rebounds - Paul Wagner 242
Most Assists - Keith Oehlman 95
Rifle MVS - Keith Hansen
Golf MVP - Tom Chorba
Mark Adams
Tennis MVP - Cary Stokes
2 trophies
(/ Track MVR - Randy Hancock
High Pointman - Rex Phillips
M.V.F.E.- John Singleton
Baseball MVP - tet\N C) e i•t poi\ , ykAy Mtyer
Batting ChampiRn -
E.R.A. Ea. cANAck,py
MVP in C.A.C.
Logan Award - John Fruth 3.824
Hulbert Award - Tony Lenox
Old Jock - Paul Phillips
Outstanding Senior Athlete - Keith Oehlman
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TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--A number of records will be established as Chris A.
Mack of Plano, Texas, graduates from Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology
Saturday, May 29. Chris will receive an unprecedented four diplomas from
Rose-Hulman, signifying honors level work in four disciplines--physics,
electrical engineering, chemical engineering and chemistry. And just for
good measure, he'll receive a certificate of proficiency in Russian tech-
nical translation.
Asked why he carried nearly double the academic load of the average
student during his four years at Rose-Hulman and sought four degrees, Mack
candidly replied, "I really can't say. I didn't start out with a more defi-
nite goal than earning a degree in chemical engineering. By the end of the
freshman year I was doing well in school and decided to try a double major
in chemical engineering and chemistry.
"It was about that time that I took my first EE (electrical engineering)
course, the only one required of chemical engineering majors. I liked the
course so much I signed up for some more advanced electrical engineering
courses and found I liked them even better."
And then it was on to the advanced level physics courses and the rest is
history--and many, many hours of hard work.
Mack's most hectic term came in the fall of his junior year when he cared
12 courses for 48 credit hours--three times the normal class load:
(M 0 R E)
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How was the fall term of the junior year for Chris Mack?
"It was terrible.. .miserable," states Mack, with a wry smile. "But I
made it through with a 3.2 CPA for the quarter--the lowest ever. I studied
and went to class almost non-stop for 11 weeks. There was nothing besides
school that term."
Mack confided that he worked seven days a week, getting three to four
hours of sleep per night. Complicated by Rose-Hulman's laboratory-intensive
curricula, scheduling of classes and course conflicts have been the rule. The
school had specific rules for earning two degrees, but had to review the rules
in Mack's particular case.
"I went to each of my professors and we worked out all the conflicts.
For example, I'd have to ask to be excused from a class every Tuesday or what-
ever. The teachers were very helpful, usually requesting that I make arrange-
ments to take the tests on the prescribed day or beforehand. I always tried
to go to the professors the quarter before and work out any scheduling problems."
Through all this legwork Chris has become well-known to the Rose-Hulman fac-
ulty and administration. He has been Laught by more than half of the members of
the faculty and has become acquainted with many others.
Mack admits that the transfer of similar material from one discipline to
another is the key to earning four degrees at Rose-Hulman.
"Had I taken four unrelated majors I would have flunked out a long time
ago," Mack said. "The thought process is much the same. How do I approach this
problem? The mathematics required to solve engineering-type problems comes much
easier the more often it is used. You just keep building on what you know.
"Earning four degrees definitely is not four times as much work as earning
one. If 100 percent is what I put forth to earn four degrees, then to earn :Lle
degree I would give 70 to 75 percent."
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Chris Mack does much more than hit the books. His honors level work has
led to his induction into Tau Beta Pi, national engineering honorary, and Pi
Mu Epsilon, mathematics honorary. He also is active in the technical soci-
eties of electrical engineering, chemical engineering and chemistry--the
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, the American Institute of
Chemical Engineers and the American Chemical Society.
Mack has been honored by Rose-Hulman with the Certificate of Merit in
Mathematics for seniors and earlier this spring was named the Outstanding
Senior Physics Student.
Active outside the classroom, Chris finds time to date and works approx-
imately 24 hours a week in three campus jobs--the front desk in the library on
Sunday mornings ("It's quiet then and I spend most of the time studying," says
Chris), as a student operator in the school's computer center and as a senior
paper grader.
Mack enjoys playing soccer, having participated in varsity soccer as a
sophomore and indoor intramural soccer each of his four winters at Rose-Hulman.
Having played saxophone in high school, he was a member of Rose-Hulman's jazz
band for one year, but since has taken up the guitar "because you can pick it
up when you've got a moment or two and play for the enjoyment." Chris also is
a DJ on Rose-Hulman's non-commercial radio station and has a one-hour show each
week on the history of jazz.
The 22-year-old student has received what his academic adviser describes
as "a prestigious fellowship" to do graduate work at California Institute of
Technology in the area of applied physics. He has accepted summer employment
with the U.S. Department of Defense in Baltimore, Md.
(M 0 R E)
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Following completion of the Ph.D. at CalTech, Mack plans to apply for the
United States astronaut training program. "It's a million to one shot, but
who knows what four years from now will bring. They are looking more to
scientists than pilot-types in future missions, maybe I'll have a good chance."
If the astronaut program doesn't work out for Mack, he will then look to
industry and a research-oriented position. "I don't want to be vice president
of a big company or president of my own company," explains Mack. "I don't
think I'm inclined business-wise or political-wise. I just want a comfortable
job.. .the more comfortable the better.. .a job doing something I like to do."
And now back to the original question, why earn four degrees?
"The main thing was that I found out that I could indeed earn four de-
grees," Mack continued. "I guess I have a desire to learn. I'd love to know
more."
Thus, Chris Mack summed up the essence of education.
Mack's strong organizational skills may well be a product of his upbringing.
His father, Howard L. Mack, is a construction foreman, while his mother is an
elementary school teacher who now works as a bookkeeper. They reside at 2213
Bengal Lane, Plano, Texas.
Second of four children, Chris is closest to his younger sister, Julie. A
photography major at East Texas State University, Julie will spend the summer
with Chris in Baltimore.
"She recently purchased all new photo equipment and gave me her old stuff,"
comments Chris. "I want to add photography to my hobbies. It's going to be a
good time.. .I'm sure she can teach me a lot about photography."
Chris earned 51 A's, 43 grades of B-plus or B, one C-plus and one C.
"I would like to have avoided the C's, but that's life," smiled Mack. "It's
been fun."
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EDITORS NOTE. ...Chris Mack was graduated from Plano Senior High School in 1978.
He ranked 17th out of 1,000, thus placing him in category as being highly sought
by colleges and universities. Rose-Hulman, with an enrollment of slightly over
1,250 men, has one of the highest admissions standards of any college or univer-
sity in the nation. The college takes a class of 350 each fall, the average man
ranking in the top one percent nationally in mathematical ability and the top
6-7 percent in verbal ability. Rose-Hulman ranks first in Indiana and 10th in
the nation in the number of National Merit Scholarship winners in its student
body on a per capita basis. Mack became acquainted with Rose-Hulman through
its annual student search mailing and after checking out the college with his
high school physics teacher and Rose alumni in the Dallas area, decided to enroll.
Chris is a well-rounded young man with organizational skills of rare dimension.
Kent Harris
Director, News Bureau
Sent to Plano Editor
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TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--A young man who received the foundation of his edu-
cation at elementary and junior high schools in Portage, Mich., will receive
an unprecedented four degrees from Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology during
the 104th commencement Saturday, May 29.
He is Chris Mack, son of Mr. and Mrs. Howard L. Mack, former Portage res-
idents who have resided in Plano, Texas, since Chris entered the sophomore year
of high school. The young man's maternal grandmother, Mrs. Grace Russell, re-
sides in Paw Paw, Mich., while paternal grandfather, Return Mack, lives in
Mattawan, Mich.
Chris will receive an unprecedented four diplomas from Rose-Hulman, signi-
fying honors level work in four disciplines--physics, electrical engineering,
chemical engineering and chemistry. And just for good measure, he'll receive
a certificate of proficiency in Russian technical translation.
Asked why he carried nearly double the academic load of the average student
during his four years at Rose-Hulman and sought four degrees, Mack candidly
replied, "I really can't say. I didn't start out with a more definite goal than
earning a degree in chemical engineering. By the end of the freshman year I was
doing well in school and decided to try a double major in chemical engineering
and chemistry.
"It was about that time that I took my first EE (electrical engineering)
course, the only one required of chemical engineering majors. I liked the course
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so much I signed up for some more advanced el
ectrical engineering courses and
found I liked them even better."
And then it was on to the advanced level physics
 courses and the rest is
history--and many, many hours of hard work.
Mack's most hectic term came in the fall of hi
s junior year when he carried
12 courses for 48 credit hours--three times t
he normal class load:
How was the fall term of the junior year for Chris Mack?
"It was terrible. .miserable," states Mack, wi
th a wry smile. "But I made
it through with a 3.2 CPA for the quarter--th
e lowest ever. I studied and went
to class almost non-stop for 11 weeks. The
re was nothing besides school that
term."
Mack confided that he worked seven days a week
, getting three to four hours
of sleep per night. Complicated by Rose-Hulma
n's laboratory-intensive curricula,
scheduling of classes and course conflicts hav
e been the rule. The school had
specific rules for earning two degrees, but ha
d to review the rules in Mack's
particular case.
"I went to each of my professors and we worked o
ut all the conflicts. For
example, I'd have to ask to be excused from 
a class every Tuesday or whatever.
The teachers were very helpful, usually req
uesting that I make arrangements to
take the tests on the prescribed day or befor
ehand. I always tried to go to the
professors the quarter before and work out a
ny scheduling problems."
Through all this legwork Chris has become we
ll-known to the Rose-Hulman fac-
ulty and administration. He has been taught
 by more than half of the members of
the faculty and has become acquainted with m
any others.
Mack admits that the transfer of similar ma
terial from one discipline to
another is the key pp earning four degree
s at Rose-Hulman.
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"Had I taken four unrelated majors I would have flunked out a long time
ago," Mack said. "The thought process is much the same. How do I approach
this problem? The mathematics required to solve engineering-type problems
comes much easier the more often it is used. You just keep building on what
you know.
"Earning four degrees definitely is not four times as much work- as earning
one. If 100 percent is what I put forth to earn four degrees, then to earn one
degree I would give 70 to 75 percent."
Chris Mack does much more than hit the books. His honors level work has
led to his induction into Tau Beta Pi, national engineering honorary, and Pi
Mu Epsilon, mathematics honorary. He also is active in the technical societies
of electrical engineering, chemical engineering and chemistry--the Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers, the American Institute of Chemical Engi-
neers and the American Chemical Society.
Mack has been honored by Rose-Hulman with the Certificate of Merit in
Mathematics for seniors and earlier this spring was named the Outstanding Senior
Physics Student.
Active outside the classroom, Chris finds time to date and works approxi-
mately 24 hours a week in three campus jobs--the front desk in the library on
Sunday mornings ("It's quiet then and I spend most of the time studying," says
Chris), as a student operator in the school's computer center and as a senior
paper grader.
Mack enjoys playing soccer, having participated in varsity soccer as a
sophomore and indoor intramural soccer each of his four winters at Rose-Hulman.
Having played saxophone in high school, he was a member of Rose-Hulman's jazz
band for one year, jut since has taken up the guitar "because you can pick it
up when you've got a moment or two and play for the enjoyment." Chris also is
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a DJ on Rose-Hulman's non-commercial radio station
 and has a one-hour show
each week on the history of jazz.
The 22-year-old student has received what his acad
emic adviser describes
as "a prestigious fellowship" to do graduate work a
t California Institute of
Technology in the area of applied physics. He has ac
cepted summer employment
with the U.S. Department of Defense in Baltimore, Md.
Following completion of the Ph.D. at CalTech, Mack 
plans to apply for the
United States astronaut training program. "It's a mi
llion to one shot, but
who knows what four years from now will bring. Th
ey are looking more to sci-
entists than pilot-types in future missions, maybe I'
ll have a good chance."
If the astronaut program doesn't work out for Mack,
 he will then look to
industry and a research-oriented position. "I don't 
want to be vice president
of a big company or president of my own company," e
xplains Mack. "I don't
think I'm inclined business-wise or political-wise
. I just want a comfortable
job.. .the more comfortable the better.. .a job doing something I 
like to do."
And now back to the original question, why earn fou
r degrees?
"The main thing was that I found out that I could in
deed earn four degrees,"
Mack continued. "I guess I have a desire to learn.
 I'd love to know more."
Thus, Chris Mack summed up the essence of education.
Mack's strong organizational skills may well be a pro
duct of his upbringing.
His father, Howard L. Mack, is a construction forem
an, while his mother is an
elementary school teacher who now works as a bookk
eeper. They reside at 2213
Bengal Lane, Plano, Texas.
Second of four children, Chris is closest to his 
younger sister, Julie. A
photography major at East Texas State University, Julie will
 spend the summer
with Chris in Baltipore.
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"She recently purchased all new photo equipment and gave me her old
stuff," comments Chris. "I want to add photography to my hobbies. It's
going to be a good time...I'm sure she can teach me a lot about photography."
Chris earned 51 A's, 43 grades of B-plus or B, one C-plus and one C.
"I would like to have avoided the C's, but that's life," smiled Mack. "It's
been fun."
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EDITORS NOTE: Mr. and Mrs. Mack are former residents of Portage, Mich.
Chris' maternal grandmother is Mrs. Grace Russell of Paw Paw, Mich. His
paternal grandfather is Return Mack, Mattawan, Mich. Chris attended Milham
Elementary School in Portage where his mother formerly was the art teacher.
EDITORS NOTE SENT TO MICHIGAN NEWSPAPERS
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SPORTS INFORMATION
TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Shot putter John A. Singleton, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Larry D. Singleton, 54695 Streeter Ln., Elkhart, will represent Rose-Hulman
Institute of Technology Thursday through Saturday in the NCAA Division III
track and field championships at North Central College in Naperville, Ill.
Singleton, an All-American in 1981 by virtue of his sixth place finish
in the national championships, will compete in the qualifying rounds on
Thursday, May 27 with aspirations of making the finals to be held the fol-
lowing Saturday. To receive All-America honors Singleton must place in the
top 12 of all those competing.
To qualify for the national championships Singleton, who has been elected
field events captain for the third straight year, needed a throw of over 53
feet. Easily qualifying with a throw of 53 feet 4 inches, Singleton was just
two inches short of his school record toss of 53 feet 6 inches.
Singleton, a graduate of Elkhart Central High School, is a mechanical
engineering major at Rose-Hulman where he is also a member of the weight-
lifting club. For 1982 the Rose-Hulman track team compiled a 7-0 dual meet
record and captured the College Athletic Conference crown for the fourth con-
secutive season.
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HOLD FOR RELEASE UNTIL AFTER 11 A.M. SATURDAY, MAY 29, 1982
Kevin L. Bartley, a computer science major from Indianapolis, received the
gold Heminway Medal for having graduated with the highest grade point Average,
edging Edward A. Bullerdiek, a chemical engineering major from East Aurora, N.Y.,
by one-thousandth of a point for the honor.
Bartley completed 200 credit hours with a GPA of 3.970, while Bullerdiek
took 195 hours with a GPA of 3.969 on a 4.0 system.
Bartley, son of Mrs. Sharon L. Bartley, 4146 Ridgeway Dr., Indianapolis, and
Cletus W. Bartley, Indianapolis, was valedictorian of his class at Cascade High
School near Danville, Ind. He has accepted employment as a member of the tech-
nical staff of Bell Laboratories in Holmdel, N.J.
While at Rose-Hulman he was a member of Pi Mu Epsilon, national mathematics
honorary, and won the Carl Wischmeyer Award as the member of the class completing
the junior year with the highest academic standing.
The Heminway Medal was established in 1888 through an endowment given by Mrs.
Sarah Heminway, a relative and confidant of Rose-Hulman founder Chauncey Rose.
Douglas P. Gundlach, a chemical engineering major from Belleville, Ill.,
received the John Tuller Royse award presented annually to the graduating senior
deemed by the faculty to be the most outstanding member of the class based on
scholarship, campus leadership and participation in extra-curricular activities.
The award is given in memory of Mr. Royse, a Terre Haute business and civic leader
who served on Rose-Hulman's Board of Managers for more than 30 years prior to his
death in 1970.
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Gundlach, son of Mrs. Janis L. Schneider, 1005 Five Forks Dr., Belleville,
In., and the late Richard P. Gundlach, is a graduate of Belleville Township-
East High School and came to Rose-Hulman as a National Merit Scholar.
Gundlach, who graduated summa cum laude, was tapped for membership in Tau
Beta Pi, national engineering honorary; Omega Chi Epsilon, chemical engineering
honorary; and Blue Key service honorary. Earlier honors received at Rose-Hulman
include the bronze Heminway Medal for completing the freshman year with the high-
est academic average; the CRC Freshman Chemistry Award, Pawley Award in Political
Science and History and the Pfizer Award as the outstanding senior chemical engi-
neering major.
His campus activities included being president of the student chapter of the
American Institute of Chemical Engineers, president of the Chess Club, convocation
chairman for the Student Activities Board, vice president of the Residence Hall
Association, captain of the varsity College Bowl team, a reporter for the school
newspaper, "The Thorn", and a member of the American Chemical Society and Catholic
Student Center.
Gundlach has accepted employment as a research assignments program engineer
for Dow Chemical USA in Midland, Mich.
David E. Womble, Clinton, S.C., who graduated magna cum laude in mathematics
and computer science, was the recipient of the third Herman A. Moench Senior Com-
mendation, an award which "recognizes and commends publicly a graduating senior
who exhibits those traits of professional dedication, public service, and the high
personal standards which characterize Dr. Moench." The award honors the Rose-
Hulman alumnus, professor and senior vice president who completed his 52nd year at
the institute with the passing of the 104th commencement Saturday.
Womble, son of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene W. Womble, 302 Calvert Ave., Clinton, S.C.,
is a graduate of Principia High School in St. Louis, Mo. While at Rose-Hulman he
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was tapped for membership in Tau Beta Pi, Pi Mu Epsilon (mathematics honorary)
and earlier this spring received the Clarence P. Sousley Award as the outstanding
senior mathematician, the Certificate of Merit in Mathematics for seniors, and
the Most Improved Runner award in cross country.
A winner of six letters in cross country and track and field, he also was
active in the Christian Science College Organization (president, one year; sec-
retary, two years), the Camera Club and editorial staffs of both the college
yearbook and newspaper.
Womble served as a student operator in the computing center, a mathematics
tutor, a member of the mathematics team which won the state small college title
for an unprecedented fourth straight time his senior year, and as the only stu-
dent member of a Rose-Hulman presidential commission charged with the planning
and implementation of a campus-wide word processing system.
Womble has been accepted to graduate school at Georgia Institute of Tech-
nology where he will continue his studies in mathematics.
Keith E. Hoover, who in February was promoted from assistant to associate
professor of electrical engineering effective Sept. 1, 1982, was named the Dean's
Outstanding Teacher.
Recognized for his dedication as a classroom teacher, Hoover is a 1971 grad-
uate of Rose-Hulman who has been a member of the electrical engineering faculty
since 1977. Following his graduation from Rose in electrical engineering, he
went to the University of Illinois where he earned the M.S. and Ph.D. degrees in
the period from 1971 through 1976. His areas of specialty are digital electronics
and electromagnetic.
Prior to joining his alma mater he taught at North Carolina A. & T. State
University. Hoover is married to the former Judith Myers, who holds a Ph.D. in
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comparative literature from the University of Illinois. She has served as an
adjunct professor at Rose-Hulman. The Hoovers who reside at 450 S. 20th St.,
Terre Haute, are the parents of a son and daughter.
In addition to his classroom teaching and laboratory instruction, Hoover
is presently working on a National Science Foundation grant to develop two upper
level courses in microprocessors for electrical engineering and computer science
students. The work will be done during the next two summers.
Dr. Hoover also is active outside the classroom as adviser to the student-
operated non-commercial FM radio station which began operation this winter and
was the adviser to a group of students which designed a new solid state score-
board which may be used at the Indianapolis Motor Speedway.
Ronald G. Reeves, vice president for development and external affairs,
received the President's Outstanding Service Award. A 1958 graduate of Rose-Hulman
in electrical engineering, he joined the administration of his alma mater as associ-
ate director of development in 1967. He previously had worked as an engineer and
manager in industry for Public Service Indiana and the Visqueen Division of Ethyl
Corporation, rising to supervisor of division engineering at Visqueen.
He was promoted to director of development in 1969 and vice president in 1971.
Two major development programs--the Centennial Campaign of 1974 and the current $19
million "Blueprint for Excellence" have been developed and run during his tenure as
head of the development operation.
A registered professional engineer, he has held office in the local chapter
and is a former director of the Indiana Society of Professional Engineers. Reeves
also has served as chairman of the guidance committee of the ISPE, a group which
promotes the profession to the youth of the nation through a number of aptitude
tests and scholarship offerings.
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He also is active in Alpha Tau Omega, having held local, state and national
office. An active community leader, he is treasurer of the Banks-of-the-Wabash
Festival Association, an executive board member of the Wabash Valley Council Boy
Scouts, a director of Family Service Association of Terre Haute and the public
relations council of the Chamber of Commerce. He earlier has served as president
of the Kiwanis Club of Greater Terre Haute and the Vigo County Heart Association.
Reeves resides at 634 S. 32nd St., Terre Haute. His parents are Mr. and Mrs.
Roy Reeves, 1326 S. 18th St., Terre Haute.
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TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Representatives of the Vigo Plant of Pfizer, Inc.,
delivered the initial payment of a $40,000 pledge to Rose-Hulman Institute
of Technology's "Blueprint for Excellence" campaign Thursday, pushing the
$2 million Moench Hall renovation phase of the program past the half way
point.
"It is always gratifying when a local company makes such a generous
pledge to our school," said Rose-Hulman President Dr. Samuel F. Hulbert.
"We're confident that others will follow, and we will reach our $2 million
goal for the renovation of Moench Hall by the end of the year."
Hulbert brought the Pfizer representatives up to date on the progress
of the campaign and gave them a tour of the construction site for Olin Hall
and the Administration Center. These buildings are scheduled for completion
by the start of school in the fall of 1983. Renovation of Moench Hall could
begin as early as June, 1983.
Begun in 1979, the $19 million "Blueprint for Excellence" program was
announced to the public last September when Rose-Hulman officials learned
that the Olin Foundation, Inc., of New York would fund the construction and
furnishings for a new classroom-laboratory building at a cost of nearly $5
million.
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The "Blueprint for Excellence" program is designed to provide a new class-
room-laboratory building for chemical engineering, civil engineering and the
life sciences, a new administration center and a major renovation of Moench Hall,
a 130,000 square-foot structure which from its completion in 1922 until 1969
housed all academic and administrative facilities of the institute. The "Blue-
print" campaign also will provide annual student financial aid, academic depart-
mental support and equipment and additional endowment.
Ronald G. Reeves, vice president for development and external affairs, not
ed
that Rose-Hulman has raised $13.72 of its $19 million goal to date. The amounts
raised to date by category (the goal to be reached by the end of 1984 is in par-
entheses) follow:
Chemical-civil engineering building and Administration Center, $5.98 million
($6.25 million); endowment and operational support, $3.13 million ($5.5 million);
student financial aid, $1.91 million ($3.25 million); engineering and science lab-
oratory equipment and departmental support, $1.67 million ($2 million); and the
renovation of Moench Hall, $1.03 million ($2 million).
The Pfizer grant and others earmarked for the Moench Hall renovation are
worth one-third more than the pledge inasmuch as Lilly Endowment, Inc
., of Indian-
apolis announced in February that it would give $1 for each $3 raised for the
renovation as a means of challenging Rose-Hulman and other Indiana ind
ependent
colleges to upgrade existing facilities and incorporate energy-saving 
measures.
Lilly Endowment granted Rose-Hulman the top award of $500,000 in this progra
m,
with the stipulation that the pledges be completed by the end of 19
84.
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SPORTS INFORMATION
TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Bill Welch, a veteran cross country and track and field
coach at Terre Haute Gerstmeyer and North Vigo high schools and a widely-sought
lecturer and clinic staff member, Thursday was named head cross country and
assistant track and field coach at Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology.
Welch, who will continue as a teacher in the Vigo County School Corporation,
will begin his duties at Rose-Hulman immediately.
"I do not feel we could have picked a better candidate if we had looked
throughout the Midwest for a replacement," said Athletic Director John Mutchner
of Welch. "Bill is truly one of the outstanding distance coaches in the Midwest
and is a recognized authority in track and field circles. We are pleased to have
Bill Welch as a member of our staff. We are losing a fine coach in Jim Hargis
and gaining another in Bill Welch.
"One of the strengths of our athletic program is the fact that we have been
able to attract some truly outstanding local people to our program. We have 12
people on our athletic staff but only four of those individuals are full time,
meaning we are able to cover 10 varsity sports on a limited budget," Mutchner
continued.
Welch, who holds B.S. and M.S. degrees from Indiana State University, was
head track and field and cross country coach at the former Gerstmeyer High School
from 1955 until its closing in 1971. He headed the track program at North until
1973 when he became athletic director (1973-78), but continued as cross country
coach.
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During his tenure as a cross country coach, his teams have won 20 county
championships, 14 conference titles, and 13 sectional championships, four
regional titles and one state championship. Nine of Welch's track and field
teams and nine cross country teams have enjoyed undefeated seasons.
Welch, who served as director of athletics at North from 1973 to 1978,
has seen no fewer than 30 of his cross country or track and field athletes
go on to success in college cross country and track and field. Rose-Hulman
has enjoyed the service of seven Bill Welch-coached athletes and ranks second
only to neighboring Indiana State University in this regard.
Welch's special assignments in athletics include being a coach and adviser
to the nation of Iran in 1964. In addition to working with the Iranian National
Team and the Olympic representatives, he was an adviser and organizer in estab-
lishing a high school program throughout the country for physical education and
sports teachers. This assignment was through the Department of State and the
Iranian Track and Field Federation.
Earlier, Welch had served as a specialist at the Olympic Training Camp for
sprinters and hurdlers in San Diego, Calif., in 1970 and the Canadian Young ath-
letes Program in 1968.
His professional coaching honors include being named National Track and
Field Coach of the Year by the National High School Coaches Association in 1970,
selection to the National Hall of Fame for Track and Field in Charleston, W. Va.,
as a high school coach (1977), Indiana Track Coach of the Year (1968), Indiana
Cross Country Coach of the Year (1972), and chairman of Indiana AAU Age Group
Track and Field (1966).
With NCAA Division III All-America Mike O'Brien and five of the top seven
runners from last year's cross country team returning, Welch has a veteran team
returning this fall. Among the team's goals will be winning the College Ath-
letic Conference crown.
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TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--D. Brian Dyer has been appointed
Admissions Counselor at Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology. Grad-
uating from Indiana State University in 1980 with a B.S. degree in
urban planning marketing, Dyer was formerly an economic development
planner with the West Central Indiana Economic Development District
Inc.
Dyer was born in Princeton and graduated from Princeton
High School in 1976. A member of the American Marketing
Association, Dyer married the former Debra Jean Coomer, also a 1980
graduate of Indiana State University, who is employed as a teacher
at the Ernie Pyle School near Clinton.
Dyer is the son of Mr. and Mrs. James E. Dyer, R.R. 2,
Box 252, Princeton.
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TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Von L. Baum, a cross country standout
and 1980 graduate of West Vigo High School, has indicated that he
will attend Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology this fall.
Setting his sights on a mechanical engineering major, Baum also
plans to participate in cross country and track and field at the
eastside campus.
While in high school Baum compiled an impressive record,
lettering four years in cross country and track and field and
capturing the 1980 sectional championship in cross country.
Baum's outstanding performances did not go unnoticed as he earned
most valuable runner honors in cross country his junior and
senior years at West Vigo.
"We feel that Von will make an excellent contribution to
the Rose-Hulman track and field and cross country programs,"
noted newly appointed Engineer cross country coach Bill Welch.
Baum will be joining two local runners, Kyle Hayes and Greg
Gibson, who are returning lettermen from the Engineers' 1981
cross country team.
Baum is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Von Baum, R.R. 11, Box 441,
West Terre Haute.
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TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Twenty-three members of Rose-Hulman Institute of Tech-
nology's 350-man Class of 1986 who were selected to attend the college's first
Fast-Track Calculus class will arrive Sunday (July 25) for this unique course
offering.
Dr. Gary J. Sherman, head of the Division of Mathematics, will teach this
intensive five-week course covering differential, integral and multivariable
calculus. Participants who successfully complete Fast-Track Calculus will
have satisfied Rose-Hulman's freshman calculus requirement, be awarded 15
quarter hours of credit toward graduation and begin their college career as
"mathematical sophomores" by enrolling in Differential Equations I as a first
term freshman.
Dr. Sherman notes that such a head start on the mathematics requirement
has many potential advantages. For example, students can get a double degree
or a technical translators certificate, take two majors or extra electives or
begin graduate school as a senior.
Students participating in the first session of Fast-Track Calculus gener-
ally scored 750 or better on the mathematics portion of the Scholastic Aptitude
test (800 is a perfect score).
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From an academic point of view, this gives students of exceptional ability
and background an opportunity to use their talents and to move ahead," Sherman
said. "Response to this program was very good."
A typical schedule Monday through Friday will include class from 8:30 to
10 a.m., followed by an hour of problems and discussions and a repeat of the
timetable each afternoon from 1:30 to 4:30 p.m. Computers will be available
for problem-solving from 7 p.m. to ???. And if this schedule is not enough, an
optional session will be available Saturday mornings, according to Professor
Sherman.
Rose-Hulman's computing facilities and microcomputers will be used exten-
sively in the course. In fact, a microcomputer will be available in the lounge
of the residence hall in which participants will be housed.
Dr. Sherman has been a member of the teaching faculty at Rose-Hulman since
receiving his Ph.D. in mathematics from Indiana University in 1971. He has been
active in professional organizations, published several papers and served as a
consultant to government and industry. The Lilly Endowment awarded him a
Faculty Open Fellowship to spend the 1980-81 academic year working in industry
and studying operations research at Clemson University. Since returning to
Rose-Hulman he has been elevated to head of the division and has been particu-
larly interested in introducing microcomputers into the mathematics classroom.
Participants include Kenneth E. Jones, Jr., Terre Haute, Ind.; Andrew E.
Nunns, Upper St. Clair, Penn.; Bruce F. Carpenter, Shelbyville, Ind.; Dale
Wedel, Canton, Kan.; Tim Kropf, West Des Moines, Iowa; John L. Christos, Crown
Point, Ind.; Tim Harmon, Highland, Ind.; Kenneth Riggleman, Elizabethtown, Penn.
Craig W. Coder, Great Falls, Mont.; Bentley Hensley, Sharp's Chapel, Tenn.;
Daniel B. Smith, New Castle, Ind.; Bruce D. Pesch, Carlisle, Ind.; Ronald 
D.
Bowman, Indianapolis, Ind.; Charles Hastings, Feeding Hills, Mass.
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Also, Michael Walden, Grand Forks A.B., N.D.; Colin T. Boast, Littleton,
Colo.; Kevin M. Pietrzak, Calumet City, Ill.; Mark Bailey, Edmonds, Wash.;
Daniel R. Crane, Burlington, N.J.; Steven F. Cook, Marietta, Ga.; Robert L.
Mattingly, Washington, Ind.; Gary M. Winzenread, Indianapolis, Ind.; Albert
Haines III, Bordertown, N.J.
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TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology has been notified
by The Kresge Foundation that a challenge grant of $200,000 toward the reno-
vation of laboratory facilities in Moench Hall has been approved contingent
upon the college's completion of cash commitments and pledges to the $2 mil-
lion renovation by Dec. 15, 1982.
After considering 1,449 proposals in 1982, The Kresge Foundation of Troy,
Mich., last week awarded new grant commitments of $28,260,000 to 132 charitable
organizations in 32 states and the District of Columbia.
The majority of these grants were toward projects involving construction
or renovation of facilities. Most grant recipients had raised initial funds
toward their respective projects before requesting Kresge Foundation assistance.
Grants were then authorized on a challenge basis, requiring the raising of the
remaining funds, thereby insuring the completion of the projects.
The Kresge Foundation was created by the personal gifts of Sebastian S.
Kresge. Foundation grants are made to institutions in the areas of higher edu-
cation, health care and related services, the arts and humanities, social ser-
vices, science, conservation and religion.
"This grant from The Kresge Foundation is not only generous, but the
timing could not have been better," commented Dr. Samuel F. Hulbert, president
of Rose-Hulman. "To date, slightly over $1 million has been raised for the
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Moench Hall renovation. I am confident that alumni and friends of Rose-Hulman
will respond to this important challenge from Kresge, and we will meet our
stated goal."
The Moench Hall renovation is a major project in the $19 million "Blue-
print for Excellence" program begun in 1979 and scheduled for completion in
1984. This development program is designed to provide a new classroom-labor-
atory building for chemical engineering, civil engineering and the life sciences,
a new administration center, and the major renovation of Moench Hall, a 130,000
square-foot structure which from its completion in 1922 until 1969 housed all
academic and administrative facilities of the institute. The "Blueprint"
campaign also will provide annual student financial aid, academic departmental
support and equipment, and additional endowment.
More than $14 million of the $19 million total has been raised to date.
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TERRE HAUTE, Ind.--Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology will
have a representative playing in the Indiana High School Football
All-Star game Saturday at Indiana University's Memorial Stadium
in Bloomington.
Bob Nordyke, a 6-4, 220-pound freshman, is a probable
starter at offensive tackle for the North All-Star squad when
they face the South squad in the battle scheduled to begin at
3:30 p.m. Nordyke, the Engineer prospect who is due to report
for the first day of practice at the Rose-Hulman campus August
20, is a resident of Wolcott, and a graduate of Tr -County High
School.
"We liked what we saw in Nordyke, he moves really well,"
stated Engineer Head Coach Bob Thompson, adding, "We feel very
fortunate to have such a fine prospect coming to Rose-Hulman."
Thompson and newly appointed assistant coach Randy Dickens
recently made a trip to Bloomington to watch the All-Stars
practice for the annual contest.
Nordyke is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert S. Nordyke, Box
335, Wolcott.
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